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SSO-HARD to Take
Thank you for OufWeek.
New York has been long
overdue for an intelligent
periodical devoted to the
lesbian and gay community ..
One thing that has consistently disturbed me, however, is the appearance
of
the SSO-HARD ads at the
end of each issue I've seen
so far. I can't help but read
the image as a faceless,
headless gay person cuffed,
barefoot
and helplessly
awaiting torture (symbolic or
otherwise). My presumpyon
of what this image cOnnotates negates the impact of
much of the content which
precedes in the body of the
magazine,
These articles
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and other contributions on
the whole aspire to liberation and revelation, in contrast to the humiliation
implied by the ad in question: I can certainly understand the necessity of raising
money for the publication
through advertising,
and
that one can't always afford
to be idealistic about the
source of such income.
However, I question whether
the choice of running this ad
is a productive compromise.
In raising similar questions in
a panel presentation at last
September's NY Lesbian and
Gay Experimental Film Festival (Anthology FilmArchives)
on Complacency
and
Activism in the Media, I felt
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that much of the audience response was that
of evasive consternation. I will be presenting
a film in February (also
• gt Anthology) which. I
hope will further develop the discourse
in
examining the implica:.ry
tions of the prevalent
iJ,~.i\1:'...
S&M sensibility in g~y
culture. I hope others In t~,,,,,··,·
the gay community will
l'
begin,
continue
or ~t~;':~i!l':':Z'
resume the assessment ~'~'~:7;;
..... .
'.
of the issues which this '''''~(:.~:t-''':;;::JI!!!.
. ,!iii~~
condition
brings up, and
that gays, particularly male
how it relates to our position
whites (whicl"ll am not) must
in a society which seems
begin to question these
more and more to teeter on
implications more seriously.
the brink of fascism. Sadism
Well you may say that that
is the traditional expression
sexual practice isthe individof
fascistic
exercise:
ual freedom of one's private
Masochism
is the mirror
domain.
Not so, I reply,
opposite
through
which
when
manifest
through
sadism more easily perpetuadvertisement
(being the
ates. It is my strong feeling
most effective means of per-

~::~1
Wi,-

fili~;;~::'::'.

suasion, potentially)
and
especially within the context
of a news magazine. Then it
becomes
a public issue
which warrants discussion.
After the panel I was
told that I have the consciousness of a 70s feminist.
I'm not sure why, but the
idea appeals to me.
Jack waters
Manhattan

Premature Adulation
Cliff O'Neill's
report
("Surgeon Specific: Nov. 20)
on the appointment of the
new Surgeon General Antonia Novello, sparked questions in the minds of those of
us who work with CUREAIDS
NOW in Florida. We feel that
George Bush's selection
bears close scrutiny. The fact
that certain AIDS lobbyists
credit the new appointment
with a clean account before
she gets started is reason to
be doubly suspicious of her.
An AIDS lobbyist for the
Americsm
Psychological
Association assures us she's
shown ·an extraordinary
level of sensitivity'
from
which we can take •a great
deal of comfort:
Can we
take this extreme compliment seriously? Hardly. Often
a lobbyist must find room on
the ground floor when a
Power Hat he lobbies takes
office, Otherwise his lobbying falls on deaf ears. He
works within a system which
requires of him that he kiss
posteriors-even when those
same buttocks have messed
In their pants,
To respond to Bush's
appointment by Insisting on
Its excellence Is, diplomatically speaking, premature,
Before rushing to embrace
Ms, Novello, It may be wise
to reflect that her opposition
to abortion probably stems
from a Roman Catholic
upbringing,
and that. her
approach to sexuality and Its
social ramifications Is, there- fore, colored by medlev,al
religious beliefs, Our organization has sent her a letter

requesting her response to
renounce
this grotesque
the Supreme Court in the
statements in Rome by John
moralism if she is to be worlast three years (the GeorCardinal
O'Connor
who
thy of even one satisfactory
gia sodomy case, the CIA
said, ·Sometimes I believe
mark on her first report card.
gay employee
case and
the greatest damage done
As long as she opposes fetal
the gay Olympics case)
to persons with AIDS is done
research she stands for
have been ACLU cases.
by the dishonesty of those
death, and her grade is F-'
The record should be
health care professionals
minus.
made clear because many,
who refuse to confront the
Jack Nichols
many lesbian and gay men
moral dimensions of sexual
CUREAIDSNOW
are supporters of the ACLU
aberrations or drug abuse.
Miami,FL
as well as of diverse lesbian
Good
morality
is good
and gay organizations. It is
medicine:
ACLUSnafu
important for them to know
While Ms. Novello may
I write to correct
a
that their membership dolnot be dishonest, she may
statement in the article in
lars, as well as their earvery well turn out to be
last week's (Dec. 3) issue
marked contributions to the
schizophrenic
if her reliconcerning the internal turACLU Lesbian and Gay
gious morality comes into
moil at National Gay Rights
Rights Project, pay the bills in
conflict with reality as it has
Advocates.
That article
these cases and in fact supalready done in the case
describes NGRA and Lambport an enormous chunk of
of abortion.
da as "the only national
the lesbian and gay civil
We already know Bush legal organizations which
rights work which goes on in
prefers making appointregularly litigate gay and les- this country.
ments to high posts of those
bian civil rights cases.· That
Nan D. Hunter
who conform to his narrow
statement
is incorrect;
it
Director
right-wing-pleasing stances.
omits both the National CenACLU Lesbian and Gay
We can't gloss over the fact
ter for Lesbian Rights, directthat opponents of abortion
ed by Roberta Achtenberg,
are usually the same ideoand the ACLU.
logues who see AIDS as a fitAlthough organizations
ting condition
for moral
which litigate only lesbian
deviates.
and gay rights cases are a
The new Surgeon Gennatural focus of attention
eral opposes not only aborwithin our community" it is
tion but. by extension, fetal,
also important that we realresearch as well. How can a
ize and recognize where a
'sane
Surgeon
General
huge amount of the work is
oppose fetal research, obvi- , actually being done. The
ously proven· to hold such
ACLU, through
both the
promise in AIDS research, as National Lesbian and Gay
in a host of other diseases
Rights Project in New York
Braff New World
and cancers? She isjoined in
and our affiliates throughCongratulations
to
this lunacy by Dr. James
out the country, now has
GMHC for coming up with
Mason, Assistant Secretary
nine attorneys working fullan executive director, such
for Health, who sees the
time on AIDS and gay rights
as Jeffrey Braff, that my very_
rights of those who have not
issues.This is more attorneys
dear friend Paul Popham,
yet been born as more
than NGRA (pre-firing) and
first president and founder of
important than the rights of
Lambda combined.
Not
GMHC would be very proud
those who are fully alive,
to hove carry on In his tradisurprisingly, then, many of
As long as the new Sur- the most significant
gay
tion, Very best wishes to you,
geon General
and her
, Jeffrey Braff,
rights cases have been
cohorts stand In the way,
handled
by ACLU attorMel Cheren
creating blocks to the conneys, Including Brasch I v,
Manhattan
tinuance
of life for living
Stahl Associates (the gay
patients, It cannot be said of
couple
as family
case
Supporting Sa'erSex
her that she Is pro-life In any
under New York City rent
Last week I ottended a
rational sense, In fact. her
control) and Watkins v, U,S, safer sex seminar/support
Interference
with fetal
Army (the only military case
group at the GMHC, At a
research and her acquiesIn which a final federal rul·
time when AIDS has affect·
cence In the stoppage of
Ing has ordered a gay sol- 'ed us all. In some way, the
fetal experiments will lead to
dier reinstated), Indeed, 01/
weekly· occurrence of such
countless deaths, Our new
meetings Is long overdue, I
three of the gay rights
Surgeon
General
must
cases which have reached
do not mean to Insinuate
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that men and women are
unaware of the dangers, On
the contrary, I believe most
are, But learning to Incorporate the presence of this'
danger Into our daily lives
must be a deliberate practice In order to stop the devastation that this microscopic virus has taken on our
lives, Education Is not only
being aware of how the
virus Is transported, but also
how to utilize that awareness outside of the bedroom, When the government is afraid
to even
acknowledge the presence
of AIDS,it is up to the individual to actively support the
practice of safer sex, She or
he should not view it as an
alternative to sex but. with
condoms readily available,
should celebrate sex as love
and life affirming.
If you hold the erroneous belief that a safer sex

seminar has nothing to offer
you, why not offer something of yourself? Or as a
couple? The gay community Is still facing seemingly
Insurmountable
barriers
from all sides, By actively
showing support for sex that
is safer, we can reaffirm
that those of us who are
concerned and aware are
not a mInority
within a
minority,
William C. Newcomb
Manhattan

Lisbon Trlvlallzation?
I'm incredibly perplexed
by Jonn Wasser's review of
Terence McNally's Lisbon
Traviata. Where does he say
that it is filled with ugly, old,
pernicious stereotypes of
gay men growing sad and
unbeautiful? Did he really
not see what enraged me?
Did he not see that this was
a story which endorsed the

notion that gay men grow
bitter and depressed as they
lose youth? Thiswas the first
time I ever hissed at a stage.
In the briefest of allusions to Mendy's daughter,
Stephen tells us that he
believes the emptiness of his
emotional well would be
filled If only he himself had
been a parent, The sad
Mendy Is thus rendered
more valid because of his
procreational
accident,
Stephen really means he
would
imagine
himself
happy If only he had a captive human attachment-a
role which he seeks to assign
his lover, who is understandably running scared in the
second act. Bullshlt fantasy!
There are enough painfully
empty parents out there. Of
course many lives, gay, lesbian
and straight
are
enriched by parenting. But
the idea that gay and les-
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blan lives are somehow
Incomplete
continues to
rationalize the subtle homophobia
of
even
our
"friends,' Yet that thesis is
near the core of this play,
Here Is a significant
piece of cross-over theater
and it Invests all its energies
in telling its audience a story
of a depleted
life and
foundQrlng
narcism, No
doubt the world is filled with
painfully desperate characters such as Stephen, But
Jonn Wasser ties it to homosexuality. Is this what a writer
of gay themes has to promote in order to be shown
at a mainstream theater?
Must we supply them with
self-hating
stereotypes?
How sad for us. Yes massa, I
sho' do know dat I be lazy,
but p'haps I can dance a
few steps fo you.
Ron Winchel
Jonn WasserResponds:
If Mr. Winchel feels
angered by what he saw
onstage, he would be best
to adckess his peeves to the
author, (c/o Gilbert Partner,
William Morris Agency, 135
Avenue of the Americas,
New York,NY 1(019) I stand
by my review.

The Real Deal
Tothe Editor

The New York Times
The majority
of the
people (and not a single
patient I) that Gina Kolata
Interviewed fbr her article of
November 21. 1989, ("Innovative AIDS Drug Plan May
be Undermining Testing:)
told her that her thesis was
baseless. (Since when did
the Times begin reserving
front page space for what
"may be?") All the activists,
officials from the National
Institutes of Health and representatives
from BristolMyers, sponsor of the drug in
question, were unanimous:
there's no evidence that
expanded access is slowing
trial enrollment.
But that
didn't stop the article, or
change its headline.
If Kolata, rather than
flipping thro.ugh her rolodex
till she happened upon the
names she could attach to
the sentiments she'd framed
already, had spent a little
time in thinkIng the thesis
through critically, she'd perhaps hove asked the salient
questions.
She'd
have
asked, first: how quickly
hove ACTG (AIDSClinical Trials Group) trials historically
accrued (to provide some
basis for comparison); and
second: how quickly was
ddl's expanded access program expected
to enroll
patients (to see if anything is
awry). But the answers might
have deprived her of her
boffo headline-tabloid
in
wingtips-and
hence her
frontpage slot. Because the
answers are that: ACTG trials
have rarely accrued
so
briskly as the ddl studies are
accrUing, and the dembnd
for pdl on the expanded
access protocols has In fact
been less than Bristol-Myers
expected it to be.

Kolata
could
have
done us all a real service
had she written an article
about the real barriers to
accrual to the ddl trials,
none of them being the
drug's availability on a prototype for parallel track. She
would have found that several of the sites around the
country were late in receiving approval for the ddl
studies from their institutional
review boards (IRBs). She
would have found that the
pharmacies at many of the
trial sites received the drug
late, or received an incorrect constitution of the drug.
She would have learned
that many trial sites only
have enough staff to perform the requisite baseline
tests on a few trial partici-

pants a week. She would
have learned that many
people who at first consider
entering the two trials that
measure ddl vs. AZT have
second thoughts when they
hear the AZT dose is 1200
mg. a day, a dose which
medical practice now says
is far too high. She might
have learned that people
on the waiting lists for the
ddl trials can wait for
months without
hearing
from their local trial site.
Yes-that's
right-waiting
lists.At every site in NY there
are long waiting lists for the
ddl trials. Just as there are
around the country. Many
hospitals are no longer
adding names to the lists.To
read the Kolata article,
you'd never know there are
people trying desperately to
get into the trials. But this, of
course, would have required investigative
AIDS
reporting of a sort we've

long despaired of ever seeing in the Times.
So why are the trial's
principal investigators (Pls)the only people who see a
problem-complaining
about
accrual
when
they've far from exhausted
their waiting lists? Because
it's easier to blame the one
humanitarian program that
we've ever been able to
wring from the research
establishment
'(parallel
track) for the problems
they've
always had in
accruing patients than it is
to take some responsibility
for resolving the problems.
The fact that there are wait- ,
ing lists for the ddl trials is in
fact a direct result of the
publicity
that we who
worked for the early availability of ddl were able to
generate about the drug.
And now, through their
ineptitude at accrual, the
local Pis are about to fritter \

This week's nasty piece of business is Health and Human Services Secretary
Louis Sullivan. Arch-homophobe Congressman Dannemeyer wrote Sullivan complaining about an HHS report which confirmed that homophobia often drives gay kids
to suicide. Sullivan replied that the report, although undoubtedly true, didn't reflect
his or the government's "pro-family" view and he then proceeded to try to supress it.
Therefore, we dedicate this ditty to Secretary shitty:
There once was a nightmare named Louis
Whose Party kepttrying to screw us
Our deaths you condone
You shit-eating drone
Up yours, Lou. Now go try to sue us!
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away that human resource,
waiting listsof willing trial participants, that we activists
have delivered to them. (If
they do, may they be defunded!)
Of course there are a
lot more people taking ddl
outside the trials than inside
the trials: the trials by their
nature are very exclusionary.
That's how clinical trials are
conducted
in this country.
Everyone I know who is getting ddl on an expanded
access protocol is ineligible
for a clinical trial. That's how
the program
has been
designed. The Pis fear there
is mass cheating.
They're
wrong. In order to cheat to
get into the expanded
access program, a patient
would have to convince a
doctor to lie about his or her
condition. Believe me, for
those who are ineligible for
parallel access but unwilling
to enroll in a clinical trial. it's
easier to get ddl on the
underground than it isto find
a doctor who'll risk malpractice and lie,
If Kolata's
headline
were simply an untruth, it
would be easier to overlook.
Those of us who know it's,

10

wrong could simply wait till
history proves it wrong. But
this headline, because it's a
prediction,
is particularly
(murderously) dangerous.
When the NY Times predicts
an outcome
on its front
page, it becomes a player in
history, helping to bring
about the very thing it's predicting. Who in my community who reads the Kolata
article is going to rush to
enroll in clinical trials that
they feel their fellow-community members are avoiding in droves? If accrual now
does lag, the Times and the
whining Pis who fueled this
baseless story will have a
share of the blame. (I should
note here that Dr. Fred
Valentine of NYU,though his
name appears in the story, is
not one of those Pis: he has
been misrepresented in the
Kolata article. He told me
privately, and then told an
audience full of community
members last Saturday, that
it is far too early to say
whether ddl's expanded
availability will interfere with
accrual and that, though it
might in the future, there are
stillwaiting liststo get into the
trials. Kolata was told this.
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She chose to misleadingly
trim Dr. Valentine's
comments for her own ends.)
The longer the trials take to
accrue, the longer my community will wait for a definitive answer about ddl's
effectiveness. With AIDS, we
measure delays in lives. The
Pis who contributed to this
story sure found one hell of
a way to facilitate
trial
accrual.
Talk about "investigator
bias"! At least in our clinical
trials we usually "blind" the
Pis (as the jargon has it) to
guard against bias. But what
can we do to minimize their
bias when it comes to the
parallel track? It would seem
that a number of them were
blind to parallel track before
it even began. How scientific! How humane! How sadly
typical.
Jim Eigo
Strange Conclusions
Letters

1he New YorkTimes
Of all the idiotic, halfbaked conclusions you hove
come to in your editorials on
AIDS and of all the incomplete/inaccurate
reporting
that Bruce Lambed
has

done on the AIDS crisis,
never has the Times recorded itself in history as being so
stupid as with your recent
article "Health Board Backs
Move to Trace AIDS" (1S
Nov, 89) and editorial "Dr.
Joseph and AIDS Testing"
(16 Nov. 89).
'To begin with, Lambert
should do a little more investigating
on the subject
rather than just regurgitating
what comes down in official
DOH media releases. He just
might have discovered that
there was a story here-like
how some ~embers of the
New York City Board of
Health ddn't even know this
plan was going to the state
until they read about it in
the Times! How did they
read "consensus" if not all
members even KNEWabout
the action?
Secondly, if your editorial and reporting staff were
really doing their homework
like even mediocre media
persons should, you would
realize that contact tracing
programs
such as we
already have for gonorrhea
and syphilis don't really
work. Just look at the dramatic increase over the last
decade we have had (in
NYC alone) in these two sexually transmitted diseases.
And this increase has happened while your great Dr,
Joseph and his staff have
been doing contact tracing. These diseases even
hove complete cures available, If contact tracing Is as
effective
as you and he
would like Listo believe, why
haven't they been able to
keep them under control?
Contact tracing may look
good on an administrator's
paper plan but It doesn't
work In reality,
The third Important
reason why contact tracIng Is a stupid Idea at this
time In this epidemic Isthat
It Is not coat effective, We
already
don't
have
enough money to pay for
the prevention, treatment

and care needed to combat this epidemic. The city
is already woefully neglectful in taking care of the
people who have already
been
identified
either
through voluntary testing or
diagnosis with AIDS or ARC,
Since the city already can't
meet the needs of these
people, how are we supposed to believe that the
government
will do anything more for more peo'pie. Especially if they are
spending
valuable
time
and money on just identifying. Where will the money
come from to provide
treatment and services to
these people? Or are we
just planning on identifying
them? It seems to me to be
only logical to have a clear
plan for treating and providing services to people
BEFOREyou launch a plan
to merely identify.
All this is beside the

point that study after study
has indicated
that those
most in need of care will
be less likely to come for
care if contact tracing is a
part of the process. Why
can't supposedly the most
intelligent media left in this
country
not be brave
enough to see what is really happening here!
Rodger Pettyjohn
Skid Row Must Go
Atlantic Records
Dear Mr. Ertegun:
I must protest the neonazi propaganda "AIDS kills
fags dead" on the T-shirt of
Sebastian
Bach of your
group Skid Row (as seen in
Metal Edge magazine) ...in
part because I am a survivor
of nearly fatal anti-gay violence.
The bad will towards
Atlantic Records, created by
this bigotry, will cause me to
boycott your company, until

it stops supporting this advocacy of hatred and violence.
Jim Davis
Elizabeth, NJ
Sorry, Wrong Bummer
Bohdan Zachary
GLAAD/LA
LosAngeles, CA 9COO4
Dear Mr.Zachary:
In response to your letter, I agree that Sebastian
Bach's t-shirt was offensive,
and neither I nor my publishers condone its message.
We thoroughly regret printing the photos and will
include a statement to that
effect in the April issue of
Metal Edge, on sale Dec. 26
(the March issue has already
been printed).
Please accept
our
heartfelt apology and assurance that this will never happen again.
GerriMilier
Exec. Editor
Metal Edge

Blinder, Gentler Nation?
The Hon.George Bush
The White House
Washington, DC 20050
Dear President Bush:
As you know, a recently
published
"Report of the
Secretary's Task Force on
youth Suicide" showed some
startling statistics on a rarely
talked
about
national
shame-namely,
the high
number of lesbian and gay
youth suicides. The study,
conducted by former Secretary of Health and Human
Services, Otis Bowen, was
researched with scientific
objectivity,
and points up
what r('Iany professionals
working with adolescent
populations have long suspected:
• Lesbian and gay
youth are two to three times
more likely to attempt suicide
than other young people;
• Lesbian and goy
youth may comprise up' to

Dykes to Watch Out For
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away that human resource,
waiting listsof willing trial participants, that we activists
have delivered to them. (If
they do, may they be defunded!)
Of course there are a
lot more people taking ddl
outside the trials than inside
the trials: the trials by their
nature are very exclusionary.
That's how clinical trials are
conducted
in this country.
Everyone I know who is getting ddl on an expanded
access protocol is ineligible
for a clinical trial. That's how
the program
has been
designed. The Pis fear there
is mass cheating.
They're
wrong. In order to cheat to
get into the expanded
access program, a patient
would have to convince a
doctor to lie about his or her
condition. Believe me, for
those who are ineligible for
parallel access but unwilling
to enroll in a clinical trial. it's
easier to get ddl on the
underground than it is to find
a doctor who'll risk malpractice and lie.
If Kolata's
headline
were simply an untruth, it
would be easier to overlook.
Those of us who know it's
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wrong could simply wait till
history proves it wrong. But
this headline, because it's a
prediction,
is particularly
(murderously) dangerous.
When the NY Times predicts
an outcome
on its front
page, it becomes a player in
history, helping to bring
about the very thing it's predicting. Who in my community who reads the Kolata
article is going to rush to
enroll in clinical trials that
they feel their fellow-community members are avoiding in droves? If accrual now
does lag, the Times and the
whining Pis who fueled this
baseless story will have a
share of the blame. (I should
note here that Dr. Fred
Valentine of NYU, though his
name appears in the story, is
not one' of those Pis: he has
been misrepresented in the
Kolata article. He told me
privately, and then told an
audience full of community
members last Saturday, that
it is far too early to say
whether ddl's expanded
availability will interfere with
accrual and that, though it
might in the future, there are
stillwaiting liststo get into the
trials. Kolata was told this.
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She chose to misleadingly
trim Dr. Valentine's
comments for her own ends.)
The longer the trials take to
accrue, the longer my community will wait for a definitive answer about ddl's
effectiveness. With AIDS, we
measure delays in lives, The
Pis who contributed to this
story sure found one hell of
a way to facilitate
trial
accrual.
Talk about "investigator
bias"! At least in our clinical
trials we usually "blind" the
Pis (as the jargon has it) to
guard against bias. But what
can we do to minimize their
bias when it comes to the
parallel track? It would seem
that a number of them were
blind to parallel track before
it even begantlllow scientific! How humane! How sadly
typical.
Jim Eigo
Strange Conclusions
Letters

1he New YorkTimes
Of all the idiotic, halfbaked conclusions you hove
come to in your editorials on
AIDS and of all the incomplete/inaccurate
reporting
that Bruce Lambert has

done on the AIDS crisis,
never has the Times recorded itself in history as being so
stupid as with your recent
article "Health Board Backs
Move to Trace AIDS" (1S
Nov. 89) and editorial "Dr.
Joseph and AIDS Testing"
(16 Nov. 89).
'To begin with, Lambert
should do a little more investigating
on the subject
rather than just regurgitating
what comes down in official
DOH media releases, He just
might hove discovered that
there was a story here-like
how some members of the
New York City Board of
Health didn't even know this
plan was going to the state
until they read about it in
the Times! How did they
read 'consensus" if not all
members even KNEWabout
the action?
Secondly, if your editorial and reporting staff were
really doing their homework
like even mediocre media
persons should, 'you would
realize that contact tracing
programs
such as we
already hove for gonorrhea
and syphilis don't really
work. Just look at the dramatic increase over the last
decade we have had (in
NYC alone) in these two sexually transmitted diseases.
And tbis increase has happened while your great Dr.
Joseph and his staff have
been doing contact tracing, These diseases even
hov~ complete cures available, If contact tracing is as
effective
as you and he
would like us to believe, why
haven't they been able to
keep them under control?
Contact tracing may look
good on an administrator's
paper plan but it doesn't
work In reality,
The third important
reason why contact tracIng is a stupid Idea at this
time In this epidemic Isthat
It Is not cost effective, We
already
don't
have
enough money to pay for
the prevention, treatment

and care needed to combat this epidemic. The city
is already woefully neglectful in taking care of the
people who have already
been
identified
either
through voluntary testing or
diagnosis with AIDS or ARC.
Since the city already can't
meet the needs of these
people, how are we supposed to believe that the
'government
will do anything more for more peo'pie. Especially if they are
spending
valuable
time
and money on just identifying. Where will the money
come from to provide
treatment and services to
these people? Or are we
just planning on identifying
them? It seems to me to be
only logical to have a clear
plan for treating and providing services to people
, BEFOREyou launch a plan
to merely identify.
All this is beside the

point that study after study
has indicated
that those
most in need of care will
be less likely to come for
care if contact tracing is a
part of the process. Why
can't supposedly the most
intelligent media left in this
country
not be brave
enough to see what is really happening here!
Rodger Pettyjohn
Skid Row Must Go
Atlantic Records
Dear Mr. Ertegun:
I must protest the neonazi propaganda" AIDS kills
fags dead" on the T-shirt of
Sebastian
Bach of your
group Skid Row (as seen in
Metal Edge magazine) ...in
part because I am a survivor
of nearly fatal anti-gay violence.
The bad will towards
Atlantic Records, created by
this bigotry, will cause me to
boycott your company, until

it stops supporting this advocacy of hatred and violence.
Jim Davis
Elizabeth, NJ
Sorry, Wrong Bummer
Bohdan Zachary
GLAAD/LA
LosAngeles, CA 9CXlO4
Dear Mr.Zachary:
In response to your letter, I agree that Sebastian
Bach's t-shirt was offensive,
and neither I nor my publishers condone its message.
We thoroughly regret printing the photos and will
include a statement to that
effect in the April issue of
Metal Edge, on sale Dec. 26
(the March issuehas already
been printed).
Please accept
our
heartfelt apology and assurance that this will never happen again.
Gerri Miller
Exec. Editor
Metal Edge

Blinder, Gentler Nation?
The Hon.George Bush
The White House
Washington, DC 20050
Dear President Bush:
As you know, a recently
published
"Report of the
Secretary's Task Force on
youth Suicide" showed some
startling statistics on a rarely
talked
about
national
shome-namely,
the high
number of lesbian and ~ay
youth suiCides. The study,
conducted by former Secretary of Health and Human
Services, Otis Bowen, was
researched with scientific
objectivity,
and points up
what r(1any professionals
working with adolescent
populations have long suspected:
• Lesbian and gay
youth are two to three times
more likely to attempt suicide
than other young people;
• Lesbian and @ay
youth may comprise up to

Dykes to Watch Out For
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30 percent of 01/ completed
suicides annually;
• Gay teen suicide can
only be prevented by ending
discrimination against youths
based on sexual orientation.
As I am also sure you
are aware, Congressman
William Dannemeyer of California is a long-standing foe
of the entire lesbian 'and
gay community of the United States. He has recently
contacted you and Secretary of Health and Human
services, Dr. Louis Sullivan, in
attempts to squelch these
recent findings, by condemning them as anti-"traditional family values." This
type of hate-mong ering
censorship of the facts will
only result in one thing-the
needless deaths of thousands of lesbian and gay
teenaged Americans.
I ask you, Mr. President, to please consider
this: From where,
if not
from ~traditional American
families:
do gay and lesbian teenagers
come?
Lesbian and gay youth are
the offspring of heterosexual ~traditionalfamilies,
as are heterosexual youth.
Lesbian
and
gay
teenagers are indeed part
of American society-they
comprise at least ten percent of those ~thousand
points of light" of which
you so eloquently
spoke.
Mr. President. don't support the snuffing
out of
their "points of light" by
caving in to Congressman
• Dannemeyer's
campaign
of hate. He is playing political games with the lives of
our young people by his
moral posturing.
"Traditional family values" are not the issue here;
preventing youth suicide is
the issue! The people who
serve youth in this country
(doctors, teachers, parents,
counselors, etc.) need to
know the results of the task
force study on youth suicide-it
is literally a matter
of life and death. I urge

12
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you and Secretary Sullivan
to meet with representatives of the National Gay
and Lesbian Task Force to
discuss this matter. Don't
send out a message tha't
"kinder
and
gentler"
applies to only the lives of
a select few in this country-by
the very definition
of those words, your compassion must extend to 01/
Americans.
Richard S. Haymes
Deputy Director
Community Health Proj.
Youth Services Division
Manhattan

God's Wrath?
John Vliet Lindsay
Board of Directors
Lincoln Center for the Performing ARTS
Dear Mr. Lindsay:
I am concerned, having
just been shown the current
OutWeek (19 November
1989), which indicates that at
dinner parties you have discussed some "gay problem"
and stated that AIDS may
indeed be "God's retribution
to the gay community.'
Whether or not you have
been correctly depicted, you
owe it to old friends to make
your position clear and in
more detail to editors at OutWeek. Or write me, and I will
relay your views to them.
Warren Allen Smith
, President
Variety Recording studio
Manhattan
Bash Re-hash
Ms. Barbara Jones
FirstAsst . to the Dist.Att'y
Dear Ms. Jones:
Thank you for meeting
with us last week, after the
conclusion of the Carl Schurz
Park gay-bashing case. We
write to you as members of
GLAAD, ACT UP and of the
gay and lesbian community
at large. At thistime, we would
liketo restate our demands.
1) It is imperative that
Mr. Morgenthau use his influence to lobby for the BiasRelated Violence Bill that
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has languished before the
State Senate. We demand
that he strongly endorse the
bill, both as an individual
and as representative of the
Manhattan
District Attorney's office. Finally, we
demand that he use his
influence and leadership
with the New York State
Association of District Attorneys to convince the organization to strongly endorse
and lobby for the Bill. It
should be clear that we
consider
the so-called
"generic" Bill to be unacceptable, all endorsements
should be for the Bill that
clearly identifies specific
forms of bias, including
attacks on gays and lesbians.
2) Gay-bashing
cases
across the country should be
researched to determine
effective strotegies for successfully prosecuting these
cases. This material should
be made available to all the
ADAs in your office.
3) We demand homophobia sensitivity training for
all ADAs and all staff of the
D.A. 's office. If this has
already been implemented,
we want the opportunity to
review existing training procedures and offer advice on
how to improve them.
4) We demand
the
immediate appointment of
a openly gay or lesbian
ADA We also demand the
opportunity to review recruitment policies of your office,
and specifically, any existing
program aimed at recruiting
gay and lesbian ADAs.
While we are concentrating on general issues in
this letter, we continue to be
outraged
by the way in
which the Carl ,Schurz Park
gay-bashing case was handled by the ADA, Dan Parker and others in your office.
We assume that you will be
investigating the matter internally and ask that you inform
us of your findings.
It is crucial that we
meet directly with the District

Attorney since he figures
prominently in a number of
our demands. We would
consider such a meeting to
be an essential indication of
your office's commitment to
resolving our concerns. While
we appreciate
your past
efforts and look forward to
working closely with you to
resolve this matter, we don't
feel that another meeting
with you alone would be
productive at this point.
An increasingly publicized epidemic
of antigay/lesbian
violence
is
sweeping this city, state and
country; it is evident that the
current system for prosecuting these cases is insufficient.
We cannot afford to wait
any longer, as gays and lesbians (and those perceived
as such) are being attacked
every day. We are dealing
with a crisis,and swift action
is necessary.
We will be monitoring
these cases as they come
up. We will not hesitate to
blame publicly those whose
inaction, or lack of competence, results in gay/lesbianbashers getting off with just a
slap on the wrist. For gays
and lesbians to be safe in
New York, gay-bashers need
to know that they will be
punished swiftly and surely
for their actions.
Please contact GLAAD
with your response by Friday,
December 1.
Alan Beck, ACT UP
Bruce Ellerin,Crime Victim
Mark Carson, ACT UP,
GLAAD
Jim Fouratt, ACT UP, Art
Positive, GLAAD '
Gordon Harrell, ACT UP,
GLAAD
Marty King, ACT UP,Team
New York
Ken Lustbader, GLAAD
Tom McKean, ACT UP
Adrian Milton, ACT UP,
GLAAD
BillMonahan, ACT UP
Michael Petrelis,ACT UP
Karin Schwartz, GLAAD
Randy Synder,ACT UP
Josh Weyser,GLAAD

,CARDINAL O'CONNOR
ACT UP (AIDS Coalition To Unleash Power) AND WHAM!
(Women's Health Action Mooilization) ARE COORDINATING A
LEGAL PICKET AND CIVIL DISOBEDIENCE AT ST. PATRICK'S
CATHEDRAL TO STOP CHURCH INTERFERENCE IN OUR LIVES.

Cardinal O'Connor wants to force women to have children.
Cardinal O'Connor opposes the teaching of safe sex in order
to save lives.
Cardinal O'Connor condones hatred and violence against lesbians
and gays,

BE THERE!!

IF THIS BOTHERS YOU, JOIN US AT THE LARGEST
"
DEMONSTRATION IN HISTORY AT ST, PATRICK'S CATHEDRAL.

STOP_THIS MAN

...

FIGHT THE CHURCH'S OPPOSITION TO SAFE LEGAL ABORTION
FIGHT THE CHURCH'S MURDEROUS AIDS POLICY
FIGHT INSTITUTIONALIZED HOMOPHOBIA
FOR INFORMATION

ON THE OEMONSTRATION

OR PARTICIPATION

IN CIVIL DISOBEDIENCE

TRAINING

CALL 989-1114

News

Rights Panel ~acks
Fired AIDS Staff
City HRC Chief Forced to Reinstate Gay Execs
actions taken agalnst the AIDS division's leaders and exploring the reciprocal allegations of bias that had been
made by O'Connor and Taylor, both
gay, and by Acosta and others associated with the HRC.

by James Waller

NEW YORK-A group of more
than 40 representatives of a panoply of
AIDS service organizations operating
throughout New York City together
with other members of the lesbian and
gay community crowded the hearings
UConditional" Reinstatement
chamber of the city's Human Rights
But in response to the ad hoc
Commission on Wednesday morning,
committee's proposals, Brandon origNovember 29, eager to make their
presence felt and to voice their dismay
over what they considered the unsatisfactory resolution of the case involving
the demotion and dismissal, last
month, of the director and deputy
director of the commission's AIDS Discrimination Division.
The session, which was held at
the commission's offices in lower Manhattan, was the agency's regular
monthly meeting, but, as at its previous
meeting in late October, much of the
agenda was taken up with a discussion
of the continuing problems that have
ensued after a decision by commission
chairman, Rev. John Brandon, on October 24 to demote the AIDS Discrimination Division's director, Keith O'Connor, RECONSIDERED
Photo: BillBytsura
and to fire his deputy, Katy Taylor.
John Brandon
The so-called disciplinary actions
initiated against O'Connor and Taylor
by Brandon, on the advice of deputy
inally chose to implement its recomcommissioner for law enforcement
mendation to establish a thorough
Rolando Acosta, instigated a wave of review of the division's approaches
outrage within the gay and AIDS-ser- to AIDS discrimination
cases, but
vice communities, and have ultimately stopped short of adopting' its suggesled the Human Rights commissioners
tion to fully reinstate O'Connor and
themselves to reflect deeply on public Taylor. Instead, he opted to restore
perception of the commission's work O'Connor's
title and duties on a
and to set in motion a plan to rectify "conditional" basis and to transfer
the philosophical, structural and proce- Taylor to the pOSition of deputy
dural problems besetting the agency.
director of the commission Field SerOctober's meeting had closed
vices Division, where, as his memo
with a decision by the commission to in the subject puts it, she could "conset up an ad hoc committee charged
tinue her work in fighting against
with investigating the reasons for the AIDS discrimination."
14
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Unanimous Dissent
But following
an executive
session held immediately after the
general meeting, which was closed to
observers and to the Pfess, Brandon
announced that the 12 members of
the commission present had unanimously recommended that he reconsider his decision,
and unconditionally reinstate Taylor and O'Connor to their jobs.
And on Friday morning, Dec. 1,
Lonnie
Soury,
a department
spokesman, announced that the two
would, in fact, be returned to the
positions they previously held, and
promised a "reorganization
in the
lines of communication" in the various divisions of the commission so
that similar situations do not arise in
the future.
No Incidence of Bias
"Once the commissioners
got
involved, there was only resolution:
what's best for the agency," Soury told
OutWeek, adding, "The commission
found no incidence of bias on either
side. The fact that Katy and Keith are
gay was never part of the equation."
David Wertheimer, the executive
director of the Lesbian and Gay AntiViolence Project and a New York City
human rights commissioner, said he
agreed with Brandon's assessment.
"The problems that emerged
were rooted in structural and organizational problems, not racism, sexism
or homophobia," he told Out Week.
But he added, "It took enormous
effort on the part of all parties to
come to such a productive resolution
to the crisis."
Acosta and Taylor both said that
they were asked not to speak to the
press. But in a prepared statement
released by the Human Rights COrri-

miSSion, Keith O'Connor wrote, "We
are relieved to see that services are
back in place to assist people with
AIDS there needing our help and we
just want to get back to work."
In the same press release, Rolando Acosta stated, "The work we do at
the commission is bigger than any
one of us. It is time that we all put
this matter behind us, so that the
commission can devote all of its
resources to fighting all of the ugly
forms of discrimination in this city."
In a phone interview,
David
Wertheimer also noted how important
a role the community can play in similar cases. "It is extremely important
and valuable for the community to let
public agencies, like the HRC, know
exactly what they're thinking," he
said. "The value and importance of
outspoken
community
activism
should never be underestimated
in
New York City. When the community
has something to say, it should not be
silent."
.

during early November in consideration of the issue, conducting
dozens of in-person and telephone interviews and examining
letters solicited
from former
employees of the division.
In a report submitted
to
Brandon on November 16, the
committee
discounted
the
charges of bias made by the parties on both sides of the issue,
complemented the AIDS Discrimination Division on the "effectiveness and innovation" it has
shown under O'Connor's
and
Taylor's leadership
in solving
problems encountered by people
with AIDS, and recommended
Photo: Bill Bytsura
that both O'Connor and Taylor RED~UBTAB~
be reinstated in full to their for- DavId WertheImer
mer executive positions in the
compromise, Brandon's move to pardivision.
tially reinstate O'Connor and Taylor
The committee's
investigation
only fueled the dissatisfaction of conalso revealed that the tensions that led
cerned AIDS workers within and outto O'Connor's demotion and Taylor's
side the HRC and disappointed and
dismissal grew out of a fundamental
puzzled the members of the ad hoc
difference of opinion concerning the
committee as well as a number of
modus operandi of the AIDS division,
Investigation Commences
other commissioners.
with its leaders preferring hands-on
The ad hoc committee of human
While expressing gratitude to
methods of advocacy and mediation
rights 'commissioners,
who are
Brandon for having permitted the
in contrast to upper management's
appointed by the mayor and receive
investigation, ad hoc committee chairpreferred route of conducting Iitigano salary from the city, included
man Neuborne, during his opening
Glenn Lau-Kee, Philip Rivera, Harilyn 'tion against alleged offenders.
report at Wednesday's meeting, also
(In a talk with OutWeek, a source
Russo and Marie Wilson, an open lesvoiced his befuddlement at the combian and executive director of the Ms. closely familiar with the agency's workmission chairman's revisals to accept
ings speculated that the real reason for
Foundation. The panel, which was
all the committee's recommendations
O'Connor's demotion and Taylor's dischaired
by commissioner
Burt
anq stated that he was "troubled by
missal had been a growing dissatisfacNeuborne, spent more than 20 hours
the possibility that the issue may not
tion among certain of the HRC's
be put to rest" because of the course
bureaucrats with the unorthodox
of action Brandon had chosen.
methods employed by the AIDS
Neuborne was also bothered, he
division's leadership. According to
said, by the fact that he and the other
this source, differences of opinion
committee members had not b~en
concerning approach were allowed
told why their recommendation
of
to degenerate into grievances of a
complete reinstatement
had been
personal nature.
rejected, and he was upset that "the
During the course of last
affected 'party [Taylor] had not had a
Wednesday's meeting, Chairman
chance to make her case to the perBrandon made several cryptic
son who made the final decision
statements implying that even if
[Brandon]. "
the situation had not developed in
the way it did, some sort of
Mystery Decision
change in the AIDS division's hierNeuborne's
assertion
was
archy had been inevitable, hinting
corroborated later in the meeting by
that this applied especially tQ TayTaylor herself, who contended that no
lor's role within the agency.)
accusations had ever been formally
Photo: Bill Bytsura
REINSTATED
made against her and that, during all the
Failed Compromise
Katy Taylor
Obviously
intended as a
See HRC on page 68
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Chicago Mayor Storms
Out of Gay Meeting
'~9mmunity"Cut Off" from Administration"
Activists Arrested in City'Hall.
by Rex Wockner
CHICAGO-Livid and beet-red,
Chicago Mayor Richard Daley stormed
out of an explosive meeting with several hundred members of the gay and
lesbian community Nov. 20.
And as he shot down the stairs of
Ann Sather restaurant on Belmont,
Daley reportedly turned to his cadre
of associates and snapped, "You people really fucking blew it."
Daley had been summoned to
the meeting by a full-page ad in the

Asked about the reaction, one
activist
explained,
"Nancy has
angered us by repeate'cily toeing what
she perceives to be the administration
line-advocating
for the mayor
the
community, rather than for the community to the mayor. She's a team
player in the bad sense of that
term-probably
even more than they
want her to be."
A number of the city's activists
say they would prefer that the city'S
paid Coordinator of Gay and Lesbian

to

CUTOFF

PISSED OFF

WENT OFF

COGU's Jon Simmons

COGU's Larry Rolla

Chicago Mayor Richard Daley

Chicago Sun- Times and the gay press
following two months of growing
anger with Daley's alleged inattention
to the community.
Under former Mayors Harold
Washington and Eugene Sawyer, gay
activists say they had direct and virtually
unlimited access to the mayor's office,
Under Daley, activists say, the
mayor's own Committee on Gay and

16

Lesbian Issues (COGLI) has not been
granted a single meeting in the first
seven months of the administration.
Further, Daley has failed to formally appoint five COGLI nominees
who have "languished in bureaucratic
limbo" since the day he took office.
In the meantime, activists say that
community communication with the
mayor is increasingly restricted to one
person-mayoral
special assistant
Nancy Reiff, whom Daley has identi~
fied as his gay liaison.
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Reiff, a lesbian, is a personal
friend of the mayor but does not have
a working relationship with most of
the city's gay and lesbian leaders.
At the Nov. 20 meeting, the
crowd loudly booed and hissed each
time Daley mentioned Reiff's name,
Sitting beside
the mayor, she
appeared stunned and hurt by' the
rejection,

Photos: Rex Wockner

Issues, Jon Simmons, have the
mayor's ear.
But Sjmmons, who was hired by
Mayor Sawyer, says he has been "cut
off" from any access to City Hall and
instructed to report to Human Rights
Commission (HRC) head Clarence
Wood, who reportedly
reports to
Reiff, who then reportedly relays
information to Daley.

How It Happened So Fast
Activists first publicly expressed
distress with the administration following the late October postponement of
the HRC Annual Awards Luncheon.
Four activists who spearheaded
last year's passage of Chicago's gay
rights ordinance
had been set to
receive awards and all was proceeding smoothly until the last-minute
addition of an award for the late
alderman George Hagopian.
Hagopian, who was to be honored for his support of veterans, was
the city council's loudest anti-gay voice
during hearings on the gay rights law.
When the four activists objected
to receiving their award on the same
stage as Hagopian, HRC's Wood cancelled the whole luncheon
and
revoked all the awards,
At f1l'stthe administration said the
reason for the cancellation was gay
anger. Two days later, they announced
that the problem had been "low ticket
sales." By the Nov. 20 meeting, Daley
was saying the luncheon was postponed so HRC could devise a better
process for selecting awardees.

Frustration Grows, Publicity Mounts
As a wide spectrum of activists
began informally discussing the "luncheon fiasco, - they learned that frqstration with Daley's "inattention!' had
spread to all of the community's
diverse political factions.
In short order, COGLI chair Larry
Rolla hand-delivered a letter to Daley,
putting forth the community's concerns. The letter demanded that Daley:
• honor campaign promises to
appoint open gays to city boards and
commissions,
• formally appoint the five COGLI
nominees and retain the communitybased COGLI selection process,
• meet directly with gay leaders,
• hire open gays for city jobs,
• and give Simmons the resources
to properly do his job.
By the Nov. 20 meeting, the
demands also included:
• more city money to fight AIDS,
• the scrapping of a new city
AIDS education campaign that has
been criticized by community-based
AIDS organizations,
• and the implementation
of a

promised education
cize the protections
Rights Ordinance.

"blitz- to publiof the Human

The Meeting
Daley entered the community
forum to a raucous standing ovation,
but he left amidst boos, jeers and
chants of "Shame, shame, shame."
Depending on who is dissecting
the breakdown, blame is placed on
one of three sources:
• Daley, who many believe was far
too aggressive in his opening remarks,
• Rolla, who apparently departed
from his promised remarks and questioned the adminstration's
honesty
and integrity, or
• ACf UP members and others,
who angered the mayor with a small
amount of heckling.
Community activists took a tough
stance from the start, with emcee Mike
Savage asserting, "In the last six
months, some of our hopes and
expectations have changed to doubt
and frustration and, in some cases,
anger ..., We don't want decisions made
for us, we want them made with us."
Activists then gave the mike to
Daley for opening remarks. But the
mayor departed from his prepared
text after the crowd booed his introduction of Reiff.
"I'm very proud I appointed
Nancy my special assistant," Daley
emotionally responded. The crowd
booed and hissed. "I know it's not
your choice," Daley continued, "it's
my choice. You're right. Hey, this
doesn't serve anyone's purpose. I
don't boo you, you don't boo me. If
you want to get into a confrontation,
the press love it. You want to just
show confrontation constantly?"
The meeting then turned to AIDS
for ten minutes, as Acting Health Commissioner Richard Krieg argued that his
department does not need more city
money to fight AIDS until the alleged
financial mess left by the previous
administration has been untangled.
Then it was Rolla's turn to speak.
Apparently
departing
from his
promised text, Rolla stated:
"Tonight, my brothers and sisters,
you are going to hear the whole truth....
There has been a concerted effort to
See CHICAGO on page 68
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British Healtg Agency
Shilts AIDS Office
Press proclaims J1StraightSex is Safe"
I
by Keith Alcorn
LONDON Great Britain's
Health Education Authority disbanded
its AIDS Division last week, after a
tumultous week which saw three
national newspapers, with combined
circulations of over 6 million, claim
"straight sex is safe."
"This situation is more serious
thah Clause 28," said Maureen Oliver, of the Organization of Lesbian
and Gay Action (OLGA), which
spearheaded resistance to the twoyear-old legislation that bans government
funding
of any art or
educational
materials deemed to
"promote homosexuality."
On November 17, the Sun, The
Daily Express, and the The Daily Mail, all
strong supporters of the Thatcher government, ran front-page stories proclaiming that heterosexual transmission of HIV
was nothing but gay propaganda.
This followed the revelation during debate in the House of Lords that
only one British AIDS case was due to
heterosexual transmission so far. This
figure does not, however, take into
account the number of heterosexuals
who are currently infected with HIV,
nor the fact that the number of heterosexuals who actually have AIDS, but
have not been officially diagnosed by
public 'health authorities, is probably
greater,
"This is merely the latest stage in a
'Iong-running campaign by the moral
right in the U.K. to marginalize the epidemic, and pin the blame on gays and
drug users," said author Simon Watney
of London's leading AIDS organization,
the Terrence Higgins Trust.

Sex Survey Scrapped
Since August there have been
clear indications that priority for AIDS-
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related issues" was being downgraded
by the government. The first sign was
the disbanding of the cabinet AIDS
committee, set up to oversee policy.
And in September, Prime Minister
Margaret Thatcher personally intervened to scrap a government-sponsored sexual behavior survey on the
grounds that it would be "an invasion
of privacy."
In November, the Health Education Authority postponed a campaign
aimed at normaliZing condom use.
Although the dfficial explanation was
that advertising prepared for the campaign was unsuitable, sources within
the HEA claimed the campaign was
cancelled on the direct orders of the
prime minister.,'
Following a reshuffling of the
cabinet last month, Virginia Bottomley took over as second in command
at the Department of Health. Her
husband is a Member of Parliament,
and a keen Thatcher supporter. He is
also a member of two pro-family
organizations.

Civil Servants Silenced
And members of British AIDS
organizations are increasingly worried
about the way civil servants concerned about AIDS issues in the
Department of Health have been shut
out of decision making by rightwingers, led by Bottomley.
Watney believes the network of
pro-family groups is now so influential
it will make a pUblic attempt to disfund the Terrence Higgins Trust, and
other non-government groups, on the
grounds they are homosexual lobbyists. The Trust is 50,000 pounds (about
$75,(00) in the red this financial year,
and severe cutbacks would be necessary if it lost any of its 400,000 pound

(about $600,000) government grant.
"This also means we can expect
cuts in AIDS funding, and no money
for treatment research. Coupled with
the government's refus!J to address
the reality of heterosexual HIV, this is
a genocidal campaign orchestrated by
viciously homophobic
politicians
scared that the Tory party (to which
Thatcher belongs) is losing its grip on
power," Watney said.
ACT UP/London
planned an
action for December 1, World AIDS
Day, to draw attention to the crisis, but
is also asking AIDS organizations in the
United States to write to the Health
Education Authority and the'Department of Health, pointing out what they
call the devastating results of government neglect of AIDS in the U.S.

Stress Straight Sex
"Around 45 percent of those
diagnosed with HIV in the U.K, are
heterosexual,"
said an ACT UP
spokesperson.
"We would ask [letter writers] to stress the developments,
of
the
heterosexual
epidemic, independent
of IV-drug
use, in the U,S, and to point out
the responsibility of the British government to devote money to AIDS
treatment research," the spokesperson told Out Week.
Activists are also planning a
major demonstration in London in the
new year.
Those wishing
to write to
British government
officials can
send their letters to: Chief Executive Spenser Haggard, Health Education Authority, Mabledon Place,
London WC1; and to Health Minister Virginia Bottomley, Department
of Health, Richmond House, Whitehall, London SWI. T
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by Cliff O'Neill
WASHINGTON-As members of
Congress rushed to complete their
work before recessing for the year
and sitting down to Thanksgiving
dinner, Sen, Jesse Helms (R-NC)
effectively blocked the passage of a
bill which would have set up a
long-term
program
to provide
proven AIDS treatment
drugs to
indigent AIDS and HIV patients with
the threat of a filibuster.
Faced with the possibility of a filibuster, the Senate leadership opted to
shelve the bill for the session, rather
than cross Helms.
MIt's \mfortunate,·
stated Tom
Sheridan, lobbyist for the Washington-based
AIDS Action Council,
"because we have a good deal of
Republican
support for this bill.
But we just don't have Jes~e,- so
once again one member out of 100
is blocking AIDS legislation.·
The measure, titled the Low
Income Treatmen't Authorization
Program (LITAP), would set up a
three-year authorization program to
provide matching grants to participating states for the provision of
AIDS drugs to patients not qualifying for state Medicaid programs.
The measure is intended to end the
funding crisis reached each year
because the current federal AIDS
drug subsidy program has never
formally
been
authorized
by
Congress,
As part of the 1990 Health and
Human Services appropriations bill,
signed by President George Bush
Nov. 21, there is currently a $30
million line item to continue the
4rug subSidy program for the comIng year. ~
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National Center

by M.J. Murphy

SAN FRANCIsco-A
Bay Area
I~§bian couple 'has won the right to
Jointly adopt a child they raised for
over two years, Although the case set
no legal precedent, the ground-breaking decision marks the first time that a
lesbian couple has won a joint adoption case, and the outcome could
instigate policy changes at social service agencies across the nation.
Gay men and lesbians involved in
domestic relationships have successfully
adopted children as individuals in the
past in many parts of the country, but
this is the firsttime that two women have
been awarded joint custody of a child.
An Alameda County Superior
Court judge overruled a negative recommendation from the state Department of Social Services CDSS) and
allowed Millie Jessen, 38, and Sue
Pavlik, 31, to legally adopt two-year-old
Eric, a child born with HIV infection.
Eric was initially placed in the
foster care of Pavlik and Jessen when
he was released from the hospital at
the age of five weeks. His natural
mother died of AIDS and his father
was unable to care for him. The couple filed papers to legally adopt th~
boy shortly after his arrival.
According to the couple's attorney, Roberta Achtenberg, director of
the National Center for Lesbian Rights
CNCLR), the judge agreed with her
argument'that Eric had bonded with
the couple since his placement in their
home, and that the child's best interest
would be served by allowing Pavlik
and Jessen to legally adopt him.
"The department's
policy is to
make automatic
negative recommendations if an unmarried couple
tries to adopt a child jOintly," Achtenberg said at a press conference
held on November 14. "They don't
approve or disapprove adoptions.
They can only make recommenda-
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Achtenberg. Pa.'!.{ikand Jessen with Eric

Photo: Darlene/Photogri3phics

tions to the court. ,;
from the time he came into our home."
"The pqlicy' of DDS is irrational
"There is no reason why kids like
and wasteful. We would like to see
Eric should not be able to find love
cases decided on their individual merand affection in good homes like Milits instead of marital status."
lie and Sue's. Good homes come in
"He is a child who needed love,"
all different sizes and shapes, attorPavlik told reporters. "That's what we , ney Achtenberg said. "They can be "
saw. He needed to be cared for. Grantlesbian or gay, sttaight home~, or
ed it takes extra care, but the rewards
multiracial homes. But if they're good
See ADOPTION on page 68
go way beyond that We just loved him
I
H

i
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Anti-Gay Texas
Judge Censured
by Rex Wockner
DALLAS-The judge who told
the media last December that he gave
a murderer
a lighter
sentence
because the victims were "queers"
was publicly censured Nov. 27 by the
Texas State Commission on Judicial
Conduct.
On Dec. 15, 1988, follOWing the
sentencing of 18-year-old Richard Lee
Bednarski to 30 years in prison for
the homophobic murders of Tommy
Lee Trimble, 34, and John Lloyd Griffin, 27, District Court Judge Morris
Jackson Hampton told a reporter for

the Dallas Times Herald:
"These two gays that got killed
wouldn't have been killed if they
hadn't been cruising the streets
picking up teenage boys. I don't
much care for queers cruising the
streets picking up teenage boys. I've
got a teenage boy"" Some murder
victims are less innocent in their
deaths than others. In those cases, a
defendant is unlikely to deserve a
maximum sentence""
I put prostitutes and gays at abou't the same
level. If these boys had picked up
two prostitutes and taken them to

the woods and killed them, I'd consider that a similar case .•
In censuring Hampton, the state
wrote that his comments had been
"destructive of public confidence in
the integrity and impartiality of the
judiciary [because) the public reacted
to this judge's comments with disbelief, abhorrence and indignation, The
hostility and distrust generated by this
judge's irresponsible statements,· the
state continued, "created an additional
burden for the entire judiciary,·
The censure was praised by New
York's Gay and Lesbian Alliance
Against Defamation, which spearheaded a successful national letterwriting campaign to the Commission
on Judicial Conduct, decrying the
judge's statements. Executive Director
Craig Davidson said "it demonstrates
that, in the eyes of the court system, a
gay life is worth just as much as a
straight life."
But the preSident of the Dallas
Gay Alliance, William Waybourn,
called the censure "merely a slap on
the wrist.
"We're going to continue to push
for the removal of Judge Hampton
from th~ bench,· Waybourn said, "If
he's been found gUilty of being
biased, why is he still a judge? It's a
cloud hanging over the entire Texas
judiciary."
In a' statement
to the press,
Hampton's
lawyers
specifically
blamed the Dallas Gay Alliance and
the American Civil Liberties Union for
Hampton's censure, charging that the
commission "must have succumbed to
pressure from, ..uninformed special
interest groups,·
. Bednarski murdered Trimble and
Griffin last Nov" 19 after they picked
him up in the cruisy Oak Lawn neighborhood and were forced at gunpoint to drive to a secluded park.
Trial testimony showed that Bednarsky ordered them to strip and then
placed the gun in Trimble's mouth
and pulled the trigger.
When Griffin was not killed bythe first shot and attempted to crawl
away, Bednarski stepped on his leg
and pulled the trigger again,
Bednarski will be eligible for
. parole in 1996, ....
--:filed from Cblcago
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High school
was never
like this ...

come to their mailboxes, The fundamentalists were isolated and facing a
united front of ministers, rabbiS,
politicians, the National Organization
for Women, th<o League of Women
Voters and others."
The school board is again set to
vote on the measure Dec, 16. It is
OAK PARK, Illinois-A si~-month
expected to pass unanimously, Wilson
fight to add protections for gays and . said, barring any unforseen blow-ups
lesbians to a suburban Chicago high
in the interim.
school anti-discrimination policy conIn the meantime, Wilson says the
tinues to escalate this month, as fun- controversy "has been the best thing
damentalist Christians face~off against to ever happen to Oak Park gays.
a united front of community groups
"Awareness of sexual orientation
and school organizations.
as an issue" he said, "both in the high
The controversy at Oak Parkschool and in the community, is at an
River Forest High School began in all-time high. There are even several
June when the school board decided
churches running workshops on conto add the phrase "sexual orientation"
fronting their own homophobia."
to its human dignity policy.
-Rex Wockner
Six months and three rewrites later,
the Christians remain outraged, while
much of the rest of Oak Park has come
together to urge the policy's adoption.
Supporters include mainstream
churches, city government and a host
of school groups such as the Citizens'
Advisory Committee, the Parents
Human Relations Advisory Committee,
the Parent-Teacher Organization, the
NEW YORK-An art exhibition
Faculty Senate and the Student Council. entitled "Images and Words: Artists
Both the senior class president
Respond to AIDS," is scheduled to
and the president
of the Student
open at the Henry Street Settlement
Council have publicly lobbied for the
House on the Lower East Side on
measure, along with about a dozen
December 1 after it had been withother students. None of the students
drawn from the gallery by its curator
said they were gay.
because of a dispute over the display
The Christians,
meanwl),ile,
of a banner on the outside of the
staged two postal and newspaper
building. The show has now been
blitzes containing detailed descripreinstated after a compromise was
tions of homosexual love-making and reached to display the banner on a
a list of pro-gay moves they fear will building across Grand Street.
follow the policy's adoption.
The banner, which carries the
Among much else, the Christians words "All People with AIDS are Innoanticipate a gay prom, a gay awareness
cent," was proposed by Gran Fury, an
month and a gay studies curriculum.
artists' collective that designs works
At the most recent public hearing about AIDS for mass display, including
on the policy, Nov. 16, an estimated 900 the current "Kissing Doesn't Kill: Greed
persons engaged in four hours of debate. and Indifference 00" campaign which
"One-hundred
and fifty-one
can be seen on the sides of 40 city
speakers
got one minute each,"
buses throughout the five boroughs.
recalled Mel Wilson, of the Oak Park
A dispute arose when representaLesbian and Gay Organization, "and a tives of the Henry Street Settlement
lot of them said they were only there
House Informed the guest curator,
because of the hate mail that had
Humberto Chavez, that policy prohib-

All artists
with AIDS are
controversial
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ited the hanging of banners on the
facade of the building, They then
offered to display the banner in the
gallery, but Gran Fury refused. "We
don't do gallery art that will only be
seen by people going into the
gallery,' Gran Fury member Robert
Vazquez told Out Week. "Our work
addresses the entire community in the
public arena.' An extremely busy
Chavez was unavailable for comment.
The incident emerged in a gay
arts community already angry and
tense from a recent fray over the
National Endowment for the Arts'
threat to defund ,an exhibit of works
about AIDS critical of many U.S. political and religious figures.
Barbara Tate, chief administrator
of the Arts for Living Center at the
Henry Street Settlement has stated
that Henry Street has previously had
artworks on the front of the building,
but this is the first request she has
had for a banner that is considered a
piece of artwork, framing the dispute
as a matter of art versus advertising.
"Benson and Hedges did a jazz
festival and wanted to put banners
outside the building and we said no,"
added Daniel Kronenfeld, executive
director of the Settlement. "Once you
say yes to one person you have to say
yes to everybody."
The Henry Street Settlement is a
century-old social service agency with
an arts program that takes up ten percent of its $12 million annual budget.

Among its programs are a counseling
service for people with AIDS and
bereavement counseling for children
whose parents have died of AIDS.
The arts program at the settlement receives funds from a variety of
private and public sources,
not
including the National Endowment
for the Arts. "Images and Words:
Artists Respond to AIDS," which
received no public financing, will be
displayed in the gallery and lounge
of the settlement's
annex at 466
Grand Street beginning
Friday,
December 1 and includes works by
47 artists and collectives,
~KeithMmer

Your day in
court
NEW YORK-A statewide association of landlords has asked the State
Supreme Court for a permanent injunction against recently hard-won tenant
succession rights for lesbian and gay
families, and tenant and lesbian/gay
activists are asking supporters to attend
an upcoming court hearing on the status of the regulations.
Following this year's landmark
Braschi !}, Stahl case, in which the
State Gourt of Appeals ruled that
"non-traditional"
family'members
must be treated the same as other
family members under New York
City's rent control guidelines, the
state's Division of Housing and Community Renewal (DHCR) announced
similar amendments to statewide rent
control and rent stabilization guidelines to take effect immediately.
But the Rent stabilization Association, a landlord advocacy group, succeeded in nullifying these emergency
measures by obtaining a temporary
injunction in Albany, This group and
others are scheduled to appear before
the State Supreme Court on December 7
at a hearing on whether the injunction
will be vacated or made permanent.
"We knew the landlords were
going to sue," said Michael McKee,
member of the New York State Tenant
and Housing Coalition, a state membership organization of tenant's rights

advocacy. "But we didn't count on a
temporary injunction."
As well as broadening the definition of "family" to include lesbian and
gay couples, the announced amendments protect the tenancy of unmarried
heterosexuals, and people living as
companions with or without sexual or
romantic involvement, such as seniOi'
citizens who are not related by blood or
marriage, The measures also establish a
uniform two-year residency requirement
for establishing this relationship.
"Landlords like to have vacant
apartments so they can advance coop plans and remove units from rent
control," said Tom Duane of Succession-Tenant Unity Coalition and a
recent openly gay city. council candidate, who said he is confident, in the
end, that the State Court of Appeals
will support DHCR's decisions.
"We are proud of DHCR," Duane
told Out Week, "for [its) far-reaching
moves in recognizing the rights of lesbians and gays as tenants." The DHCR
setS policy and regulations affecting succession and other issues for the 150,000
rent controlled and the over one rcdlion
rent stabilized households state\',Je.
The hearing is on Thursday,
December 7th at 9:30 am in State
Supreme Court, 60 Centre Street in Manhattan, in room 116 on the first floor.
-Rick Sugden
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LOS ANGELES-Charges of graffiti vandalism against three AIDS
activists were dismissed by the city
attorney on Nov. 14, due to insufficient evidence in the case.
The graffiti, which was critical of
the Board of Supervisors' response to
the AIDS crisis, and which appeared on
several city government bUildings,
including the department of health,
sparked a massive investigation by the
Los Angeles County SheriffsDepartment.
Attorney Marilee Marshall, who
represented the accused, claimed that
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the identification of the three men as
the perpetrators was extremely questionable, All of the witnesses in the
case were employees of the county,
and they identified the three men
from video tapes of an ACf UP/Los
Angeles civil disobedience action at
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the office of the Board of Supervisors,
according to Marshall.
The police investigation resulted
in charges of/harassment against the
Sheriffs Department by members of
ACf UP. In a letter to Sheriff Sherman
Block, the American Civil Liberties

Union of Southern california accused
the police of ilJegal surveilJance and
harassment,
and made a formal
request for all pol ice records concerning ACf UP and its members.
Although the Sheriffs Department
responded by making available over

200 photographs, five videotapes and
other documents, the police refused to
release all the records involved, the
legality of which was contested by the
ACLU.
The released documents revealed
that the Sheriffs Department also photographed members of the gay and
lesbian press, including a reporter for
the Advocate and a journalist and
photographer from The News, a local
weekly newspaper, while they were
covering an ACT UP news conference. Other non-gay reporters were
also photographed,
including one
from the Los Angeles Times, according
to Davidson.
-Sandy Dwyer
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Insurance
assurance
WASHINGTON-After
days in
intense negotiation and partisan bickering over the failed capital gains tax
cut, Congress went home for the holidays in the early morning hours of
Nov. 22 having finally passed a budget reconciliation bill which reinstates
some, but not all AIDS dollars cut in
October by the automatic GrammRudman budget axe, and contains a
key provision
allowi'ng
former
employees
to retain their group
health insurance for up to 29 months.
The bill will now supercede the
automatic across-the-board
budget
cuts which went into effect Oct. 15
when Congress had not yet passed a
budget reduction bill by the GrammRu<,iman-Hollingsdeadline.
Previously, most AIDS spending
had been exempted from the budget
cuts, This year, however, they were
subjected to the same automatic five
percent reductions as were most all
other federal programs, resulting in
an $80 million cut from 1990's $1.6
billion AIDS budget.
But the bill also provides for the
extension of the time period, during
which former employees may be covered by their group health insurance
programs, from 18 to 29 months,
The provision will allow recentiy,unemployed AIDS patients to contin-
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ue to purchase group health insurance during the two-year period they
must wait to qualify for Medicare disability benefits.
Previously, people with AIDS
who left their jobs because of illness
could pay their own insurance and
retain their group coverage for only
up to 18 months. But because Medicare recipients must be officially dis-

abled for a minimum
of two
years--six qlonths longer than they
were preViously able to maintain their
group health insurance-many
were
forced into the low-income Medicaid
programs, or found themselves without any health coverage at all.
With the new extensions, they
may retain their insurance for 29
months and go from the group plan
directly into Medicare programs.
Jeff Levi, Washington lobbyist for
the Gay Men's Health Crisis, termed
the legislation "major,' saying, "To
some degree this resolves the problem,' Levi added, "Obviously, the
affordability
of the premiums for
someone who is out of work remains
an issue, but that is different from
having no access to insurance at all."
-Clif( O'Neill

Stop the
Church,
I want to
get off
NEW YORK-On December 10th,
at 9:30 am, St. Patrick's Cathedral may
well be swamped with demonstrators,
police and parishioners in what is
expected to be the largest protest
against the Roman Catholic church
ever in New York City.
ACT UP/New York and the
Women's Health Action Mobilization
(WHAM), a direct-action committee of
the Reproductive Rights Coalition, will
stage the massive demonstration,
which spokespeople
predict will
attract at least 5,000 protesters. According the groups' flyers, they are staging
the action "to draw attention to the
political activities and lethal policies of
John Cardinal O'Connor [Archbishop
of New York] and the church.'
The activist groups say the issues
are the church's refusal to offer safersex education, to support a woman's
right to abortion, to condemn homo-
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phobia and violence against gays and
lesbians and to allow the use of condoms and a clean-needle exchange
program for intravenous drug users.
"What we are talking about
here,' said WHAM member Stacey
Mink, "is who is going to tell you
what to do with your body. I have
control over my body and I make the
choices, not the church.' Mink said
that both abortion rights and access to
condoms and safer-sex information
are issues of freedom of choice and
the right to control one's own body,
Members in bpth groups have
expressed concer~ that the protest
not be misconstrued as against the
parishioners. "We are not attacking
Catholics, clarified Mink, "we are
attacking the church hierarchy and
the Cardinal." Mink says a leaflet stating the groups' support of freedom of
worship will be handed out on the
day of the protest at St. Patrick's. "We
want Catholics to understand that
their church makes policy that affects
members and non-members in a murderous way," Mink said.
For more .information, call ACf '
UP at (212) 989-1114 or WHAM at
(212) 713-5966.
-Rick Sugden
H

Lawyers on
the law
WASHINGTON-Representatives
of more than 150 law schools which
are members of the Association of
American Law Schools (AALS)will vote
January 6 on a Bylaws amendment
proposed by the Association's Executive Committee to require all member
law schools to adopt policies banning
discrimination in admissions, personnel
and placement policies on the basis of
disability and sexual orientation,
according to a memorandum from
Betsy Levin, the executive director of
the Association, which was sent to all
member law school deans last week.
The vote will occur in San Francisco during the Association'S annual
See OUT TAKES on page 71
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San Francisco Journal

Commentary

~ Remember :fJarvey
f it

t

Q

by M.J. Murphy

I

1974
n
when Elaine Noble, an
avowed lesbian, was elected to
the Massachusetts State House
of Representatives she became the
first openly gay official elected to a
pUblic office in the United States.
Thereafter, a parade of gay politicians
and celebrities climbed out of their

,Harvey and constituents at 1978 Castro St. Fair.which he founded.
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The United States was really hopping that year. Anita Bryant, the
orange juice queen, was leading a
campaign to repeal a gay rights ordinance in Dade County, Florida. She
had collected tens of thousands of
signatures on petitions to bring the
ordinance to the voters again, and she
had become a national media star
during the course of, the campaign.
Her photograph
appeared on the
cover of Newsweek magaZine and
inside were lengthy descriptions of
the blossoming
gay rights
movement, gay lifestyles, gay
relationships
and more gay
news than I'd ever seen in a
publication.
I began reading about
Harvey Milk and Anita Bryant
with more than just a passing
interest. I was gobbling up
every word, key phrase, image
and photograph I could digest
" about the growing gay movement. It was the beginning of
the end to my post collegiate
what-am-I-doing, where-am-Igoing state of confusion blues.
I was finally finding the
courage to come out as a lesbian and in some way I ,felt
that Harvey Milk understood
my struggle. Maybe I wasn't
that kid from Altoona, Pennsylvania that he used to talk
about, but we sure had a lot
in common.
Many': of us were disco
maniacs back in 1978, and I
was no exception. Sylvester's
"Don't Stop," Donna Summer's
"On the Radio" and "We are
Family" by Sister Sledge were
the big hits downtown at The
Bistro where I danced my
heart out while waiting for
that first big k iss, that first
quivering moment with some
wonderful woman.
In his biography of HarPhoto: Rink vey, author Randy Shilts

closets and marched down the main
streets of Every town U,S.A. in full
public view. San Francisco Supervisor
Harvey Milk was probably the loudest
and best known of them all.
I lived in a big closet in Chicago
back in November of 1977, but somehow I found Harvey Milk on a newspaper page buried deep somewhere
in the first section, He had been elected to the Board of Supervisors in San
Francisco and, because he was gay, it
made national news.

i

Yo

I

New York,
points out that after the Dade County
gay rights ordinance was repealed by
a vote of more than two-to-one, Harvey wrote in his column in The Bay
Area Reporter, "No matter which way
the vote in Florida went, 'We-Won.
The word 'homosexual'
has now
appeared in every household in the
country. More good and bad was

"It
means
.hope
and
we-no-you
and you and you and
yes, you. You've got to give people
hope."
I will never forget Harvey Milk
or the pride that he inspired in me.
I'll never forget that terrifying day
that he and George Moscone were
murdered. Or the anger and rage that

. J
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Moscone and Milk at 1977 inauguration, SF City Hall
probably written about it in the last
few months than in the €ntire history
of the world. Anita Bryant herself
pushed the gay movement ahead
and the subject can never be pushed
back into darkness."
Supervisor Harvey Milk continued to push forward in San Francisco
and in speeches he was invited to
give around the country as an elected
gay official. One of those speeches,
dubbed "The Hope Speech," originated during his campaign for office, but'
continued to be a recurring theme
throughout his short service to the
community.
''I'll never forget what it was like
coming out," he said. "I'll never forget
the looks on the faces of those who
have lost hope, whether it be young
gays, or seniors, or Blacks looking for
that almost-impossible-to-find job, or
Latinos trying to explain their problems and aspirations in tongue that's
foreign to them.
"No. It's not my election I want. It's
yours. It will mean that a green light is lit
that says to all who feel lost and di.senfranchised that you can now go forward.

Photo: Rink
inspired hundreds of gays to riot and
smash windows at City Hall on the
night of Dan White's sentence for
manslaughter. ,
Ten years after the assassination,
over 15,000 people marched to those
same steps of City Hall in San Francisco to commemorate the anniversary
of their tragiC deaths. This year the
qUiet crowd that gathered there was
conSiderably less in numbers, but no
less in feeling and commitment.
"He. cried for us. He was prepared to die for us," Milk's friend and
successor Sup. Harry Britt told the
crowd. "He gave his life as a talented
and brilliant human being so that we
might be free."
On a tape marked "IN CASE"that
Harvey Milk recorded just after his
election, he spoke of the danger he
sensed he was in because of his outspoken views. After naming possible
successors in the event of his death,
he recorded, "If a bullet should enter
my brain, let that bullet destroy every
closet door."
I can hear the hinges popping
now ....

318 West 22nd St.. N.Y.C. 10011
212-243-9669
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Commentary
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by Ray Navarro
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gerous then the carcinogen used as a
control in a recent independent
Ii
..
study). Publishing this information
has not created a ·party line" with reIN & OUT
PRIVILEGES AVAILABLE
O~EN 24 HOURS A DAY_
spect to AZf, Some 75 percent of the
group's members are HIV positive,
• Three VIP Suites with VCR's as well as cabins, roomS, & 69 Lockers
and 33 percent of those have chosen
• 18 - 25 yr, olds receive 1/3 off lockers at all times
to take AZf. The emphasis is on an
• Sun SpeCial: Lockers 1/3 off 8 a.m. - 2 p.m., Mon.. - Fri.
informed choice,
• Nude Swimming encouraged in our 89' Heated Swimming Pool
More to the point is the threat
• Pool Party & Cook-Out Sunday 2 p.m. with free beer
that holistics poses to the economic
• Full Gym with Instructor.
status quo of socialized medicine's
• Aerobics Classes Mon., Wed., & Fri.
bureaucratic
smooth-running
ma8 p,m. Call 444-TRIM
• Hair salon open from noon, 6 days
chine. Marshall states that, "... in 1992
a week with $8 haircuts
all the frontiers go down in the Euro•
X-rated
videos for viewing,
pean community [in the common
rent or sale
market]. .. We'll have
enormous
changes in the way business is conSAFE SEX WORKSHOPS
ducted ... for example,
in France
homeopathy is illegal, and you can
featuring
only buy vitamins and minerals in auSgt. Glenn Swann, his brother
thorized pharmacies. In England, the
Carlos and other hot men,
medical profession will try to ratioLive shows are held on our
'nalize the logic of the European
stage: eaII for times,
Common ,Market by making it into ,
,
English Law: Under these conditions,
_
folk medicine will be forced to undergo the same drug approval process as, say, the still unapproved
WI

ThiS year, AIDS
-II Sh att er th,ousan d s
of lives.
'You could help put
one back together.

aeroso~ized tx:ntamidi~~. One cur~ent
campaIgn against holistIC alternatIves
is the so-called "Campaign Against
Health Care Fraud," led by none
other than a conventional cancer specialist and a nutritionist.
One should note that attacks
upon groups such as Positively
Healthy are politically motivated. The
already precarious position of individual practitioners of holistics make
them a prime target for those who
would defend western medicine's "divine logic· of profit motive medicine.
Notes from the underground, such as
the Positively Healthy newsletter, further the status of complementary
medicines, transforming them from
being merely alternative to becoming
oppositional. ~
To subscribe, send .£8,00 for six
issues to: Positively Healthy, P.Q, Box
71 Richmond; Surrey, TW9 3D7 England, or phone. 01,940.5355

Volunteer buddies are needed for
people with AIDS in Manhattan.
It's not an easy job. But it can be very rewarding.
Gay Men's Health Crisis, the world's first AIDS
organization, will provide the training, supervision
and support you need to make a difference,
If you want to help put a life back together, please
call the GMHC Volunteer Office at 212-337-3593.
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Commentary by Susie Day
.De;r Mr. President,
, .I bet you think that this letter is
going to be about' El Salvador, I bet
ypu're saying to yourself, "Christ. Another letter from a lesbian, They're alw:~.yss:darn strident and anti-war
a,oout .things. Everyone knows that
lesbians ,can't have children, so
they try to adopt the Third World.
No doubt this is 'one of those
whining lesbian letters about ending U,S. military involvement in El
Salvador."
.
Well, you're wrong, Mr. President. Deeply wrong. For, although
'1 am a lesbian, this letter is not
about El Salvador. Please do not
assume that all lesbians and gay
men are peace activistsj this is an
offensive, heterosexist stereotype.
Many of us are, in fact, mature, sophisticated political leaders, who
are firmly committed to gaining
equal rights at every level of society. This includes equa: rights in
the U.S. Armed Forces. Therefore,
it I, a mature sophisticated lesbian
of today, were to say to you, my
president:
·STOP U.S. aid to ~he repressive,
right-wing government of El Salvador
·TAKE BACK the $85 million
you've
already
designated
for
weapons and ammunition in the current fiscal year
·DON'T SEND El Salvador any
more money' or advisors or bombs
that have already killed over 1,200
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children and women and men in the
last few weeks ,aloneI would be employing
tired
rhetoric to tamper with your First
Amendment right as a president to ex-

press yourself, using armed intervention. I would also be guilty of whining. And I, as an au moderne lesbian
activist of the 1980s, never whine.
Today, when I experience discrimination as a lesbian, I call all my gay activist friends together, and we hold
mature, sophisticated conferencesj we
strategize effective legal campaignsj

we write cogent articles, Clearly, Mr.
PreSident,' we have done a lot of
growing up in the last nine years.
So why won't you let us lesbian
and gay men into tbe milita1j¥ We'll
be good. Wepromise, PleasiR
It took me a long time to reach
this level of maturity and sophistication.
During the 70s, I must
admit, I personified the downwardly-mobile stereotype of the typical
lesbian peace monger. I knew all
the verses to "Blowln' in the Wind";
I had a crush on ,Joan Baezj I
prayed on Gandhi's birthday. I actually thought there was something
"wrong" with me for being a regularly voting citizen in the world's
most militarily oppressive democracy. And when politicos from other
countries called me an "imperialist
dog," I wept.
Then Ronald Reagan was
elected president, and I began to
re-think my place in the worl5i. I
saw that white North' Americans
were systematically disparaged by
communists in Third World libe,ra-'
tion struggles. I got in touch with
how really validated and whole
you can feel as a human being,
when you internalize the fact' that
your country can perpetrat~ ,any
number of invasions,
c6'ups,
bombings and harbor minings;
and successfully evade interna'tional justice every time. Finally, I
developed a deep sense of Imperialist Dog Pride. Take that, Qadafi!
Yet, as I became more politically mature and sophisticated, I
also saw that gays and lesbians
with exemplary military recorps
were being thrown out of the,
Armed Forces, simply because of
their sexual orientation. And I was
outraged. So I hope you will see
why this letter is not about EI Salvador,
Mr. Presidentj this letter is about real
social injustice! Compared to gays
being discriminated against in the U.S.
military, 1,200 civilian deaths in E\ Salvador is nada. (That'S campesino for
"nothing," Mr. President.)
History has shown that, given a
chance, lesbians and gays are just as

capable of defending our country as
our heterosexual counterparts-and
we can be Just as indifferent to the
wholesale devastation of native peoples and cultures, too, You don't
have to worry about our being security risks, Mr. Pr<:sldentj not when we
are primarily concerned with equal
rights. Why, for Instance, should gay
people care about a few hundred patriarchal, nuclear family units being
torn apart In El Salvador, when lesblans and gays don't have the right to
be legally married In the United
States? It's all a matter of priorities,
Besides, HaVe you ever heard of a
gay Salvadoran?
So how could this letter possibly be about EI Salvador? It's just
that gays and lesbians want to be included in a progressive
fighting
forc& that has already opened its
armed arms to people of all races
and both sexes. One of the best arguments I can think of for U.S. military 'domination of the planet is that
our gOJ(ernment teaches its disadvantaged youth valuable ~kills in
decimating whole populations,
at
the same time it gives them free
health care. Why, my own dac! we_nt
into the army in the 40s because he
needed food and clothes and an education, You may think it ironic, but
, I find. it a source of great pride, Mr.
President, that I, as a no-frills, righton dyke, could be the indirect result
of a G.I. Loan.
So forget about EI Salvador; homophobia hurts everyone, Mr. President. We, as lesbian and gay activists
of the 80s, simply want equal rights.
We want equal rights to bomb and
strafe and pillage and rape and humiliate and do kinky things with bayonets, just like you normal people do.
We want the right to hole up in Third
World .luxury hotels with the Green
Berets and order room service on the
CIA's 'tab. Help us to help you make
the developing world safe for rightwing'death squads. Please, Mr. President. We look real good in uniform.
Just give us a chance to serve our
country, It will be as if EI Salvador
never existed, ....
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Political Science

·Big Brother is Watching You
~J'Mark Harrington
'1

«As it is designed, parallel track
will not worfe. What was actually put
in place is an invitation to disaster. It
will prevent us from finding drugs
that will help people. •
-Douglas Richman, M,D.
AIDS Clinical Trials Unit (Acm)
Principal Investigator (PI)
Univ. of California, San Diego '
The New York Times, 11.21.89
"I was quoted out of context."
-Douglas Richman, M.D.
Bethesda, MD, 11.21.89

E

very nation has its Pravda,
its citadel of disinformation,
whence official falsehoods
are dispensed with a noblesse d oblige
so bland many citizens are grateful to
have their thinking done for them,
conventional wisdom pre-packaged
for just pennies a day, No one has
worked harder during this shameful
decade to propagate the lethal fiction
that all is well in an America blighted
by the four horsemen of our viral
apocalypse-bureaucracy,
greed, homophobia and racism-than our own
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Pravda, The New York Times.
Thus it was no surprise when, on
November 21, the Times published an
unfounded, premature, dogmatic, biased and inept attack on the right of
people with AIDS to obtain treatments outside of government-sponsored controlled clinical trials. The article proceeded, with the flimsiest of
eVidence, to attack the Parallel Track
program even though the ddl trials
have been underway for just six
weeks--far too soon to judge how
expanded access will affect enrollment I will bracket to the sidebar just
how many ways Gina Kolata was
wrong and leave to others to document just how shoddy was her "research" (Jim Eigo's letter to Times editors sums up the key points [Xeroxed,
page 9D.
What are the motives for collusion between the U.S, biomedical establishment and the established print
media? Both of them share an instinctive antipathy to the fundamental demand raised by people with AIDS
during the epidemic-the demand for
autonomy to make their own treatment decisions and to question the
hitherto unquestioned
authority of
academic medicine and mass media
alike. Larry Corey, of the University of

Seattle, who chairs the ACfG Executive Committee, said last week that he
views the AIDS Clinical Trials Group
(ACfG) as "a giant combine cutting a
swathe through the field of AIDS,·
With its present policies, the
ACfG may more aptly be considered
a combine cutting a swathe through
the people with AIDS themselves. At
the ACfG Primary Infection Committee (Le., the "HI" Committee") on
Wednesday, November 8, chairman
Thomas Merigan, M.D., of Stanford,
architect of the ACfG system and purveyor of ddC, lamented:
The Treatment IND for ddl is drawing
patients away from our trials. There
is a temptation for our patients to
leave the program-an
unfortunate
loss, .. We're going to monitor on a
monthly basis the comparative accruals in the ddl studies,and expanded access, We're going to look at enrollment by zip code "catchment,
areas: We may need to use this information to argue against the use of
Treatment INDs at the start of Phase
II--after all we're the people most affected by it
Like the researchers he manipulates, Merigan seems to be suffering
from a delusion that the ddl Treatment IND affects him more than it af-

fects people with AIDS, people with
no other treatment options, people
who have suffered high, prolonged
and unnecessary toxicity from AZT,
for whom the Treatment IND is designed. Merigan continued:

There are early signs of a downturn
in accrual. Most of our Phase I or II
studies are pausing in accrual, The
ddC studies are not accumulating
many patients, We need to define a
window of usage for ddC, In the study
of ddC for long-term AZT users, six
sites are willing to participate, but
only" two
may
accumulate
patients-it hasn't opened yel ddC in
AZTintolerant patients may not open
in this country-it may have to be
done in Europe,
Merigan is upset about the
prospects for ddC trials because he
was the principal author of previous
studies and the principal investigator
of the current ones. Such career advancement, rather than therapeutic
benefit to people with AIDS, is the
chief motive for the clique of ACfG
researchers who consume hundreds of
millions of our dollars and Wish, concurrently, to deny anyone access to
"their drugs· outside of "their trials."
Paul Volberding, principal investigator (PI) of the recently-suspended
ACfG 019, is also PI for ACfG 117,
the study of AZT vs. ddI ihpeople
who have taken AZT for more than
48 weeks. Considering Douglas Richma'n's discovery that AZT -resistant
strains of HIV were found in the
blood of each person he measured
who had been taking AZT for longer
than six months, this trial may well be
difficult to fill, Volberding spoke for
many researchers when he said:

We applaud the vigilance of the Primary Infection Core Committee for
keeping records on this,

through their own phYSicians, who
care for them, rather than from the
clever,
federally-sponsored
researchers who keep coming out with
new ways to use AZT, bHt can't come
up with a. single other treatment fqr
AIDS or HIV infection.
And here comes The New York
Times, leading the charge to protect
the career prerogatives of these researchers, not even bothering to ask a
person with AIDS for his or her perspective. Kolata's article, and the researchers' fears, came down to the

sentiment voiced by Harvard's
Jerome Groopman:

FJr.

If the philosophy is that anyone caDI!
decide at any point what drugs he or.
she wants to take, then you will not
be able to do a clinical triai,
r,

This is flatly untrue. People wIth
life-threatening conditions have the
same right to evaluate available information about approved and potent'ial
treatments that scientists do. Moreover, they do 'not have the time scienSee POlITICAL

SCIENCE on page 37
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GLAAD
tiDINGS

Loving
Living Color
Homophobic, racist, sexist and
anti-Semitic lyrics in rock, heavy
metal and rap music have been much
in the news recently. Among other
media outlets, The New York Times,
Rolling Stone and Entertainment
Tonight have reported on this growing problem.
Heavy metal groups have gotten
much of the attention, with Guns 'n
Roses lead singer Axl Rose on record
defending derogatory references to
faggots in his group's best selling
album and Skid Row lead singer Sebastian Bach pictured in Billboard
wearing a t-shirt that says "AIDS Kills
Fags Dead."
Lest we be accused of heavy
metal defamation, we want to bring to
your attention a refreshing counterexample, Billboard reports that at a concert in L.A. featuring the Rolling
Stones and Guns 'n Roses, a member
of one of the opening acts, Vernon
Reid of the group Living Color, said to
the audience, which he might reasonably have expected to be unsympathetic to his views:
"If you don't have ~nything
against gay people, don't call them faggots. If you don't have anything against
Blacks, don't call them niggers."
Vernon Reid's comment is right
to the point. If you don't mean it,
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don't say it "Faggot" is a hate word.
We encourage you to write letters
of protest to all the perpetrators mentioned above. But we also urge you
to write a congratulatory note to Vernon Reid for his courage in speaking
out to the concert audience in L.A.
Write, to: Vernon Reid/Living
Color, P.O, Box 407, Bushwick Finance Station, Brooklyn, NY 11221.

Sullivan
on Suicide
With role models like quarterback
Doug Williams publicly ridiculing faggots, it's no wonder that gay and lesbian teenagers are an emotionally vulnerable group. The special problems
of gay youth were recently discussed
in a report prepared by the Department of Health and Human Services.
Called Report of the Secretary s Task
Force on Youth Suicide, the document
concludes that "gay youth are two to
three times more likely to attempt suicide than other young people," and

HHS Secretary Louis Sullivan

calls for an end to discrimination
against young people on the basis of
their sexual orientation.
Proving once again that right
wing homophobes
are afraid that
Americans might be exposed to the
truth about gay people, Congressman
Dannemeyer of California contacted
President Bush and HHS Secretary
Louis Sullivan demanding that they
reject the portion of the report dealing with gay teens. He made no scientific objection, of course, asserting
instead that the report was simply
"anti-family. "
Because we have come to expect
raw bigotry from Congressman Dannemeyer, the real bad news is that
Bush and Sullivan seem to be pandering to it. In a letter to Dannemeyer, Sullivan agreed that' t.h~ views expressed in the report about gay youth
run contrary to his and his department's policy of advancing traditional
family values. Just how family values
might be advanced by gay teen sui-.
cides is, of course, never addressed.
The National Gay and Lesbian
' Task Force has asked for meetings
with the president
and
Sullivan to discuss this
issue. Bush has already
declined; preventing suic,ides by gay youth is ,not
part of his agenda for a
kinder, gentler America.
Sullivan has not yet
responded, and so we ask
you to write him in support of the Task Force's request for a meeting. This
is a matter of life and
death, He must not allow
his own prejudices
to
keep his head in the sand
on the issue.
Write to: Louis W. Sullivan, M.D., Secretary, Department of Health and
Human Services, 200 Independence Avenue S.W., '
Washington, DC 20201.
-Craig Davidson

POUTICAl SCIENCE from page 3S

tists have to wait for results from controlled clinical trials.
If people do not enter controlled
trials, researchers must consider new
ways of conducting them, It was ironic that Kolata's article came out on the
second day of a major conference on
AIDS clinical trials methodology,
There, statisticians inspired by
ACf UP's National AIDS Treatment
Research Agenda had confirmed that
many of the ideas advanced by people) with AIDS and AIDS activists did
not conflict with the needs of science,
Placebos are unnecessary
(they
haven't been used in cancer trials for
decades). Exclusion criteria are too
restrictive, Trials should allow new
treatments as soon as they become
available, People can be in antiretroviral and anti-opportunistic infection
trials at the same time,
But the researchers didn't seem to
be listening. Their narrow-minded views
were summarized by Ellen Cooper of
the FDA at the end of the conference,
when she criticized the notion that trial
subjects could be heterogeneous. What
could be more heterogeneOus than the
range of diseases and conditions attendant upon illV infection?
ThiS, then, is the fa~1 blindness
of the U.S. regulatory and research establishment, as created by the likes of
Ellen Cooper, Dan Hoth, Thomas
Merigan, Paul Volberding, Larry Corey,
Margaret Fischl, Douglas Richman et
at.: trials must be homogenous. Those
who don't fit the inclusion criteria
must wait. Too bad if some have to
die--that's science~we've got to fmd
out I-we need your bodies to prove
this drug works! That's the only kind
of data peer-reviewed journals acceptl
(Not to mention the FDA),
The ACfG is like an enormous,
costly, high-tech ocean Iiner-a
Titanio-whose
officers, smugly confident of their own supreme ability,
and blind to the realities of the ocean
they are navigating,
are steering
straight into a massive icebergcrashing into the very people they
are supposed to be serving-the hundreds of thousands of Americans living with HIV....
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STREET PATROL

GOALat last summer's Gay Pride Parade

For Lesbian and
Gay Police it's a

Struggle Battling
Homophobia on
the Force and
Cop·Phobia in
the Community
by Michelangelo 5ignorile
38
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RUE BLUE
"If I can't be a civilian at a demonstration then I'd rather work it. I
want to be the cop dragging people away rather than there being some
straight cop who might have a bad attitude, who might be having a bad
day and is thinking, 'I'm cold, I'm tired, I don't want to deal with these
fuCking faggots.'''
-Pollee officer Louise Gomez

Tbecops.
The phrase conjures up some bizarre and conflicting feelings. Some queers cringe at the
thought, with all sorts of visions-from the horrific to the simply annoying--<iancing in their
heads. Restroom entrapments. Bar raids. Police brutality. Civil disobedience. Speeding tickets.
Ugh!
For others, the mere words increase testosterone and estrogen levels in the body as
thoughts turn to nightsticks, badges, sunglasses, leather-uniforms!
But for some gays and lesbians, the cops doesn't produce either of these extremes or anything on the spectrum between them. For these people, the phrase means punching in, going
to your locker, getting your detail, and covering your beat. It means perhaps seriously risking

your life on a daily basis, and trying to do some good within a system
gave them for transferring. He couldn't tell them it was because I was
tainted with corruption and homophobia. It means constantly being at
gay, but that was it, I'm sure.
odds with many members of your own community who, when they
"I decided not to lie anymore. When the guys would say, 'look
think of cops, envision the enemy.
at that ass, look at that cunt: I wouldn't say anything. Soon they were
And it means working within a field that has traditionally viewed
asking, 'are you married,' and I'd say, 'no, I have a lover.'
gays and lesbians as pariahs when it came to enforcing the law. In
"People talk behind your back. They write things on the bathfact, our very existence was, at one time, against the law. In some
room walls. But homophobia is all over, not just in the police
states it still is.
, department."
New York City, however, is now one of a few places in the
country where police officers themselves are protected from losing
their jobs if homophobia is involved, and, according to many gay and
While many lesbian and gay cops still choose to stay in the closlesbian officers, these charges are taken very seriously within the
et, many others are out now, realizing that they are legally protected
department. Su.ch protection is a major advancement, considering that
within the department, and also feeling se'cure that GOAL will help
just a little over ten years ago, not one gay man or lesbian on the
fight their battles. Though they encounter homophobia on a regular
police force was out of the closet.
basis, and express
That changed in November of 1979, when, testifying before the
that they are painfulcity council, Sergeant Charles Cochrane became the first member of
ly coming out in one
the New York City Police Department to publicly declare himself gay.
respect or another
A sudden new hero in the community, many thought Cochrane's
every day, openly
coming out would sway the city council into passing the gay rights
gay and lesbian
bill that year.
police officers are
Of course, the council took seven more years to pass the bill.
relatively comfortBut almost immediately Cochrane had rattled things up a bit
able in their jobs.
throughout the NYPD. Swooped down on by local, national and interThey speak of being
national media, he had broken the silence and challenged long-standpart of the "family,"
ing prejudices regarding gay and lesbian cops. 1bree years later, in
of being
totally
1982, Cochrane co-founded, with retired officer Sam Ciccone, the Gay
accepted
and
Officer's Action League (GOAL). That June, Ciccon\: and Cochrane
respected
by their
marched in the Gay Pride Parade as GOAL's only members. One year
heterosexual
partlater membership was up to 35. Today there are roughly 300 active
ners and superiors.
members of GOAL and some 2,000 men and women have passed
In the subculthrough the organization.
ture that is the
police department,
one has to prove
After ten years on the force, Peter Guardino came out by
oneself
a "good
marching with GOAL in the Gay Pride Parade in 1983, knowing that
cop." "The main crihis hetero fellow officers would' be lining the parade route (the
teria for acceptance
parade, in fact, is the way that most officers come out within the
among police offidepartment). At the age of 42, Guardino has now been out on the
cers is if one per- '
job for six years.
forms
one's
job TRUE BLUE
"A few people on the job knew that I was," he reflects. "A few
well .. says Patrick.
,.
Sara~i, a civilian clin- Now retired Sergeant Charlie Cochrane In 1983
suspected, but nothing was ever really made of it. I had a good reputation as a good cop. But like anything else, when you are part of a
ical psychologist who workedl.or the NYPD in 1981. "If so, that perminority and you do good work, they try to knocK you down. I feel I son will be very well respected." As Saraci explains, a police officer is
wasn't given choice assignments. When you're not out, you fmd out
pUlling his body on the line, risking his life all the time. He or she
things sooner. It got back to me. I figured it'd be better to be out
wants more than anything to be sure that his/her partner will be there
since I could be protected by law.
when the bullets start fICing.The biggest concern is "being covered."
"Where I work I'm the only so-<:alled gay person. I don't fmd it Though they say they have to prove themselves more than other cops
too bad, my working conditions. I don't have anYthing said about me.
(and though the women are fighting sexism as well as homophobia),
And in 17 years it's amazing that my name's not appeared on bathlesbian and gay cops claim that once they have proven themselves
room walls. Being,out, it's hard for me to pinpoint homophobia. Peothey are treated no diffently than anyone else -and wind up developple kind of hold back comments when I'm around. I don't think I'm
ing strong bonds with straight officers Within the department. In this
treated [by the force) differently than anyone else now, I get along
sense, they feel they are fighting homophobia within the department,
with mostly everyone I work with. Sometimes, some people feel a lit- educating fellow officers as well as higher-ups.
tle uncomfortable, but I think they may sense that I sense something
about them-maybe that they're gay or something. I don't have problems with the people who are so-<:alled straight."
"To me, we are proving ourselves continuously," states Louise

At 27, Pedro Velazquez has been a cop for five years.
"I moved here from Puerto Rico in August 1984. I [became a
cop) for the benefits. It was the best job I could fmd. I only had two
years of college. Before that I was a jewelry salesman and before that
a bookkeeper, but this is much better pay and benefits. I saw the ad
, in the newspaper and decided to go for it.
"I came out to my first partner and he transferred himself. We
were friends, used to go out drinking. I don't know what reason he

Gomez, who, after a few years of going in and out of college, and
after being' an accountant for a while, became a police officer two
years ago at the age of 30. "Women in the deparunent really do have
to prove themselves even more. I would think 'very small men have
the same problem. It's really strange, because the police profession is
really macho. People are not always aware that lesbians are macho.
I'm aggressive. I think being a lesbian may actually work toward my
benefll in that sense because they pe(ceive a lesbian to be 'not like
the typical female' and tougher, maybe. Then again, that could just be
me 'cause, see, I don't take shit from anyone."
\
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To say there is no homophobia or racism is a joke.
"I think that police are necessary in this city. [And gays and lesbiansl should be on the police force. It's an honorable job if you don't
go kicking people's asses and throwing them in jail for no reasOn."

Tony is in his early 20s. He's out in the department and has spoken to the press before using his full name. But currently he's under
consideration for· an assigment which would include undercover work
and says he can only speak on condition of anonymity. He lives in
Brooklyn, where he grew up as the son of a police officer, in a family
Many gay cops say the bigger conflict in, their lives-bigger
with a long line of police officers.
than homophobia encountered in the department-is
the animosity
"In myoid precinct they would hang stuff on my locker-DOA
, between the gay and lesbian community and the police departseals, that's Dead On Arrival, Property of NYPD, DOA stickers. It ment itself.
didn't really affect me. I didn't care. I didn't let it bother me. Cops
Historically, the lesbian and gay community and the NYPD have
love to talk. So you just ignore them.
had a terrible relationship. If Stonewall was a turning point, many saw
"Once you prove yourself, it's okay. In my new precinct it's
the violent raid only a few years ago of Blues, a Times Square club
great. My lover comes in and the women in the office COfI¥Ilentabout
frequented by gay men of color, as a step backward. On the whole,
how cute he is. They like him. I'm able to talk to them about probthe community is mixed about whether or not the relationship has
lems. You know, we have the same problems. My lover worries every
improved. "There is much more dialogue now," says Lee Hudson, liainight when I go to work. He kisses me and tells me to be carefuL If son to Mayor Koch's office. "There are more internal avenues for people to pursue." David Wertheimer
of the Lesbian and Gay
Anti-Violence agrees: "The relationship between [the commqnity and
the NYPDl has evolved significantly over the past ten years. I think
that relationship is better than that betweert gays and police in any
other city in the country, including San Francisco."
But Donna Minkowitz, a writer for the Village Voice who has
covered the lesbian arid gay community for the past several years, is
in strong disagreement. "The current relationship is disasterous," she
opines. "Right now, for instance, you have cops calling people 'faggot' and 'dyke' with impunity, thinking it's okay to do. It's unacceptable." Minkowitz also points to several cases recently in which police
arrested the gay or lesbian person being attacked rather than the
alleged attackers. One of those of particular note which Minkowitz
had written about from the beginning was the case of Joy DiVmcenzo, who brought her lover to S1. Vincent's Hospital after she'd been
raped. DiVincenzo was allegedly verbally and physically abused by S1.
Vincent's security guards. When police were called in, they arrested
DiVincenzo for assault (she was later acquited upOn contemplation of
dismissal). "She was arrested after she was called a dyke and beaten
SEmNG THINGS IN MOTION
Photo: Ellen B. Neipris
up'" exclaims Minkowitz.
'
Community Affairs Officer Vanessa Ferro
Tim Powers of ACf UP, a group which has had many dealings
I'm making an arrest and I'm late, he doesn't sleep. He stays up all with the police, characterizes the police department as "a system
night worrying."
which rewards cops for being racist, sexist and homophobic, putting
us in a bad position, in a position where anti-gay bias crimes just
aren't taken seriously." He points to an incident at hist summer's WigPepper (not her real name) had become a cop in the early 80s stock Festival in Tompkins Square Park in which a gay man, Mark
because she felt that working the child-abuse unit would be rewardCarson, was arrested after he tried to come to the aid of three gay
ing. But she left after a few years because of the mounting pressure of
men in drag who were being beaten by several men wielding lacrosse
homophobia and sexism. All someone who left the force, she tells a
sticks. Carson apparently "tapped" a police officer on the shoulder to
somewhat different story.
call his attention to the gay bashing and was arrested for obstructing
"I worked in Harlem in the child-abuse unit," she says. "And I governmental administration. Newspaper accounts of the incident
was too busy working to be in GOAL or any other group.
reported that the police were still slow to arrest the gay bashers. "I felt
"If you're a woman on the job they are uncomfortable with you
the police's atttitude at Wigstock', was, like, 'if you dress like that [in
unless you're dating them or unless you're married. It was weird like that.
drag], you deserve what's coming to you,'" says Powers.
"There were times when I saw excessive force being used on
people because they were Black or gay. I would protest it by leaving
the scene. If I were to make a report or something, my back wouldn't
Vinny is 28. He's a police officer who is not fully out of the closbe covered. That means if I go to make an arrest and someone pulls
et. Even he doesn't know why. "It's a personal thing," he says. "I
their gun out, [the cops presentl wouldn't cover me. It's happened to
know it'd be better for me to be out, but I...I just don't know. My
other people.
partner, and the guys at GOAL and some people on the force know
"They're even suspicious when you don 'I get involved.
If I'm gay, but I'm not out to my higher-ups, my superiors.
they're making an arrest and they beat someone up because they're
"Demonstrations and stuff by gays is a conflict, without a doubt.
gay, and if you don't go and give your little kick, then you're
Inside of me, it bothers me. I'm totally on their side,
cosidered not part of the cop family.
·We're assigned to keep the peace, but unfortunately, demon"All cops are not homophobes and racists, but I'd say at least 60 strators, because of the media, seem to feel they must get thempercent,are. It's part of a whole kind of macho attitude.
selves attacked by the police. It makes the news. I think it's
"I was called a dyke once or twice. I was given a lot of shitty
misconstrued as police brutality. I've been on the side of the
shifts, strange shifts. You can tell who gets the better shifts, the guys
protestors before. It's always the demonstrators who provoke the
who are part of the good 01' boy network.
police. I fmd it embarraSSing.
"You hear things in the locker room, 'That faggot' or 'that nigger.'
·We had a police officer who had AIDS and was interested in
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on the chests of ACf UP members and shoved them backwards just
ACf UP and went to a meeting and was chastised by ACf UP memas Ed Koch began speaking. The shoving by Ferro and other officers
bers because he was a cop [this could not be independently conprovoked chants from ACf UP."
firmed within ACf UP and among its membership]. I can't tell you
Ferro maintains that she was'merely trying to keep the peace.
how mad that made me. How discriminatory. I remember he felt realShe also realizes she made a mistake that she's sorry about. "In my
ly shiny after that.
situation as a community affairs officer, my priority is to mediate and
"lhere was a time when the women [members of ACf UP after a
City Hall demonstration last March] were illegally strip-searched. It , to try to bring peaceful resolutions to different demonstrations," she
explains. "I don't have to take police action or do law enforcement.
wasn't the police who did it. It was matrons--civilian members of the
As a community affairs officer that is not my priority. I try to remain
department. But the media made everyone think it was the police.
neutral. But I'm human. Sometimes I agree with the protesters and
That's probably why it's hard for me to come out. Because sometimes
sometimes I agree with the police. [The Stonewall dedication demo]
we make a spectacle of ourselves. Instead of sitting down with us, the
was certainly a conflicting situation for me'. I was in the middle of a
gay cops, IACf UPers] run around demanding."
rushing crowd of demonstrators and had no recourse but to plant my
feet on the floor or be trampled. I did not push people, but rather
held my ground, and tried to calm people down. That was, my first
Many officers become defensive when the topic of the departdemonstration. I was trying too hard and got caught in the middle. It's
ment's relationship with the community is brought up. Almost all
a place I won't be caught in again."
'
whom I spoke with expressed uneasiness at working a demonstration. Marly felt that protesters, most of the time, overstep their
bounds and that it puts the police in precarious positions. For a gay
or lesbian cop covering a demonstration organized and attended by
gays and lesbians, that can cause a major internal conflict. Most, but
not all, feel their first duty is to being a police officer and preserving
the peace, although officer Louise Gomez says that she expresses
solidarity with protesters and trys to let them know she's a lesbian. At
last March's City Hall ACf UP demo she says she wore a little pink
triangle, though wearing anything besides department insignia is
against regulation.
Quite a few lesbian and gay cops feel the community is unduly
hard on them. They say the community, and partieuarly the more
militant segments of it, attack them all too often, and don't realize
that "it's not all the police" who may be overly abusive. They express
sadness at what they perceive to be a lack of support from the community, which they find hard to understand. "If you believe in total
anarchy, and believe that there shouldn't be a police force, then we
can't even have a discussion," states Cochrane. "But if you feel there
should be some kind of a police' force, then 'you have to feel that
YOUR BEAT OR MINE
Photo: Ellen B. Neipris
gays and lesbians should be represented on that force. And they
Officers Peter Guardino and and Pedro Velazquez
should be supported."
In spite of apparent conflicts, Ferro does feel she is making
advancements in the department for the lesbian and gay community.
"I think I'm changing things in the department. I'm educating the
"I wanted to be in a position where I could be of service to peodepartment about what the community is about. Sometimes [my supeple. I wanted to be able to help people," says Vanessa Ferro.
riors] read about a demonstration, and they'll ask what it's about,
In June of this year Ferro became a Community Affairs Officer
they'll ask me what the issues are. I think I've opened up their eyes to
and the fiCStpolice department liaison to the lesbian and gay commuthe injustices of our city regarding gays.
nity. She pushed hard for the job, having first applied in early 1987.
"I've been called to speak to higher-ups in the department. I
"When I came out, I had knowledge of the community affairs
go out and actively attend classrooms at the police academy and
division of the police department. I had worked as a community
affairs officer in the Bronx, and I had known about the CA division. I give sensitivity training. Also at the precinct levels. I have ongoing dialogues with the chief of the department and other higherknew that the CA division at police plaza had liaisons for different
up personal, regarding issues and needs of our community and
groups -Blacks, Hispanics, Asians, even Europeans. I wondered why
how the police could respond in a favorable way. Whenever I'm
there wasn't one for the gay community and I felt that with all the risincluded in anything it is their intention to better the community.
ing needs of the other communities the department was able to
They ask me my 'opinion on certain cases, bias incidents and
respond by assigning a liason to get the police to meet those needs.
demonstrations."
.
So why not the gay community?
"She's in a ridiculous anp crazy position," says Tim Powers of
"Every time I opened a gay periodical I would see anti-cop artiACf UP about Ferro. "She gets hell from both sides. But she's good.
cles and an anti-cop anitude. I felt that gay liaisons, or a group of gay
She really wants to genuinely know the issues, and really wants to
liaisons, would maybe try to turn that around. To fmd out what the
help put things into to motion. I respect that."
needs are of the gay 'community and try to change that negative
"I'd like it if people would call me when something happens, or
police image.
even just to talk about conditions in general," asks Ferro of the. com"Being a cop in the gay community is just as difficult as being
munity. "It's not all 27,000 police who may be doing bad things, and
gay in the police community. The biggest conflict is being looked at
we, gay and lesbian police, are here for you to come to." T
as a traitor by people in the community because I'm a police officer."
Last June, during the dedication of Stonewall Place, Ferro, who'd
Vanessa Ferro can be reached at 212-374-5370 and urges all
, just taken over her new post, found herself at her first demonstration.
members of the lesbian, gay 'or any other community to call her with
It was there that ACf UP had planned to silently protest while Mayor
any problems or questions they may have regarding the New York City
Koch took the podium. But, according to Donna Minkowitz, in a story
Police Department.
reported in OutWeI?k, "Ferro, wearing plainclothes, placed her hands
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WITNESS
Author, Editor, AIDS Educator
John Preston Discusses
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Latest Work, the Anthology
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I remember meeting John
Preston and suddenly understanding what the Mr. Benson
brouhaha was about. In 1979,
Preston wrote a book by that
name which was serialized in
Drummer. It became a cult classic, with boys across the land
slapping, ramming and dressing
in time to the author's directives. Preston has the same
power of persuasion in person
that he has historically maintained in his writing. Piercing
eyes, a slow, rolling voice, a
certain composure that bespeaks control and talent.
Currently the writer-in-residence at the AIDS Project in

Portland, Maine, he has over the years
worn more hats than Elton John: author,
co-author andlor editor of over 30
books including the popular slm porn
Master series, the adventure tales of
Alex Kane, Franny,
The Queen of
Provincetown and Safe Sex; editor at
The Advocate, founder of the first gay
community center in the states; board
member of Maine's Health Foundation
and its AIDS Project; sex educator and
lecturer; book critic, While unusually
dedicated to his dinosaur computer and
the cold hinterland
of the Vacation
State, he does occasionally breach city
limits, This time he did so in grand
style and was nice enough to cut me in
on hot dlocolate
and a spectacular
view of the metropolis.
Sarah Pettit: I reread your introduction and prologue to Personal Dispatches yesterday, which led me to
recall the enormous impact the book
had on me the first time I read it, how it
haunted my dreams for several nights
afterward. I know that people have had
strong reactions to the anthology, as
several pieces bring up very deep and
unresolved arguments in the community, How did you, as an editor, manage
to bring thes,e disparate writings together in the context of one book and say,
"This is writing about AIDS," without
either making them all some way toe
the same line or sacrificing the integrity
of each piece? '
John Preston:
The pieces were
written by a wide range of writers,
everyone frbm icons of gay literature to
previously unpublished writers. I think
it's inevitable that people are going to
review it in terms of the finite articles,
but I do think this is a book, in the best
sense of the word, In my introduction I
talk about how E,).praff's piece on the
Politano family ("Bring Them Home")
was really the beginning of the process.
It was a brutally honest piece that reverberated through many people's psyches
when it appeared in Bay Windows,
Although extremely romantic-it
pulls
one's gut to see such a totally supportive, never abandoning family-it
was
also honest in the truly corporate sense
of the word. One felt the newspaper's
honesty, the writers honesty, the family's honesty. The progression of the disease was described in an unrelenting
fashion, but also In an entirely nonmanipulative fashion. It allowed me, and
7

many others, to grasp hold of what was
happening
in a way that we hadn't
before. We had seen "victim" stories
before and we'd seen polemic-in
the
worst and best sense of the word-but I
don't think we'd seen this sort of writing, I don't think I w.as immediately
aware of a book, but I did write a few
people and ask, "Are you seeing this
sort of writing?" That's when I got the
first few pieces back and when I realized that something was happening with
writing about AIDS.
SP: What is really interesting is that
most of this new writing was being
done outside of the mainstream in small
gay "bar rags," if you will, The community had grabbed
a hold of any
resources it had and used them, transformed them into things that are really
very unique,
They are playing roles
they never did before.
JP: There's no question that many
gay journals have risen to the cause in
ways that I don't think we had any right
to expect them to. I was very self-conscious about making sure they were represented, not for the sake of "balance,"
but simply because I was after the finest
writing. I knew some of the finest writing was in Bay Windows, Front Page in
North Carolina and Update in San Diego.
I am particularly proud to include those
in an anthology.
Other people may
have avoided them for the very reason
that they were not prestigious', not
metropolitan. What I care about is that
each author tried to do his or her best,
becal,lse ultimately what holds this book
together is its sense of first person honesty. The Publishers Weekry pre-publication review made note that the drive of
each author was to bear witness, and in
rereading the book, I was struck by how
often that word was used. It's in my
stuff, it's in Andrew Holleran'S, it's in
Scott Tucker's and so on. I think that the
unblinking bearing witness binds the
book together and is its success.
SP: The last ten years have seen the
creation of several Holocaust archives,
places where survivors of the camps can
record their stories. They allow for the
viewing of a nightmare in retrospect,
from a different space. Wholly different
about the present sort of bearing witness
is that it's witnessing in the midst of the
nightmare. Speaking out in the midst of
an event has to hold with it the notion
that witnessing can effect change.
]PI I come from a very strongly reli-

gious background and find Christianity
to be one of the most ludicrously primitive religious. Still, it uses a very rich
vocabulary and the word "witness· is
not a passive word, it's a very active
verb. To "witness· is not simply to make
note, not simply to record, although
there is is power in that. It is to go out
and see what is going on. Many of the
contributors to this volume are activists,
they are doing things that must be done.
There's a quote at the beginning of the
book, "For some of us must storm the
castles. Some. define the happening,"
that I hesitated before using because it
seemed to imply a separation of roles.
Writing one hand, action on the other. I
kept it in because I came to understand
that it was a corporate statement; that
both must be done and that much of it
is done by the same people,
We do
break those roles over' and over.
SP: It's maddening to me that something which speaks for so many voices
can be ignored. Even thougH it's published by a mainstream press and has
had good reviews from PW and Kir!eus,
the traditional veins of reception, it still
battles with its own status. Whether this
sort of reading ever makes its way into
the hands of the white bookreading
public is questionable. I don't mean to
pronounce a premature judgement on it,
but it does seem that we're constantly
creating these strong and powerful
mementos for ourselves and yet it takes
something like the Quilt-square
of
miles of death memorialized-for
our
efforts to be acknowledged. There has
to be an active denial of voices. It's not
just these things are one in many, people are simply not wanting to hear the
resonances.
JP: I am painfully aware that that's
true. I used to do a great deal of college
lecturing three years ago when AIDS
was a hot, important topic. As a gay
man who had sex education credentials
and had written a mainstream book on
risk reduction through safer sex, I was
sought after because the panic, felt overrode their problems with having a gay
man speak on anything. I was perceived
as someone who had information for the
common good.
It's of note that. I
haven't been invited onto a college campus in 18 months.
SP: At a time when it's being
exposed that straight high school and college-aged students are haVing a far higher statistical outcome in the crisis than
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people were willing to acknowledge ...
}Pi I think the entire society is in a
mammoth state of ,denial and has fallen
back on ItSworst defenses, People have
gras~d hold of the media overplay of
AZf thinking, "Oh, we have the pill so
why worry?" They take solace in the
comforting words about making AIDS a
chronic condition and not a deadly disease, All of which flies smack in the
face of reality. It also goes back to the
initial. primitive assumption tqat there
are risk groups and only the risk groups
need wO.tryabout this. In the last weeks
the head 'of the World Health Organization .S,tood. up and said, "We're going to
lose ,'thls.'battle because of complacency.;' Giving to AIDS organizations has
t~ken;a qosedive, We're no longer able
to provide the basic services we used to
and ~ri~numbers continue to grow. But
, th~ CQmplacency is our's too. Recently,
there was ~ report of sudden, drastic
increases' in anal gonorrhea in Seattle,
Wastiihgt~m. ·That is terrifying, There is
an aSsumption that gay men know all
that ttiey need to about safer sex, which
is 'belie4 by every 19 or 20-year-old I see
who'tests positive because he committed
unsafe ~cts. The commitment to education al'>.c!~t·.~;rualityand sexual behavior
needs,
be a total, lifelong commitment
and i~hasn't been,
. SP:\I know from my own experience. ~ a I~bian that that's true. I called
up a.safe sex hotline looking for informatibl'l, wanting to know what was permissible and what wasn't. I had a pretty
good idea; but wanted to hear it from an
"authority.", A woman answered the
pftomLa,nd 'before I got two words out
she said, "He'll have to wear a condom."
I answered, ."Well, he's ashe," and it sort
of dete.rior!ltC~d' from there, It's very
frighteril!1&'~cause even if you're willing to take the ihitiative to be educated,
there are barriers_to education.
JP:' I wrote a book for NAL called
Safe Se::Jf.~'newspaper'.in Maine sent a
writef'to interview me even though I am,
considered dangerous. or at least exotic
beyond 'belief, by lots of the publishing
community ~ Maine. the guy came in
and vJas ,vjslbly;upset. He began by saying, "I need- to tell you that when your
book 'c~fueinto the office it was treated
like 'a .dirty joke and this assignment
didn't fare much better," He had read
the bodk aqd ~id that after he got over
his discomfort wid} the overtly pornographic'descriptions, it dawned on him
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that it was about saving lives. He added
So, stupidly, I went through thiS elabothat he was proud to be doing the inter- rate process to become a Maine state
touring artist and it included having to
view, But, I don't think those moments
give a reading to the commisSion, I read
still occur, The barriers are going up,
That doesn't mean we stop. I think the the epilogu.e to Franny, my statement of
fact that Personal Dispatches exists, for what it means to be a gay writer. I was
example, is a defi~nt statement by the halfway through when I realized that this
authors. It says, "This, did happen, We statement was utterly incomprehensible
have paid attention. We have, lived."
to the group of straight men and women
SP: You must certainly believe in I was addreSSing, I was really struck by
defiant statements and the power of that because a part of me says that literawriting. You've written or edited about
ture is specific and that the way to"the.
universal is through the specific. But
20 books, including Franny, the Queen
of Provincetown and the Master series.
we're taken so unseriously as gay artists
that no one can find the universal in
How do you see these different works
what we're saying, Perhaps, that's our
feeding off one another?
JP: The one thing that's very clear fault. Perhaps, I'm so vernacular! that I
to me, and it's'hard to explain to other
can never get out of this audience,
.
I have another, small grant from
people, is the extent to which these are
a whole. I don;t feel schizie about it at the Maine Arts Commission that ~lIows
all. I want to be totally pretentious and
me to work 'as the writer in res\~etlce
say that it has been a real struggle to be at the AIDS Project in Portland.
I
a pornographer in our society and to get applied for it and received it under a
any respect for it. I have demanded of certain set of assumptions, I diO now
see they were fascile assumptiOns,
myself that I write good pornography
and I have also been defiant about the although I don't mean to put the comfact that I will be taken seriously as a mission down on this one. They
writer. I have stood by that and have
seemed t9believe
that fine poetry
paid dues for that, but I think I have
would come from this grant work, as I
won. I do, however, consider it the great would be working with people in the
tragedy of my life that I cannot get the midst of 'the crisis, people who were
stuff published anywhere anymore. At suffering
in this epidemic.
What I
least, not with any iota of dignity that I (~und was something close to illiteracy,
would demand as a writer.
jf not true illiteracy then cultural illiterSP: One of the ways that gay writ- acy. I was staggered by how few peoing has been accepted, and I don't think , pie feel they have the right to write;
lesbians have been allowed this yet, is the extent to which writing has become
by being white, university-educated gay something for a rare class of people.
writing. W.H. Auden, Edmund White
Rather than working on people's poetand David Leavitt are a few names that ry, I was having to help people write
shoot to mind. They are prized by the letters. The most common request
mainstream in a way that the vernacular
comes from people who are terminal
will never be.
who want to leave a record, a footprint
JP: I think what you're talking
in the sand. When their time comes,
about is gay men who are so polished,
they turn to writing even though
that they can't be denied by the
they've felt totally disenfranchised from
academe. And let me say that I do
writing the rest of their lives.
admire much of their work, but the
The first time this happened, it was
love of the academe
is extremely
with a father who desperately wanted to
seductive. I think I speak to and for an leave behind a letter to his son. He wantaudience that other people don't. My ed the son to have something that proved
audience is vital to me and the intense
that his father had loved him, It was too
populism from I work. One of the
horrible, tqo beautiful and too hard to
things I get from living in Maine is begin With, but was made even more so
being with that audience.
because the father was 19. I almost needI just got very angry with the Maine ed something like that to prove to' me
Arts Commission, I discovered that in how important writing is, ...
order to get this grant to work with
PWAs, they had to waive my designation John Preston will be reading at the lesas an artist. It turns out that only Maine bian and Gay Community Center on
state artists are eligible for grant money.
December 12 at 8:00 p.m.
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Yet another piece by Gran Fury, the AIDS activist art collective; this one at the comer of Broad-
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Lest you think that the National Enquirer, in whose pages these headlines recently appeared, has finally
gone off the deep end, let me assure you that these are actual incidents in the eventful life of journalisttumed-scandalist Geraldo Rivera.
Rivera has also had his nose busted by white supremacist skinheads (on camerC;l),and, according to the
Enquirer, was ambushed by the Viet Cong In Cambodia. River", will tell all In a soon-to-be-released autobiography (volume one of several Is my guess).
-I just didn't care about my own life. I only cared about the story," the Enquirer quotes Rivera as saying.
I know just what he means.
'
Why, Just last week I spent an hour on the phone with the press office at the national headquar:ters of the
Assemblies of God Church In Springfield, Missouri, read the Native, covered an ACT UP meeting from start to
finish and attended a GMHC press luncheon: pasta salad again.
A reporter's life is truly dangerous.
Just walt until I write my life story.
- Andrew Miller
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Social TerrorislD

Photos by Erich Conrad

VERYDODGEY
Donald GJ,!karda somewhere or other

WHO? ME?
Madame Plcklewlnker at the World

NOT NOW, I HAVE A HEADACHE
Lincoln at the World
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PAINT BY NUMBERS?
Julian Schnabel at BAM

I:
1

i
1

GOOD BOY•••SIT
Billy Erb at Candyland
THERE'S NO PLACE UKE HOME
Michael AUg and Sherry Baroness Von Klober Bernstein at Red Zone

HUSTLE WITH MY MUSCLE
East Berlin's Kim at Red Zone
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oJarBrad:
,
.
I Something terrible happened and
I tpink I'm going to lose my mind
from worrying about it. About two
I
days ago I found out

I

Dear Readers:
I have decided that we shall not
di~uss other people's problems this
week. Instead, I wish to tell you about
so~ething
that happened
to me.
Circumstances (the details of which are
unifIlportanO compelled me to go by
Rockefeller Plaza one day last week. I
waS feeling almost happy- primarily
due to the fresh, sharp Arctic snap in
the 'air which always takes me back to
those simpler times in the old country,-when I turned the corner at 49th
Street and was confronted by that
endrmous Christmas tree, that fell
reminder of the evil season which has
more or less officially begun. After
allowing myself a few moments of bitter reflection (What manner of human
being would shatter a young person's
trust so callously and completely? What
manner of SOCiety conspires so efficiently and relentlessly year after year
after year to mock this dark memory?)
I re~lized, with weary resignation, that
the Itime has once again come to put
"Operation Bradley" into effect.

i

I
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M y,:!(~'".,H AND
S
BRADLEY
BALL
For the benefit of those readers
who may be unfamiliar with this column; I will explain. (For the rest of
you, no explanation should be necessary by now. You know what needs
to be done, so go do it. You can
always come back later and read the
little box on the corner of this page.
I'm sure it's very funny.) "Operation
Bradley" was started eight years ago
as a way to provide relief from the
socially enforced "jolliness" of the
season and to claim the holidays for
ourselves by creating our own special
brand of merriment. At its heart, in
fact, this "Operation" is really all
about outreach, which I'm told by my,
experts is quite essential to the community-however
one chooses to
construe that term-so
there is an
aggregate benefit.
First, examine your circle of
friends-if you don't have any, make
some for the time being (they're only
strangers you haven't met yet, if that's
possible)-determine
who might be
in the happiest relationship--or any
relationship at all, the quality, as is so
often the case these days, hardly matters--and then wreck it. It's thal simple. In fact, the operation can be
handily executed with just some red
construction paper, a pair of scissors,

a jar of library paste and any old magazine (use this one if you want but
only after you've read all the articles),
Even a 25 cent telephone call can do
the trick, if placed at the proper time
to the proper party,
You may, of course, choose to
make it more complicated; I leave
elaboration and extra~gance entirely
up to your discretion. Past participants have told me that it's sometimes
more fun, and therefore more satisfying, to work in teams. In fact, judging
from my readers' responses,
the
inherent possibilities are so vast that
just considering them all is far more
entertaining than having to compile a
shopping list. One person, for example, wrote to say that before she
became involved with "Operation
Bradley," she hadn't reaIlzed how
crammed the month of December
was with social functions, each of
which presents its own unique and
fascinating array of opportunities.
"The acts of sending out greeting
cards and exchanging gifts have been
transcended
above dreary season
obligations," exclaimed another reader, "now that they have been invested
with a larger, and yet subtler, purpose!" ''I'd always dreamed of sleeping with my best friend's lover and
thanks to 'Operation Bradley' that
,dream became a reality," said yet one
more formerly cheerless person.
And those are but three of the
countless, gleeful letters I've received
in ever-increasing numbers every year
since "Operation Bradley" came into
being. I won't even begin to take
credit for its abundant success. The
concept, of course, was entirely mine
but anybody can, and usually does,
have a concept. No, it's you, dear
readers, who are responSible, through
your whole-hearted participation, for
making my dream become a reality,
Bless you all and don't forget to let
me know how it goes this year.... '

TI

By Michelangelo Signorile

I

Grace
s
Mirabella insane? Or did
she simply attend the Liz
SmithIDaily News School of Lies
and Disinformation All For the Sake
of Doing Favors For People Who Are
Important In the World of Power
Mongers?
I think it's the latter. See, in the
current issue of Mirabella, Gracie
has a little puff piece on the Design
Industries Foundation
for AIDS
(DIFFA), in which it says-BRACE
YOURSELVES!-"So while the dollar
figures are impressive, increased
,awareness is one of DIFFA's great
accomplishments,
Last month,
Manhattan socialite Pat Buckley
cochaired Skating For Life, a~DIFFA
benefit that could eventually raise
$1 million for the foundation. It
wasn't too long ago that her husband, columnist William F. Buckley,
was calling for all HIV-positives to be
tattooed, concentration-camp
style.
AIDS education has come a long way
,over the last few years, and DIFFA
deserves a lion's share of the credit."
Oh, reallyi You mean William F.
Buckley has changed? You mean that
since Pat is doing AIDS benefits it
means that her husband is not homophobic
anymore?
EARTH TO
GRACE..,EARTH TO GRACE... COME
IN PLEASE.JUST ABOUT A MONTH
AND A HALF AGO-TWO
WEEKS
BEFORE THE BENEFIT-WILLIAM F.
BUCKLEY CALLED AIDS A SELFINFLICfED DISEASE BROUGHT ON
BY "SEX-DRIVENGAYS" AND "DOPE
ADDICTS." IT WAS WRITTEN UP
FROM HERE TO KINGDOM COME,
THERE WAS A PROTEST OUTSIDE

l

r

"

THE BENEFIT. PAT BUCKLEY,IN ALL
HER UGLINESS, WAS DRAGGED
THROUGH THE MUD ONLY TO
WIND UP AS THE LEAD ITEM ON
PAGE SIX IN THE NEW YORK POST
WITH THE HEADLINE, "THE GAY
WAR AGAINST PAT BUCKLEY." But
you knew all that, Gracie. This was
yet another attempt at white-washing
the circumstances and-in
line with
your good friend Liz Smith(Daily
News)-making dear old Pat look simply wonderful.
It was only two
months ago when we said that Pat
Buckley'S efforts all seemed like a calculated attempt at good public relations for her maniac husband. Some
thought this idea kind of far-fetched.
But, dear friends, the above Mirabella
item appears to explain exactly what
we're talking about.
But let's get back to Liz. Oh, let's!
She's been going off the deep end

herself lately, doing outlandish things,
and making a complete ass of herself.
Of course, we love when she makes
an ass of herself. It gives us something
to write about.
In her Daily News column, Liz
Smith spent the past couple of weeks:
$.. ""_'

.. 1_1_'

1) kissing Tina Brown's (Vanity Fair)
and Anna Wintour's (Vogue) asseSj 2)
meeting Marily~ Quayle at a dinner
and worshipping
the ground she
walks
on when
only a year
ago-before
the election and before
they could invite her to a lot of BIG
parties-she was ripping the Quayles
to piecesj 3) me<::tingMike Tyson and
worshipping the ground he walks on
when only a year ago Liz was practically calling him a wife-beater (she
sure does get star struck once she
meets these idiots)j 4) Letting her
racism once again rear its ugly head
by attacking the Japanese for buying
Hollywood film companies and, at
one point, actually trying to imply that
at least American film titans and companies have the American people in
mind. Hal
Then there was Liz's appearance
on A Current Affair when they asked
for her to comment on Sandra
Bernhard's and Madonna's relationship. Our juices began flowing!
Asking Liz Smith to comment 'about
lesbianism!
It was like )lsking
Mother Teresa to comment about
the nunhood! But, of course, Liz
never used the "L" word, and
downplayed the relationship as a
"tease",
while Michael Musto
(Village Voice) pointed out that
though the two may not be muffing
with each other, Sandra does have
a girlfriend, wh~m she told him
about in Spin. At the end of the
report, supreme homophobe Cindy
Adams (New York Post) put the icing
on the cake: "[Sandra and Madonna}
were lin L.A.}at a bar called Muse and
they left with ten women who all
looked like truck driyers-but I'm not
one to say." ...

S_C 5_C~t
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by Liz 1

John Cardinal O'Connor has
another brilliant Idea.
In his personal, political and holy
war against any control we have left
over what we do with our bodies (let
alone when, with who and how
often), O'Connor feels he (and hence
Catholicism as a whole) needs to be
"more aggressive"In the fight for abolIshment of abortion. He hassuggested
a new order of nuns, the "Sisters of
life," to protect and defend "the lives
of the unbom."
I'll come right out and say It: I
have a love/hate relationship with
nuns. Actually, It's more of a lust/fear
thing. I went to Catholic school for
one year, The only reason I got to get
out of the Seventh Circle of Hell
called Our Lady of The Cenacle was
because I was asked to leave. The primary reason for this pOlite expulsion
was that I had slapped my teaching
nun, Sister Joan had spanked me In
front of my entire first grad class:over
her knee, little Carter's underwear
around my ankles, the whole horrible
nightmare. I hadn't sat down when I
was askedj I had been talking to Mary
Jane, a beautiful blonde haired Polish
girl who had a different-colored ribbon for her hair each day of the
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She's not struggling very hard, but starIng at me. She hissesat me:
"I know what you women are like.
I know what you want. "
"How would you know anything
about It, Sister?"
"I used to be like that. But now
I've found my calling, I've been a Sister
of Ufe for two years,"
"It's just like a bicycle, Sister. You
never forget how, Or how good it
feels, Do you, Sister?"
I pull off her hat and run my hands

through her hair. She looks like Kelly
McGillis, I look at her eyes, her cheekbones, the swell of her breasts underneath her habit. She moans:
"No, no, I've been so good!"
"I know, But I'm so much better ..."
"Oh God, yes...take me..."
(Oh God, I feel like going to confession now,)
Just remember this: There have
been other orders of nuns founded
for single purposes, But those were
mostly for ple9sure, T

OutWeek
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week. I knew I was In love with her
when we were playing "Mercy" one
day and I made her cry (I guess I was
always a top). I started crying as soon
as she did, and fell head over heels
for her. Hence my reluctance to sit
down,
'
So here I am, 16 years later. Mary
Jane has grown up, Is married and has
two kids, and I have this bizarre nun
fetish that forces me to watch bad
German lesbian nun-sex films with
unintelligible dialogue, no subtitles
and fake Artaud sets a la "Jeanne
D'Arc,",
As I was thinking about the "Sisters of Life," and Imagining this band
of tough, young nuns, my mind started wandering:
It is an Operation Rescue demonstration, I'm counterdemonstrating.
I'm late. I wander towards the chantIng, but get lost. As I approach this
door In an alleyway, a tall woman In
black commando nun garb comes
shooting out from behind me and flips
me to the ground. We struggle, She
tries to get my hands behind my back
and handcuff me, I flip her over
instead and handcuff her hands
above her head, We're both breathIng hard; I'm sitting on top of her.
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Theater

Just the Facts

ARE YOU NOW OR HAVE YOU EVER BEEN ...
Megan Gallagher, Mark Nelson and Tom Hulce
drama revolving around the trial of
two Marines-one
Black,
one
whit~accused
of killing an Hispanic
member of their unit in the course of
"disciplining" him for conduct not
worthy of a Marine (this irony is not
by Michael Paller
touched on until the last two minutes
of the play). The Marines, played by
Victor Love and Michael Dolan, are
acts" come at us from
reluctant to tell the entire truth about
every direction and in the episode to their Navy lawyer,
every form in A Few
Daniel Kaffee (Tom Hulce), because
Good Men, by Aaron Sorkin. They
doing so would violate the Marine
appear as exposition, as testimony, as code instructing them that the Corps
confession. The "how" and the "what" , is more important than their country
are exhaustively explored, but Sorkin or the Constitution (a position not
has in his busyness, left out the more commented on at all). Kaffee himself
important "why." He throws such a is reluctant to take the case to trial.
strong spotlight on the externals of He'd prefer to plea bargain, but is
the crime at hand that the inner work- eventually goaded into pursuing the
ings of the accused and of the system case by Navy lawyer Joanne Galloway
within which they exist remain in the (Megan Gallagher).
dark-and we, at the end, are unilluIn the course of events, Kaffee
minated.
runs up against the bunker mentality
A Few Good Men is a courtroom
of a threatened military, personified

'F
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by the base comman~er
Jessep (Stephen Lang) and
the
unit
commander
Kendrick (Ted Marcoux).
This being a commercial
play, none of our basic
assumptions about the military are questioned, and
neither is the notion of justice which eventually prevails.
The appeal of courtroom dramas lays in their
reducing everything to "the
facts": Who did what to
whom, when. Life is boiled
down to a simple narrative
of heroes, villains, c1earcut
explanations
and tidily
wrapped up endings. The
characters are types who
behave according to our
expectations, and after a
modicum
of suspense,
things end pretty much the
way we suspected
they
would. The audience is
sent home feeling that,
after a temporary aberration, all is well, and that
we can sleep safely in our
beds once more.
As for questions as to why some
people join the Marines (many of
whom are minorities whose country
has never stomached fighting for
them), why they believe so fervently
in their code and are willing to live a
Iife based on total obedience-in
short, why they live the life they
do-well, this is Broadway, and we
don't ask those questions here.
If only Sorkin had worked
against our expectations now and
then. Jessep, for example, is a monster, an easy target for our contempt.
But what if he seemed a reasonable
man, one who could convince an
Upper West Side liberal that the death
of one unfit Hispanic Marine didn't
matter? What if the battery of defense
lawyers were less interested in the
truth than in their careers? What if
came away thinking that the Jesseps
are the norm, not the exceptions? The
play would have been less mechanf:.

we

See JUST THE FACTS on page 64

Theater

Drag Lift
by Maria Maggenti

I

have been noticing
a very
creepy
and sinister
phenomenon lately. If a club space
is designated as gay male then
it will inevitably be populated,
in
descending
order, with gay men,
straight couples and a sprinkling of
lesbians. If a space is defined as lesbian or women-only you are sure to
find all lesbians, one or two gay men
and no straight couples. This rule of
thumb for queer nightlife now also
seems relevant to theater. If it's lesbian or women's theater (WOW Cafe
Productions, Split Britches Theater
Company) the audience will be populated with lesbians, straight women
and maybe, a couple of curioUs fags,
But if it's gay-boy theater, including
and especially if drag is involved, the
audiences' increasingly look like this:
straight couples, some gay men and
one dyke who is on the prowl for
new theater so she can finally write
some positive reviews.
This last scenario was the case
Friday night at the Cooper Square
Theaters production of Nose Job (She
Had to Model) starring William Love
(alias Jasmine Allspice). The play is a
light and witty frolic through the
many campy misadventures of Miss
Tara FeJchberger, proud graduate of
the Barbizon School of Modeling, as
she enters the dog-eat-dog world of
high fashion modeling. For those who
frequent
the Pyramid,
Jasmine
Allspice will seem warmly familiar.
This theater space is a bit more conducive to carrying a narrative story for
a full 60 minutes, though, and the cast
rises well to this challenge. The plot Is
simple: after graduating from the
Barblzon School of Modeling, Tara

FeJchberger enters the concrete
jungle with the naive hope that
she will get her first modeling
job in ten minutes, She is convinced by a sleazy agency-type
to spend $2,000 cash on a nose
job, pays the money to a creep
wearing
a blood-spattered
white jacket who uses D-CON
roach killer as anaesthesia and
gets her nose thwacked with a
monkey wrench. We don't get
to see the results until later, but
they are guaranteed to provoke
an astonished
guffaw. Undaunted by this experience,
Tara's dream of magaZine cover BRUCE WEBER HAD NOTHING ON THIS BROglory only intensifies as she KEN NOSE, William Lon a.k.a, Jasmine
romps from suburban teenage Allspice a,k,a, Tara Fell;hberger
innoc.ence to sleazy urban wisPhoto: Michael Wakefield
dom, On the way she meets up
is really all about?
with the predictable cast of colorful
Without a sense of irony, drag
characters and rip-off artists, though
sinks to the level of a freak show
they all have a decidedly downtown
allowing its straight consumers the
drag/camp edge to them. There's the
comfortable opportunity to reassure
zaftig telephone
sex solicitor, a
themselves that men in dresses are
cocaine and sex crazed photographer,
a couple of evil models (I could have
nothing but circus faggots whose
sworn I met them at Wigstock) and a
stockings and lipstick should be relegated to the stage of a dark downWhiskey-A-Go-Go promoter who ultimately saves her life.
town theater, but who, seen in the
The story isn't as compelling as
light of day, serve as nothing but a
blaZing target for hatred and violence.
the (dare I say it?) Amazonian presence of William Love who wears the
For those of us who are lesbian and
many mannerisms and emotions of
gay, the theatrical and artistic creTara FeJchberger as comfortably and
ations of our subculture not only
as smoothly as Jackie O. wore her
serve to differentiate us from mainpillbox hats. Love's character is comstream culture, but give us a sense of
bination girlish naivete and girlish
our own uniqueness and astonishing
moxie and the result is more than a
strength in the face of adversity. For
few good laughs. The rest of the cast
those outside of gay culture, genderis heartily enthusiastic
and funny
fuck should do more than simply
including the person who manages
entertain-it
should provoke, enrage
the lighting (the lights rise and dim as
and threaten its viewers with the posthough animated) and the live piano
sibility that life as they know it is perplayer whose goofy score interrupts
haps nothing but an oppressive and
and enlivens the wackiness of the
ugly illusion. Nose Job (She Had to
whole piece. Overall, it is charming
Model) treads too lightly here, but
and humorous, although remarkably
even if it doesn't scare off big old
unbitchy. And, isn't bitchiness, the
straight guys and their idiotic giggly
angry and unapologetic testing of the
girlfriends, it does make for a fun
straight world's categories of mascuevening of campy delights. (Or should
I say spicy?)~. .
line and feminine identity, what drag
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Film

Is There a Place for Gays
in the Hollywood Fam:Uy?
by Bruce C Steele

their worlds so narrowly that gays are
completely excluded, nonexistent. A
New York State court may have
n the recent spate of Hollywood
asserted that gay lovers make up a
movies about parenting, there
legitimate family, but the news hasn't
are but two references to homoreached Hollywood,
sexuality-both
~
~~;i,::::
;f!X:''''_'_'~''''~'i:~
Of cou?se, homosextimes as the butt of the
' , '"
", ;'wm'Jit
~,.
ual characters have never
same joke, In Look Wbds
'" " '*
had more than a rare ~md
Talking, the grandmothrarefied role' in mainer-to-be (Olympia Dukastream cinema, There's
kis) says sarcastically that
presumed to be no market
artificial insemination is
for movies compassionate
something done only by
towards gays, After all, it
women who are "very
was a big deal when Kiss
ugly or lesbian,
The
of the Spider Woman (not
"joke" is that her daugha Hollywood
product)
ter (Kirstie Alley) is as
grossed about $20 million
likely to be a lesbian as
during its half a' year in
she is likely to be
release, Look Wbds Talkthought very ugly-how
ing has made four times
absurd! (laugh laugh),
that much in less than six
But the ugliness belongs,
. '
weeks. Yet, now that the
entirely to Amy Hecker- SAY CHEE~Y. .
Photo. Pete Souza family ·problem" picture
ling, the writer-director, Hollywood s HappIest Huddle
has moved from the TV
who bulls her way through this
acter stands in for the mOViegoers networks into the theaters, tackling
smash-hit comedy by playing up to Heckerling has so accurately targeted. such ticklish subjects as sterility, sen ilithe most base assumptions of the
Three other current Hollywood ty and unwed motherhood, the continaverage audience. The audience was movies demonstrate similar pro-family uing failure to admit the existence of
about haH children
when I sat concerns. Immediate Family, Dad ten percent· of the population
is
through the picture; some of them
and last summer's Parenthood, define
Se. HOllYWOOD on , ... 69
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thbught the lesbian joke was quite a
hoot Heckerling herself finds the gag
so clever she repeats it later, in the
first scene with John Trav,ol,ta,,that living dinosaur from the disco epoch
whose stupid but well meaning char~
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DefO'umb &Ready
i .

(~

by Mark Chesnut
I don',t like flashbacks in movies
I like the story to proceed
I don't like talking' abour-the 'bld
days

!

Except if it tells where the future
will lead
-"The End of the Run"

'

perform at The World a
couple of weeks ago.
I was actually surprised
when they announced
a
third New York show had
been added on Sunday,
November 12, I was uncertain as to how much drawing power she still had. But
the crowd packed into The
World on Friday proved that
she still has a solid core of
followers, particularly in the
East Village, where Blondie
got its start at CBGB's.
It was quite a big deal
to see a living icon from my
youth on stage. Deborah
Harry made a very unpretentious
entrance to the stage with her band,
which includes her former life partner
and con!inuing business partner, Chris
Stein. They broke immediately into
"The Hunter Gets Captured by the
Game," a song written by Smokey
Robinson that Blondie had covered in
their final album The Hunter. An interesting, slow, moody song to open with,
which most people probably thought
was a cover of Gr:aceJones' hit.

The pace picked up as they faithfully performed almost all of Blondie's
top 40 hits. We also heard seven songs
from Deborah's
new album, Def
Dumb & Blonde, ranging from the
pop bounciness of "I Want That Man"
(written by the Thompson Twins) to
an engaging, funky "Get Your Way,"
in which Deborah Harry raps once
again (even better now than she did
in "Rapture," the song that, like it or
not, was the first rap cut to ever reach
white middle-America).
.The group made a smooth transition from the poppier sounds of
songs like "The Tide is High" to a
complementary
post punk session
that included new headbangers like
"Bike Boy" and "Comic Books."
Deborah added to the ambience by
biting the petals off several ros¢s and
spilling them out at the crowd, at
which point I couldn't help smashing
my friends' heads several times as I
bounced up and down like an insane
straight person on West 8th Street.
,
The two encores included a
'cover of Lou Reed's "Waiting for the
Man" plus "Call Me" and "French
See HARRY on page 65

'w

here have you
been?"
Arsenio
Hall asked repeatedly in his interview recently with
Deborah Harry, revealing that he obviously had not done his homework,
Deborah Harry has been around, it's
just been harder to keep track of her.
Since Blondie broke up in 1982,
Deborah has worked through several
films, television appearances, commercials, single releases and two albums,
i And while much of her activity has
, gone unnoticed by the masses, her
new album and tour is an attempt to
correct that pattern, and I must admit
it was an exciting occasion to see her
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Art

Witness This

emptied of personal belongings-possibly at his parents' house in the emptied room of his childhood-and
one
of a thank you card (from friends?
biological family?).
Hujar's (1934-1987) Mack and white
Continuing on the photo front,
photographs denote with every line
David Armstrong's various portraits
and shadow, the various levels of life. amaze with their emotion
and
While capturing the sexuality and
expression. While beautifully stylbeauty of his subjects, he does not do
ized, Armstrong allows his subjects,
this at the expense of their other
individuals at the frontlines of the
by Jon Nalley
deeper qualities. Philip-Lorca Di
AIDS crisis, to speak for themselves,
Corcia's selected
ektacolor
and
slapping the viewers with their very
polaroid prints can be said to reprereality, One can sense their various
he controversy surrounding
sent various rites of passage in terms
interfacing levels of denial, coping
the funding of
'
and survival., Speaking of
Wit n e sse s :
slapping, Mark Morrisroe's
Against Our Vanishing
(1959-1989)
exhibited
by the National Endowworks are intense and at
ment for the Arts rings
times unpleasant. An upwith Shakespearean resoper middle class, suburban
nances. For most New
woman standing next to '
York viewers the exhibiher husband
remarked
tion is quite tame, nothabout them, "That's. mind
ing that one wouldn't see
boggling."
Not exactly
or hear in the streets.
boggled, his various por"Much Ado About Notraits, self-portraits
and
thing?" That Artists Space
"".In
the Hom~ of a
was granted $10,000 for
Rubber Fetishist"
were
the show, but not for the
piercingly
fascinating.
catalog, is interesting in
Almost an accelerated
that the show contains
Picture of Dorian Gray,
the kind of homoerotic
Morrisroe's photos take us
work banned
by the
through unencumbered,
Helms Amendment while
exuberant beauty and sexthe catalog does not. But
uality to emaciated degrawhy the furor when a
dation and loss of dignity.
much more controversial
Particularly beautiful is his
exhibition called Upris"Self Portrait in the showing: Videotapes on the
er." Accompanying
his
Palestinian Resistance
work is Ramsey McPhillip's
goes on downstairs
at
disturbing 1989 multimedia
Artists Space with NEA
" ', ..,,'.,.
".
.. piece about Morrisroe,
funding? A "Comedy of SELFPORTRAITAFTERPHOTOGRAPHBYROBERTMAPPLETHORPE,
"Am I Dead Yet?"
Errors" anyone?
1989,INK ~N PAPER
The work of David
Above and beyond Darrel Ellis
Wojnarowicz, confiationary
that, however, much of the work
of AIDS. The first colorful and whimin use of image and text strikes hard
pulled together by exhibition curator 'sical photo of a person sitting in his with political fury, a fury that hit too
Nan Goldin is quite powerful-so
cluttered apartment wearing "downclose to the yellow home of NEA
powerful, in fact, that it can be diffi- town clothes," captures life on one's
chairman
John E. Frohnmeyer.
cult to look at and assimilate. At the own before AIDS dissolves it. The
Wojnarowicz puts it on the line in his
same time, much of it exhibits a dis- next print, "Vittorio," brilliantly con- 'Connective representation of the realiembodied quality. Witnesses, while
veys the borderline between death
ty of AIDS, money and the intersecdaunting in its array of media, is par- (the emaciated PWA on life support)
tion of race and class privilege in the
ticularly strong in regards to photogand colored balloons representing
plight of poor and minority PWAs
raphy.
life. Concluding the set is a photo of a seeking AZf from big-city clinics, the
The stark, graphic detail of Peter person in a sterile room not his own,
only option for the less fortunate.

T
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Text in this artist's collage juxtaposes
the ravings of the Right about "carriers' and its desired suppression of
sexuality with unapologetic discourse
on cruising, fucking, sucking and various expressions of homosex. In this
work, with its aerJal view of lower
Manhattan, there are two enemie£viruses attacking
our individual
immune systems and riot-geared
police attacking our community. His
concluding work, with intermingling
sperm cells and money, is a thundering manifesto denouncing SOCiety'S
homophobia and hatred which castigates the refusal by Republicans in
Albany to approve
the Antibias
Crimes Bill,
"Permeable
Membranes,'
)0
Shane's 1989 mixed media aS$emblage is a walk on the dark side of
the AIDS epidemic. With its two metal
hospital bedside tables, blood vials,
urn, memorial chapel parcel and
mushroom-shaped photo representations of friends affected, "Membranes·
genuinely represents the ugliness of
people being consumed by AIDS. A
companion piece to a work in The
Quilt, in memory of "the many thousands of women disappeared
with
AIDS,· Kiki Smith's 1989 silkscreen on
muslin "All Our Sisters· conveys the
very numbers and suifering ~of t~.Ose
women, all too ignored in the epidemic's equation, Particularly powerful is the hanging paper body which
hovers as a "presence of absence like
the many souls of my community
dead from AIDS alive in [mel.'
Allen Frame's exploration of a
continuum of gay sensil;>ility over
time and situations stands out as a
historical document, as weB as storytelling. The 1989 series of six c-prints
by Clarence Elie-Rivera from "Sofie y
Maralin" to "Beso para EI Sobrino"
lays the mystique of and response to
AIDS in the Latino communities at
our feet The subject1!, ranging from a
drag queen to a young child, are
notable
for their emotions
of
endurance. The very transient and
isolated nature of American society,
with or Without AIDS, is aptly captured in Sheelburne Thurber'S Motel
series, The motel rooms in these
ektacolor prints convey the finality of
the spaces in Thurber's life, a life left

empty by AIDS,
A representation of a bridge to
nowhere and its textural impact elicit
the spiritual quality in Tom Chesley's
oil on canvas "Time for Communion
II.· Greer Lankton's series of mixedIl)edia works are, meanwhile, a powerful comment on the transitory and
fragile nature of our bodie£-a condition made abundantly clear by AIDS.

TI

The eight untitled marker drawings by
Vito Scarpati (1955-1989) are brilliantly reminiscent of historical depictions
of the plague and Europe's barbaric
response, a metaphor particularly
consistent with the AIDS crisis in the
United States. His large untitled 1989
crayon drawing can, on the other
hand, be seen in terms of an individuSee WITNESSES
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Video

Here's a Story of Some
Lovely .Ladies ...

by Wickie Stamps

R

emember when, laden down with makeshift
props and impromptu scripts, the women's
movement spilled into the streets and took an
artful guerilla theater swing at the Right? They'd prance for
passers-by, mug for the press (if they could grab their
attention) and thumb their noses at the self-righteous Right.
In Its a Lezzie Life, a 30-minute "dyke-umentary," producer
Ingrid Wilhite continues this legacy of comical parody,
although this time the zany pot shots are aimed at ourselves rather than the establishment.
Ingrid Wilhite, who grew up among Jerry Falwell followers, is no stranger to comic gay/lesbian filmmaking. In
fact, she's a longstanding "fan of slapstick humor." Barely
irito puberty, she was hollering "lights, camera, action" and
turning her camera onto right-wing fundamentalists. Her
first "homo movies" were Fruit Salad and Fruit Cocktail.
"The main star was my drag queen friend, who would
dress to the nines and freak out the Mormons on Main
Street while' I captured their reaction on film ...you can
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imagine what a scandal I was!" claims Wilhite. Taking
leave of the bible belt, Wilhite went on to train as a
filmmaker and produced Fun with a Sausage, a gender
bender lesbian spoof which, in 1984, won the "Best
Super 8" at the San Francisco Interrptional Gay and
Lesbian Film Festival.
In Its a Lezzie Life, which originally debuted at the
1988 San Francisco International Gay and Lesbian Film
Festival and is now available for distribution, Wilhite is
back with slapstick situation comedy as well as her "sad
sack" star who first appeared in Fun with a Sausage.
Set in-where
else but-San
Francisco, Ifs a
Lezzie Life zooms into the lives of four lesbian roomies
who are daffy caricatures of very conflicting dyke
lifestyles. There's beer swilling Lee, the butch military
enlistee who just arrived home from some military
exercise. She just wants to drink her brewskies, zone
out on the football game or cruise her roomie's newest
'chick. Only when she's moved by a need to "take a
whiz" will she pry herself from her sedentary ways. Then
there is Ova, the overbearing politico, who is always on
the lookout for some unsuspecting victim she can strong
arm with her moralistic diatribes. Next, you'll bump into
snooty Mistress Judith, the total fern slm dyke who sleeps
with a foofy eye mask. Dressed by day like a school
marm, at nightfall she's transformed into a dominant
swathed in leather, lace and latex. Last but not least is
Ingrid, the newly-out midwestern nerd. She's a total mess.
Periodically, she falls prey to well-meaning Mistress Judith
who, in an effort to fern up Ingrid's look, paints her face
with garish makeup,
From the first clang of the alarm, these four come out
swinging. All are cO'ntending for which politics, look and
lifestyle will rule their roost. Between her endless meetings, Ova relentlessly pounces on her peers for their
"bourgeoisie power trips" or reams out Coors-drinking
Lee, Lee is a street brawler' who spends an inordinate
amount of time belching defiantly or flipping Ova the
bird. Mistress Judith pins her opponents with her scathing
glances or slices them open with her razor sharp tongue.
Ingrid just mopes.
No corner of lesbian turf is sacred. Whether standing
in line for the bathroom or passing in the hallways, these
lezzies spat over a million burning issues: lesbians in the
military, violence against women, monogamy, each
other's eating habits. Ova gets it good though when she
See LEZZIE LIFE on page 64

Video

Paper, Sciss9rs, Rock
and a Hard Place

by Peter Bowen

W

hile the majority of
AIDS education continues to target an
amorphous "general public," AIDSFILMS, a not-for-profit
production
company, has recently produced a
series of educational AIDS videos
which specifically acknowledge the
social and cultural
differences

which constitute communities (in
this case, Latina women, AfricanAmerican
women
and AfricanAmerican male youth). Conceived
of and produced by people from
those communities, these videos are
aimed at the individuals most drastically affected by and most direly in
need of educational material about
the AIDS crisis. Although they might
receive a television broadcast, they
are specifically intended for use by
needy organizations and come with
a discussion
handbook
which
enables viewers to locate their personal experiences in the artful narrative of each video.
As with most educational material, the format is intentionally formulaic. In acknowledging the very real
existence of AIDS about them, characters grapple with culturally reinforced fears about AIDS in order to
ultimately work out individual strategies to cope with the AIDS crisis. In
Vida, Elsie Qeanette Toro) is fright-

ened even to name the illness devastating her 'friend, Blanca (Millie
Cupeles). She is finally persuaded by
her friend, Lucy (Sandra Paulino), to
confront her denial and insist that
her boyfriend wear a condom. In Are
You With Me?, two African-American
women-a mother, Evelyn (Gwen M.
Coleman), and her daughter, Aiysha
(Kalimi Baxter)-force
each other to
acknowledge the need to insist on
protection with their male lovers.
And, finally in Seriously Fresh, a
group of young African-American
guys take time out from basketball
practice in order to hesitantly consider their own risk of HIV inf~ction
after learning that their friend and
mentor Kenny (Richard Barboza) has
developed AIDS.
While each video is unambiguously didactic, each creates enough
ambiguity to stir up questions and
discussions. In Are You With Me?, for
example,
it is entirely
unclear
whether the mother will insist that
her longstanding boyfriend wear the
condom which she has, with a certain reservation, brought with her on
her date. Seriously Fresh raises the
difficult issue of same-sex behavior
when Billy (Malik Yoba) confesses
that he might be at risk from fucking
around with other boys, although the
video does not connect such activity
with a "gay" identity. Much to his
credit, the executive
director of
AIDSFILMS,John Hoffman, ~as produced a series of videos which do
not presume to tell people how to
deal with AIDS. Rather, these stories
hold out the hope of empowering
the otherwise
disenfranchised
to
"change the rules."
Information about these videos
can be obtained from AIDSFILMS,50
W. 34th St., Suite 6B6, New York, NY
10001, (212) 629-6288. T
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Books

Constructi QJ1 oJ'unction
What's Your Function?
i

by Michael Schwarz

W

hen asked what he
thought
of Christianity, Oscar Wilde
is reputed to have responded that he
thought it would be a good idea. One
could reach much the same conclusion about David F. Greenberg's
book,
The
Construction
of
Homosexuality. It would be a very
good idea to have a single volume
summary of the history,
sociology and anthropology of homosexuality,
It would
be wonderful-and
astounding-if that book could
also resolve many of the
vexing theoretical questions that have been at
the center of academic
debate in these areas.
After reading Greenberg's book, one
is left with the clear sense that
although such a book might be desirable, it has not yet been realized. If
ever there was a book that will both
subtly mislead the general reader and
infuriate the specialist, this is it.
Why is this book so unsatisfying?
The book's main problem stems from
its author'S intellectual arrogance. One
expects a certain lack of critical distance from a' sociologist who pro-

instances, Greenberg,is, to put it mildly, less than convincing.
Other examples of carelessness
abound. Greenberg attempts textual
analysis of Latin and Persian poetry,
claims that an analysis of primary
without giving any evi<tence that he
sources is no longer required because
understands the original languages.
of the wide range of secondary
My suspicion is that he has done a
sources available. And to be fair,
close. reading of the translations, an
Greenberg does attempt to critically
act which, displays tremendous insenanalyze certain historical and ethnographic sources. The problem is ' sitivity to issues of translation and
semantics,
In another
section,
inconsistency, He treats some docuGreenberg appears to give Arthur
ments in great detail, while glossing
Evan's highly unreliable, Witchcraft
over whole areas of research in a
and the Gay Counterculture the same
paragraph,
weight as Peter Brown's acclaimed
More serious still is Greenberg's
The Making of Late Antiquity. There
lack of care with secondary sources,
are citations in the text that do not
and particularly his use of secondary
correspond to anything in the bibliogsources that are unreliable, out of
raphy. And one finds a disturbing
date, or both. Perhaps the most amusoverreliance on sources that are more
ing example of this is Greenberg's
than 20 years old. Each of these faults
statement that ancient Egyptians were
by itself would not be excessively
"sexually inhibited and modest." In
troubling, but taken as a whole they
the footnote, Greenberg's only supundermine the reader's sense that
port for the statement is, "personal
Greenberg has taken
due care in constructing his narrative.
This is not to say
that the book is an
unmitigated disaster: it
is not. Greenberg's
conclusions,
and
especially his discussion of theoretical
questions>, are hancommunication, Robert Bianchi." Now
dled
skillfully
and with wit.
Greenberg's use of Mary Douglas'
I am no Egyptologist, and I am sure
that if I knew who Robert Bianchi
Grid/Group analysis (a kind of functionalist analysis of the relationship
was that I would be duly impressed
between group behavior and belief) in
(he is not listed in the 113 page bibliography), But even if he personally
analyzing homosexuality in the early
witnessed
this type of behavior
Christian period is insightful and stim(which of course he could not possiulating, although once again, his citably have done), Greenberg would still
tions are out of date. His analysis of
need to document why he believes
the development of homosexual subhis evidence is compelling. In this
cultures in 18th and 19th century
See HOMOSEXUALITY on page 64
instance,
as in so many other

A book that will both subtly
mislead the general reader
and infuriate the specialist.
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THURSDAYS
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10:30 pm

• Gay Week in Review

•
•
•
•
11:00 pm

Act-Up
GCN Close-Up
Sports
Lavender Health

The Right Stuff
•
•
•
•
•
•

Naming Names
All About Women
Media Watch
Staying Ou~
Around the Country
Razor Sharp

Gay Bashing: Does the Government really
care? AndyHumm, David Wertheimer, and
Jim Levin
Special Report on World AI DS Day
Phil Zwickler presents Profiles; a series on
gay ~ lesbian people-this week: Bayard
Rustin
A special video tape: DHPG Mon Amour
A new series: A Brave New World
Commentary by Lou Malleta

SUNDAYS

11:30 pm

Reviews of male erotica along with
interviews behind the scenes with film
stars

LegendaryBodies continue with Kyle Jessup
Clips from Hot Rods, Jeff Stryker's
Powerful II, & more from Muscle Up

Sybil Bruncheon hosts a panel

Sybil goes in the "wayback" machine

game show with surprise guests.
Frankie Loves Johnny An original
gay soap opera.

Episode #9
Walk for Life

MONDAYS

10:00 pm

Gay Cable Network
32 Union Square East, Suite 1217
New York, NY 10003
Phone 212/477·4220

~~7ti~.

HOMOSEXUALITY from page 62

LEZZIE UFE from page 60

Europe is informed, although not par- . lays into Judith the makeup queen for
ticularly provocative. The literature on
"faillingl to see the political impact of
the medicalization of homosexuality is cosmetics." Judith snaps her with a
discussed in a workaday fashion. And southpaw, ''I'd rather have Elizabeth
his attack on Michel Foucault, and on Arden or Mary Kay on my face than
the extreme fringe of social construcsome of the floozies you've had on
tionism, seems fair, although overstatyour face!" And she proceeds, "The
ed. Greenberg
likes to see his
issue here is personal choice, ..the
approach to sexual history as clearly
freedom to look however I want",
differentiated from that of Foucault
reaSserting my God given right to be
and other so-called "social construcalluring."maybe you can get laid in
tionists," I for one am unconvinced,
Birkenstocks and a gunny sack but
Foucault wrote of the freedom of sexnot me babe",these are the 80s bean
ual meanings from essentialist catesprout breath ...fem is in!"
gories, but this is not the same thing
An admirer of "physical comedy"
as claiming that sexual meanings are
or "sight gags," which is body lanentirely without context. Although
guage humor often seen in the mugFoucault brought into question the
gings of comediennes
like Carol
relationship between social consciousBurnette, If s a Lezzie Life is ripe with
ness and social structure, nowhere
eye rolling, mimicking and teeth suckdoes he make the positive claim that
ing. Ova rattles dishes to rattle Mistress
one is irrelevant to the other.
Judith's nerves. Lee is a master at
Greenberg's
Construction
of
deadpanning
when she catches a
Homosexuality,
in other words,
glimpse of the satins and furs dripping
should be read with extreme caution,
off Mistress Judith's newest conquest.
as should any book that attempts to
Only when Ingrid's old right-wing
summarize the findings of more than
Pastor ("call me Dick") pops in for a
2,000 books. Its analYtical framework
visit do these girls let up on each other
is interesting
and provocative,
and switch to some tag team tactics
although as a whole it failed to thoragainst his repressive moralism. Ova
oughly persuade this reader. If people
and Lee do everything possible to flip
find individual sections of the book
his conservative wig. They loudly disstimulating, they should read further
cuss the newest course at the local slm
on the subject. For these purposes,
society and blatantly flip through erotic
Greenberg's bibliography is helpful,
lesbian magazines. Despite their talentalthough, again, it should not be
ed antics, the pace and dialogue falter
relied upon all by itself. Despite these
during this segment, something a little
deficiencies, the book does provide a more cutting could have prevented.
good discussion of some of the theo-'
The props in If s a Lezzie Life
retical debates of interest to' gay acabolster its madcap energy. Instead of
demics. For these limited purposes,'
the oversized shoes or gargantuan
and for these purposes alone, I recmallets that typify the Keystone Cops
ommend it. ... '
or The Three Stooges, If s a Lezzie '
Life is filled with mongo "Rent Due"
notes clipped on refrigerator doors
and mammoth coffee filters poignantly designating the exact amount of
coffee that is to be rationed from the
collective's food coffers,
A tight script, strong acting and
meticulous attention to props fuel this
damned funny, albeit racially limited,
video. Wilhite gets us enViously wishing that we too could sling mud and
, zing our sisterly adversaries in like
manner. In an interview with Out Week,
Wilhite explained the drive behind that
comic i~,P~~::_;.,''There is a need for
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lesbian humor, humor which is about
lesbian sexuality and filled with characters and situations unique to us, The
creation of lesbian sitcoms and the
opportunity to see ourselves treated in
a positive, humorous way is a visual
form of acceptance and validation. By
the way, lesbians are funny. Our reputation which says we have no sense of
humor is pure malarkey!" Is there a
series in the making? "One of the ideas
under discussion is a sequel in which
Ingrid goes home to the failing farm for
a visit with her new Marxist lover in
tow ...It's kind of a "Dykes of Wrath"
social statement come~r· ...
JUST THE FACTS from page 54

cal, more human, more interesting.
Sorkin treats his one female character with contempt. Galloway has
plenty of feminine intuition-she has
terrific hunche~but
in court, where
intellect counts, she blows it and the
day must be saved by Kaffee, Indeed,
after Galloway prods Kaffee into
becoming a fearless lawyer, and
plants an important plot point in our
minds, her role in the play is essentially over.
With two exceptions, the actors
perform as the script and the director
Don Scardino require: All is smooth,
well-oiled yet rather tense and not
especially imaginative. As written and
acted, the characters are interchangeable cogs in a plot machine. Mark
Nelson, as Kaffee's reluctant assistant,
is more human however; he leaves
questions about himself unanswered,
while all other
questions
are
answered resoundingly. Lang's performance is what the English call "interesting acting": It is invested with
imagination and we find ourselves
watching him whenever he's onstage.
The performance,
however, seems
more an 'accomplishment
of technique than of truth.
There is a certain satisfaction in
this kind of story and acting, It's the
kind we get from watching the gears
turn smoothly, from knowing that the
mechanism works and that the clock
will strike on time. This particular
clock is, indeed, an accurate gauge of
our time and place-but
in a less
reassuring way than either its author
or audience apparently believes ....

HARRY from page 57

Kissing (In the USA),· a number that
barely crawled into the top 40, but
seemed to tie in conceptually with
Deborah's television commercials for
Sara Lee,
Some people are looking at De!
Dumb & Blonde as a real comeback
for Deborah Harry. The sounds are
truer to the original sounds of
Blondie. And her new label, Sire
Records, seems more committed to
pushing the album-Deborah
Harry
has been more visible in the media
recently than she has been in a long 1.-,
time, They even somehow got a story
about her alleged hitchhiking experience with Ted Bundy onto Page Six
of the New York Post.
De! Dumb & Blonde is a fun
album. It has some catchy numbers,
with a mix of music that should
please most of her followers, even
though she is dressed too much like
Stevie Nicks in the video for "I Want
That ~an." The plan now is to get
back to basics-playing
smaller
clubs, releasing dependable
pop/
rock tunes,
alongs
with some
"punky· stuff to win back some of
the' audience that first established
Blondie. I hope that a n~w success .,
will bring back more experimental
work, like Blondie, dared with
AutoAmerican,
(v!hicp featured
"Rapture",
plus a Rogers and
Hammerstein cover) and Deborah
Harry did with Koo Koo, which was
produced
by Nile Rodgers and
Bernard
Edwards
of Chic, and
included excellent graphics by Giger
(the artist responsible for Alien).
But then again, it was Blondie's
and Deborah Harry's flights into
other territory that added to the
demise of Blondie, according
to
some. Maybe that's one reason why
"In Love with Love" from Deborah
Harry's album Rockbird got more
play in dance clubs than anywhere
else, and "Feel the Spin," from the
movie Krusb Groove, got no airplay
at all that I am aware of. Maybe this
shift back is what Deborah Harry
needs to return to the forefront of the
music scene. It remains to be seen if
the pop/rock formula that proved
successful for Blondie will do the
same for Deborah Harry .....

The Cubbyhole
438 Hudson Street
at Morton
(212) 243-9079
A neigh borhood bar for
both gay men & women

~

...

_CASTLE

CARE

Apartment Cleaning

I' ,

~

67-69 Morton Street #4E, New York, NY 10014

i

Television That Matters to the
Lesbian and Gay Community.

1
II

(OUT IN THE 80sJ
News • Interviews • AIDS Updates

Tuesday Nights Ilpm-12midnite
Manhattan & Paragon Cable
Channel C/16

•

GAY BROADCASTING SYSTEM
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prepared by Rick X
with information from
The Gay &. Lesbian Switchboard of
New York

CAL
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Send calendar

Items to.

Rick X, Going Out
Box 790

New York, NY 10108
Items must be received
Monday to be Included

by
In the

following week's Issue.

LAMBDA LEGAL DEFENSE AND
EDUCATION
FUND Forum:
Lambda Law '89, a year-end
review of legal issues facing gay
and lesbian people; Paula Ettlebrick will moderate
a panel
which includes Tom Stoddard,
Nan Hunter, David Barr, Sandra
Lowe and Evan Wolfson; at NYU
Law School's Tischman Auditorium, 40 Washington Square South;
7 pm; free; 995-8585

CENTER STAGE sees Meel Me t"
SI, Louts, with George Hearn
and Milo O'Shea; at the Gershwin
Theatre; 8 pm; $58; 620-7310
COALITION FOR LESBIAN AND
GAY RlGIITS Hollday Party, at
The Center, 627-1398

COMMUNI1Y RESEARCH INITIATIVE Night of 1000 Trees, in
which celebrities decorate trees
for auction; at the Sheraton Center, 7th Ave & 50 St; 7 pm; 3087029
CONGREGATION
BETH SIMCHAT TORAH Jewish Education
Courses; tonight: Contemporary

Jewish Social Issues: Interfaith
Relationships at 7 pm; at 57
Bethune St; info 929-9498
CENTER
SPORTS
sees
NY
Rangers vs. !IU Devils, hockey
match; at Madison Sq. Garden,
33rd St & 7th Ave; 7:30 pm; members $25/non-members
$35; 6207310
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GAY TEACHERS ASSOCIATION
Monthly
Meeting
and Panel
Discussion:
Gay Admt"tslra.
Im-s; at The Center, 208 W 13 St;
8 pm; 620-7310
.
GAY MEN'S HEALTIl CRISIS Men
Meeting
Men Workshop,
to
enhance self-confidence and ability to negotiate
safer sex with
potential partners; at The Center,
208 W 13 St; 8-10:30 pm; free; no
pre-registration,
807-6655 (TOD
645-7470)
EAGLE BAR Movie

Night:

Bal-

mart; 142 11th Ave (at 21 St); 11

pm; 691-8451

For more information or referrals, to
rap, or to volunteer, call the GLSB
daily, noon to midnight, 212-777-1800

FA'///AJ':J,f'~;
t·

,.

MEDIA NE1WORK, BROOKLYN
AIDS TASK FORCE and TIlE
DEPT. OF HEALTH present
a
Video Preview
of "innovative
AIDS/HIV
educational
videos ...plus a discussion of how
to rent or borrow these tapes for
your organization"; at The Hub,
349 E 149 St, the Bronx; 2-4 pm;

free; 292-8000
GAY
MEN 'OF
AFRICAN
DESCENT sees TonguesU"Ued,
the first American video documentary on the Black Gay Male
experience,
by Marlon Riggs,
who will be at the s,creening
leading an audience discussion
afterwards; NYU Tsch 'School of
the Arts; 7:30 pm; $7; rsvp a must
at 718/797-1474

SAGE Women's
Sexuality
Workshop,
led by Suzanne
Newman,
exploring
"feelings
about our bodies, self-esteem,
flirtation, intimacy, monogamy,
medical issues and safety"; at The
Center, 208 W 13 St; 6-8 pm; limited participation,
rsvp with
Arlene 741-2247

MEN OF All COLORS TOGE1HERlNY Educational
F~rom: II's
Nol Always Carmval be BrIUiI;
with Jake Steven's slide presenta, tion on Bahia, Brazil; at The Center, 208 W 13 St; 7:45 ,pm;
222-9794, 245-6366

CENTER NYC Orientation,
to
"learn more about your gay and
lesbian community";
with community leaders to talk to and lots
of leaflets to pick up; 208 W 13
St; 7 pm; 620-7310

DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS TIiEATER
STUDIO
presents
Robert
Patrick's
The Ha"1fled Host;
432 W 42 St; 8 pm; $10-$12; 5648038 (FRI, SAT and SUN, this and
next weekend only)

CENTER STAGE sees Victor
Bumbalo's
Adam a1fd Ibe
Experts, produced by 3-Dollar
Bill Theatre, with Louie Miller,
Jenny Diver and Lucy Brown; at
the Apple Corps Theater, 336 W
20 St; 8 pm; $25; 620-7310
GAY WOMEN'S ALTERNATIVEpresents Lee Hudson, Mayor's Liaison
to the Lesbian and Gay Community, showing the video AntiGay \<Wlence, produced by the Mayor's
Police Council of Lesbian and Gay
Issues; also Ginny Vida, editor of
Our Right to Loue, discussing key
legislation affecting, women on the
state and federal level; with a
refreshment break; at the Universalist OlUrch, Central Park West at 76
St; 8 pm; $5 (for women only,
meets every first Thursday)
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General Seminary, 175 9th Ave
(at 20 St); 10 am sharp - 6 pm;
free, but rsvp a must at 807-6655,
IDD 645-7470
SAGE Holiday Bronch at Rogers
and Barbero, 149 8th Ave (btwn
17/18 Sts); 11:30 am or 2 pm
seating;
$15; pre-paid
rsvp a
must, 741-2247
SAGE WorkshoQlDlscussion:
Belwee1f Two Worlds: Orga·
1ftzedReltgto1f a"d Gay Com"'"1ftly Com",ttme1fl; led by
priest/therapist
Daniel
McCarthy,
at The Center, 208
W 13 St; 4-6 pm; $1 members/$3
non-members;
rsvp a
must, 741-2247
FEATIJRE (GAllERy) RecejxJon
for
Tom
of Finland
and
Bastille
Exhibit;
showing Finland's
"drawings
of sexually
active, over-endowed
men" and
Bastille's "paintings of S & M scat
scenes;" at 484 Broome St; 5-7
pm; 941-7077 (Editor's note: not
an NEA,sponsored show)
PRESBYTERIANS
FOR
LES-"
BIAN/GAY CONCERNS Christmas Party, following the annual
'Advent Worship Service at WestPark Presbyterian Church, 165 W
86 St (ring "receptionist"
doorbell); 7 pm; party nearby, info
362-4890
CENTER
SPORTS
sees
NY
Knlcks vs. Boston Ceitlcs, basketball game; at Madison Square
Garden, 33rd St & 7th Ave; 7:30
pm; members $30/non-members
$40; 620-7310

TERRY WEISSER
and
L.K.
AUBREY Seminar:
Sex, Metf,
a"d I1fUmacy, a "one-day
hands-on
seminar
examining
erotic connections
and how we
experience intimacy and sex with
other men"; $75; Terry 463-9152,
Aubrey 475-1497
GAY MEN'S HEALTH CRISIS
Workshop:
Sex, Dati"g a1fd
l1fltmacy, an all-day "sex-positive
learning
experience,
designed especially for gay and
bisexual men. We'll explore the
many ways that men are loving
men in the age of AIDS"; at the

MEN OF All COLORS TOGE1HERlNEW YORK Dance: Rhylbm
N qt'to", with cash bar and
snacks; 135 W 14 St, 2nd Floor
(btwn 6th/7th Aves); 8 pm - 1
am; $10; 222-9794, 245-6366
CENTERSHOWS presents Opera
Ebony, a company that performs
excerpts from Lost in the Stars,
Ellington's
Freedom Songs,
Joplin's
Treemonisha, and the
Prison Scene Trio from Faust; at
The Center, 208 W 13 St; 8 pm;
$12; 620-7310

-.;
PEOPLE'S VOICE CAFE presents
Lifeline,
DC's
all-woman
pop/rock band; in the Washington Square Church Parlor, 133 W
4 St; 8 pm; $6; 7181426-2183
DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS THEATER
STUDIO
presents
Robert
Patrick's
The Haunted Host,
see DEC 8
STONEWAll CHORALE Holiday
COncert at Town Hall, featuring
carols and music of the season,
plus Benjamin Britten's Ceremony of Carols and Bach's Nun

komm, de,. Heiden Heiland
(BWV 61), with chorus, soloists
and orchestra;
123 W 43 St; 8
pm; $12-$18; info 721-2924

CEN1ER and TEAM NEW YORK
(NY's Gay Games team) co-sponSOlS the 2nd Saturday
Dance,
with OJ Jerry Armstrong; at 208
W 13 St; 9 pm - 1 am; $&'$6 for
members, seniors, students; Center 620-7310, Team NY 580-7668
SPECfRUM DISCO presents Seventh Avenue, singing "The Love
I Lost"; 802 64th St, Bay Ridge,
Brooklyn
(N train to 8th Ave
stop); opens at 9 pm; 71&'2388213
COLUMBIA PEP BOYS PRODUCTION 'Same
But Different
Dance, for gay men and lesbians '
and their friends; Earl Hall, 116 St
& B'way (#1/#9 train); 10 pm - 2
am; $5 with invite or student
ID/$6 without; 854-3574 (pan of,
the proceeds will be donated to'
ACT UP)
TIlE SAINT AT LARGE MSalntSaturday Nights, with tonight'S
OJ Terry Sherman,
lights by
Richard Sabala, and live entertainment; at the address of the
original Saint, with lower level
lounge, upper level light show,
balcony viewing area; 105 2nd
Ave (at 6 SQ; doors open 11 pm;
$15 (door only); 674-8541

Sf/I//AI'
,

.....
'. \~

;,'.'

cutes gays and women in society"; 5th Ave and 50 St; 9:30 am;
ACT UP info 533-8888, media
contact 533-4913
SAGE Christmas at Mystic Seaport, including a private escorted
tour
of
the
famous
museum-village
in Connecticut,
luncheon,
Christmas shopping;
741-2247
CONGREGATION
BETH SIMCHAT TORAH Seminar:Jewisb

Resistance to tbe Holocaust,
conducted by Saul Mizrahi and
Howard
Abramovitz;
at 57
Bethune St (Westbeth Complex),
up center courtyard ramp; 2 pm
sharp; 929-9498
WOMEN'S Circle,
Line and
Square Dance, with live musicians and instructor,
"all you
need are two feet and a sense of
humor"; at The Center, 208 W 13
St; 2-5 pm; $10; 7181784-2554,

The Center, 208 W 13 St; 4 pm;
info 889-4099
ST. CLEMENT'S CHURCH presents The ARC Gospel Choir,
35 voices of present or former
. residents of the Addicts Rehabilitation Center, in "a benefit for St.
Clement's outreach to the homeless, hungry, people with AIDS";
423 W 46 St; 7 pm; $12
(deductible);
rsvp 255-1654,
press 582-8971
TIlE GLINES presents Final Performance
of Jane Chamber's
My Blue Heaven, ending the 4week run; at the Courtyard Playhouse, 39 Grove St; 7 pm; $12;
869-3530 (plays WED, TIill, FRI
at 8 pm; SAT at 6 & 9 pm; SUN at
7 pm)

JUDITII'S ROOM Book Party in
honor of Ann Ferguson, Blood
qt the Root; Alison M. Jaggar
&:
Susan
R_
Bordo,

Gender/Body/Knowledge;
Sara RuddIck, Maternal Thinking; Adrienne Harris &: Ynestra King, Rocking the Ship of
State; with wine and hors d'oeuvres; 681 Washington
St (near
Charles); ?:30 pm; free; 727-7330
DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS TIIEATER
STUDIO
presents
Robert
PatrIck's
The Haunted Host,
see DEC 8
THE VILLAGE GATE presents
Jokln' Off, women comedians in
a benefit
for the Gay Men's
Health Crisis, 9 pm, 586-1900

2121567-2636
BISEXUAL PRIDE Focus

Group:

Coming On Bt,' at The Center,
208 W 13 St, 3 pm, $5, 71813538245
GAY AND LESBIAN ALLIANCE
AGAINST DEFAMATIGN BeneBt
Performance
and Reception:
Vito Russo's
Tbe Celluloid
Closet, the.lecture based on his
revised book of the same name,
a documentary of how homosexuals have been depicted historically in films; at the Public
Theatre, 425 Lafayette St; 3 pm
performance, champagne reception follows; .$65 (+ $60 for an
autographed
copy of Russo's
book); 966-1700 (mail check to
GLAAD by 12/8, 80 Varick St,
#3E, NY, NY 10013)
SAGE Basic Broadway - Part n,
in which "Professor Dossey will
talk about the Post-Civil
War
period of the American Musical
Theatre from 1860-1903"; in the
SAGE room at The Center, 208 W
13 St; 4-6 pm; $1 members/$3
non-members; 741-2247

~
•• I

ACT UP (AIDS Coalition
to
Unleash
Power)
and WHAM!
(Women's
Health Action and
Mobilization) Stop tbe Cburc:bl
A March on st. Patrick'.
Cathedral, to 'challenge
Cardinal
O'Connor
and the Catholic
Church hierarchy for their interference in public policy concerning AIDS and abortion, and the
religious influence
that perae-

CENTER DANCE COMMITTEE
Winter Social, hosted by Reno,
with performances
by cabaret
artist David Ross, comedians
Jaffe Cohen and Bob Smith; 208
W 13 St; 4-7 pm; free; 620-7310
CENTER DANCE COMMITTEE'
MTree of LIfe" UnveWng, a tribute to those who have died of
AIDS, with ornaments engraved
with their nllmes; will be on display through December
26; at
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CHICAGO from pag.17

freeze out Jon Simmons, who is our
community liaison coordinator, from
any access to city haIL.. COGLI and
, this community's direct access to the
Office of the Mayor has been blocked."
Rolla continued, charging that at
a meeting with Reiff and mayoral
press officials, he had been told "to'
get on board" and affirm that COGLI's
only function Is to work for "the
(1991) re-election of the mayor:
As Rolla elaborated,
Daley
jumped up and said, "I really object
to you saying that I'm worried about
my re-election .... I'm not freezing anybody out. I'm not taking an attitude of
my re-election, whether it's Nancy or
anybody. This is ridiculous .... I really
object to that political statement."
Someone from the crowd then
yelled, "Your brother hasn't died,"
"Oh, come one," Daley pleaded.
"My son died (of spina bifidal and
you're trying to say I'm not human
about people's illness I this city.
Please, sir, don't ever do that to anybody in this city because you're really
doing a disservice to the entire city."
Seconds later, Daley interrupted
Savage to add, "I just want to make a
point. There are people with political
positions. I know, they're right here.
Adios."
Daley and his assistants then
stormed out as the crowd began
chanting, "Shame, shame, shame,"
and ACT UP's Daniel Sotomayor
repeatedly screamed, "How much,
Nancy, how much?"
City Hall Arrests
As the meeting broke up, those

assembled were urged to attend an
ACf UP demonstration outside City
Hall the next day at noon.
About 200 people turned out for
the protest, where mainstream activist
Laurie Dittman told reporters, "We do
not need any more house queers
speaking for us.... They're already trying
,to divide us, trying to find individuals to
pull away and say that we are not
together, that our issues are not everyone's issues ... but [don'tl let them do
that.... When they keep saying 'Be good
little queers, be quiet, be patient and
wait outside the door,' don't let them,"
Chanting, "City Hall says get back,
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we say fight back," the demonstrators
then marched into the building, Fourteen activists sat down and linked arms
in the center of the main corridor,
As TV cameras rolled, police violently tore the prote~'tors apart and
dragged them to a holding area,
After the last arrest, ACT UP's
Sotomayor shouted, "We're going to
the fifth floorl" Daley's office is on the
fifth floor.
Sotomayor was Immediately tackled by five police officers, One held
him In a neck lock as another forcefully twisted his ear. He was charged
with "disorderly conduct:
At press time, mayoral spokespersons and many gay/lesbian leaders
were saying they deeply regretted the
unpleasant nature of the community
forum and the necessity to move
towards
civil disobedience
and
activism by media.
But gay leaders
said their
demands are not going to change and
various administration officials continued phoning around the community in
an attempt to determine how activists
might respond to the possible moves
the administration can now make....
ADOPTION from page 20

homes, then the children's interest is
protected. That's what the department
and the courts and our government
should be trying to foster: good famiIy life and support and protection for
children in need."
The National Center for Lesbian
Rights represented Michael Pesce and
Jonathan Jarnig, whose story is featured in the current
issue of
Newsweek magaZine'S special edition,
"The 21st Century Family." They were
the first gay male couple in the nation
to be approved as joint adoptive parents of son, James, and a daughter,
Carl y, earlier this year.
According to Achtenberg, the
track record for gay individuals to
adopt children is improving in New
York and California, but lesbians and
gays still stand in line behind married
people for prime placements.
State law in Massachusetts prohibitS gays from being foster parents,
and New Hampshire and Florida have
state laws that prohibit lesbian and
gay adoptions ....

HRC from pag.15

time that had passed since her dismissal,
she had not once been invited to meet
with Brandon to discuss the issue,
Marie
Wilson
and
David
Wertheimer, the two gay commissioners, were also outspoken concerning
how seriously the committee had
taken its mission and the distress they
felt when its recommendations were
not adopted in full,
Wilson emphasized
the thoroughness with which the committee
had tackled the question
as to
whether the AIDS Discrimination
Division, under O'Connor and Taylor,
had "served the whole community·
and adamantly defende& the committee's finding that they had performed
"exemplary work in serving people of
color," a comment that drew a brief
round of applause from the observers
attending the meeting.
Wertheimer'S remarks were in an
even stronger vein. He reiterated
Neuborne's dismay that the precise
charges against Taylor had never
been revealed and went so far as to
question the leadership structure of
the HRC, saying that the' way in
which the controversy
had been
"resolved" by Brandon led him to
believe that the other commissioners
"are nothing but furniture ...designed
to catch the flak of various constituencies" but without any real power in
decision making.
The commissioners' questions and
comments elicited minimal response
from Brandon during the public portion of the meeting. He opened the
session by praising the committee's
work, but pointed out that he had
never been under any obligation to
accept all-or, in fact, any-of its findings or recommendations.
Unanimous Commendations
After about 40 minutes of public
discussion, a motion was made the
commiS1!ion to go into executive session with the aim of tying up the matter as expeditiously as possible so that
the commissioners could move on to
other, pressing business. The motion
was, however, interrupted by several
of the observers
present,
who
demanded
time
to air their
grievances. This was allowed, though

I

I

BraiKion Imposed a ten-minute limit
on audience comments, a time constraint that allowed about seven of
those present to s~k,
Those who ·dld get a chance to
talk were unanimous In their commendation of Taylor's and O'Connor's
work for the AIDS Discrimination
Division and expressed a consensus
of outrage that the Issue still had not
been satisfactorily resolved.
The most elQquent objections
were voiced by Ronald Johnson of
the Minority Task Force on AIDS,
who said that he was deepl)' distressed both by "the process and the
effects of the process" that had led to
O'Connor's and Taylor's removal.
johnson said that the result of the
controversy had been to create "a
false division between lesbians and
gays and people of color."
johnson's demand to be let in on
exactly what was going on and his
contention that the fight against AIDS
was much too important to allow the
kind of diSSension' the commissioners
actions had created were echoed by
the other speakers, ..
-A ndreiu Mtller contributed to
this artic7e.

-.:
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becoming a glaring omission.
What would the bland, materialistic couple in Immediate Family (Glenn
Close and James Woods) have done if
the lover of the unweO mother whose
baby they covet turned out to be a
woman, instead of the cuddly punk
played by Kevin Dillon? Imagine Mary
Stuart Masterson announcing, "ThIs Is
Helen, my lover, We had broken up
and I didn't want to raise the baby
myself. But now we're back together
and we're keeping the child.· What if
the teenage son in Dad had confessed
to his father (Ted Danson) 'that he was
moving In with another man, rather
than joining a Mexican commune? "I'm
dropping out of college to become a
male model, Dad. And Luke is a great
photographer, You'll like him." What if
anyone of the several pubescent or
adolescent children in Parenthood had
been found fondling a same-sex friend?
Hollywood producers don't want
to know, because they assume moviegoers are opposed to those sorts or variations on the theme of family.
Homosexuality, they believe, would disturb the placid waters on which profamily pictures inevitably float: the
eternal fount of procreation, These
movies are all about how traditional
American values pass from generation
to generation, and Hollywood presumes
to offer-and resolve-only thOse familial differences that fit within that
scheme, The idea that lesbians ",nd gay
men were all, at one time, children and
are not infrequently parents themselves
is irrelevant, and the idea that gay lovers
comprise a family, unthinkable.
To Hollywood, "family· doesn't
mean a network of supportive interpersonal relationships, it means grandparents and babies. And lately, babies
have meant boffo box office. Three
Men and a Baby (the implications of
which can wait for anOther time) was
a huge hit and Look Wbds Talking is
shaping up to be one of the most profitable movies of the 80s. It's not just
Bruce Willis's voice that does the trick;
Heckerling's bitterly clever and aggressive exclusionary tactics are making
audiences melt and snicker, The-lesbian jokes are typical of a movie that
also makes fun of bald men, old men
(Abe Vigoda's nasty, toothless grand-

dad is a running joke) and buxom
women (through the eyes of the prematurely hetero baby boy), and devalues intelligence or fair-mindedness in
favor of prejudice and goopiness.
While Look Whd s Talleing is by
far the most hostile of these films
seeking to reconstruct the nuclear
family, Immediate Family is equally
exclusive, eliminating
peripheral
issues so ruthlessly that the central
couple is left with nothing to characterize them save their wealth and
their sterility. Their willful exploitation
of a young woman in financial straits
struck me as pathetiC, particularly
since the Masterson character is as full
of life and passion as the yuppie couple is empty. Dad at least attempts a
critique of restrictive familial roles: the
jack Lemmon character is so unhappy
with suburban drudgery that he lives
half the time in a rural fantasy. But'
when the old man dies, it's clear
things will return to "normal.' In all
these films, the lack-of-wisdom of one
generation
is passed
onto the
next-not only to the children in.\he
movies, but also to the children in the
audience, ....
WITNESSES

from page 59

al consumed by a fireball, just as the
AIDS fireball consumes the str~ngth,
financial resources and societal status
of the PWA.
Coping and questioning introspection are the power evident in
Darrel Ellis' two 1989 ink on paper
self-portraits
juxtaposed
with the
inspiring yet haunting photo portraits
of Ellis by Peter Hujar and Robert
Mapplethorpe. The two acrylic paintings by Taboo! Stephen Tashijian
(one a portrait of Mark Morrisroe)
speak to the unescapable tragedy of
AIDS and the ambivalence toward
our SOCietyby those of us living daily
with its effects.
As we enter AIDS' second
decade, the political opposition and
the direct action by the lesbian, gay,
artist and civil liberties communities
in order to protect Witnesses speak
volumes about the real progress we
have made with our government in
dealing with issues of this crisis.
There's lots of surface drama and not
much else, ....
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Community Directory
A.c.o.c.
AIDS CENTEROF QUEENS COUNTY
SOCIAL SERVICES. EDUCATION· BUDDIES COUNSELING • SUPPORT GROUPS
Volunteer Opportunities
(718) 896-25OO(voice) (718) 896-298S(TDD)
ACT UP (AIDS Coalition to Unleash Power!
496A Hudson Street, Suite G4 NYC 10014
(212) 989 -1114
A diverse, non-partisan group of individuals united In
anger and committed to direct action to end the AIDS
crisis, Gen. meetings Mon. nights 7:30, the Community Center 208 W_I3th_
ARCS (AIDS-Rallltad Community Services)
for Dutchese, Orange; Putnam, Rockland, Sullivan,
Ulster and Westchester counties. AIDS education,
clientservices, crisis intervention, support groups,
case management, buddy end hospital visitor program_
214Cen1raIAlle.'M1iIBPlains.NY lOEre(914)~
838 Broadway ,Newburgh, NY 12250(914)562-5005
AIDSline (914) 993-0607
BAR ASSOCIATION FORHUMAN RIGHTS
Lawyers Referral
Service for the Lesbian and Gay Community
Full Range of Legal Services (212)459·4873

BODY POSITIVE
tlyou or your lover hlltasted HIV+, wa offer support
groups, seminars, public foruml, refer.ncelibrary,
referrals, IOclal .ctivlll .. and up-to- date national
monthly, 'THE BODY POSITNE" ($1!i/year).
(212) 633-1782.
•
2095 Broadway, Suite 306, NYC,NY 10023

GAY & LESBIAN HEALTH CONCERNS
An office of the NYC Dept of Health, provides linkages betwn NYC Health & Human Svcs, and the Lesbian & Gay community, focusing in All health
concerns; resour ce information for health services
consumers and providers. 125Worth Street, Box 67,
New York, NY 10013.For info call (212) 566-4995.

CIRCLEOFMORE UGHT
Spiritual support and sharing in a gay/lesbian affir, mative group.
West-Park Presbyterian Church
165West 86th Street
Wed: worship service 6:1I p.m. program 7:30.
Marsha (212)114-4373 Charlie (212)691-7118.

GAY & LESBIAN PSYCHOTHERAPY
Sliding IClie tee.
hlsurlnce ICcepted.
Institute for Human Identity.
(212) 799-9432

COMMUNITY HEALTH PROJECT
208 Wast 13th Straat, NYC, New York 10011
for Appointments and Information (212) 675·3559
PROVIDING CARING, SENSITIVE AND LOW COST
HEALTH CARE SERVICESTO THE LESBIAN AND GAY
COMMUNITY
COMMUNITY RESEARCHINITIATIVE
PWA's, PWARC's & their physicians taking the initiative to seek promising intervention againstAIOS in a
resp. manner. For more info or to volunteer please
call (212) 481-1050.

BAR ASSOCIATION FORHUMAN RIGHTS
Free Walk-in Legal Clinic. Tuesday 6-8 pm
Lesbian & Gay Community Centro Ground Aoor

CONGREGATIONBETH SIMCHATTORAH
NY's Gay and Lesbian Synagogue Services
Friday at 8:30pm
57 Bethune Street
For info. cali: (212) 929-9498.

PRIDE FOCUS GROUP
Topical discussions on issues of interest to the community in a congenial etmosphere, followed by an
informal dinner et a friendly local restaurant Every
Sunday, 3:00 - 4:30pm at the !:Qmmunity Center 208W.
13 Street, NYC. Part of the Naw York Area Bisexual
Network.

DIGNITY NEW YORK
lesbian and gay Catholics and friends
AIDS Ministry, Spiritual Development
The Cathedral Project
Worship Services & Social-Sun. Eves. 7:30pm-St
John's Episcopal Church 218West 11th Street C
Waverly-675-2179

BIDS (BISEXUAL DOMINANCE &
SUBMISSION GROUP)
Share SlM experiences and fantasies with others in
a positive, non-judgemental atmosphere. First Sun·
day of the month, 4:45pm at the Community Center
208 W. 13 Street, NYC. This group is part of the New
York Area Bisexual Network.

EDGE
For the physically disabled lesbian and Gay
Community.
(212)989-1921
P.O.Box 1I5 Villaga Station, Naw York, NY 10014

BIWAYS NEW YORK
Monthly (or more frequent) social events for the
Bisexual community and friends. Dates, times and
locations vary. Call NYABN for details of upcomming
events. Planning meetings held quaterly_ This group
is part of the New York Area Bisexual Network_
BIPAC (BISEXUAL POlITICAL
ACTION COMMITTEE)
Polit/calaction on Issuas of Importance to the Blsexual/lesblan/Gay community_ Monthly meeting/potluck
held 8:00pm on fourth Thursday of the month at members homes. Call NYABN for this month's location_
This group Is part olthe Naw York Area Bisexual Net~
work.

FEMME SUPPORTGROUP
For lesbians who setl identify as Femme. For info and
meeting times call Usa at (212) 829·9817. No men
please.
FRONTRUNNERS
A running club for lesbi.n and gay athletas
of all abilities. Fun Runs of 1-6 mnes held every Sat at
lOam and Weds. at 7pm in Central Park
and every Tues.• t 7pm In Prospect Park.
For Information: call (212) 724-9700.
THE FUNO FORHUMAN DIGNITY
N.tional Gay .nd Lesbian Crisis Line
"AIDS 800" ... 1-800-S0S-GAYS
Educational Resourc. C.nter; Positive Images
Media Center; NY State Arts Program
666 B'way SuiIB410NYC,NY 10012 (212)529-1600

BISEXUAL YOUTH
Informal social & support group for Bisexual
kldslyouth. Monthly meeting/potluck lunch hald
1:00pmon fourth Sundayof the month at mamba,.
homes. C.II NY ABN for thl. month's location. Thl.
group I, part of the Naw York Ar .. BiSlxuII Network,

THE GAYAFRICAN AMERICANS
OFWESTCHESTER(TheG.A.A.)
I,. community b... d lupportgroupformed In
Wlltchelter County. Varloua activities are plann.d
for the coming month.,
Pl.... call 914-376-0727for more Info.

BLUS-BRONX LESBIANS
UNITED IN SISTERHOOD
Social, political'nd lupportnatworklng group for
women and their friend •• Regular loclal evenll and
meetings on the firlt .nd third FrldaY'1of every month,
At The Community Center, 208 W. 13 Street, from 6:308pm. For mora Info CIII Lis. 1t(212) 829·9817,

GLAAD
Gay' Lalblan AIII.nc, Agalna. D.'lIIIl1lon
I) V.rlck Stra.t, NYC 10013 (212)966-1700GlAAO
comball homophobia In tha medii and ,I .. wh.re by
promoting visibility of 1hel.sblln and gly community
and orglnlzlng grallrooll r.. pon.. to Inll'gay blgoll'(.
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GAY MALE SIM ACTIVISTS
Dedicated to safe and responsible SIM since 1981.
Open meetings w/programs on SlM techniques,
lifestyle issues, political and social concerns. Also
special events, speakers bureau, workshops. demos,
affinity groups, newsletter, more. GMSMA -Dept 0,
496A Hudson Street, Suita ll23 ,NYC 10014.
(212) 727-98)8.
GMAD(GAY MEN DF AFRICAN DESCENn
80 Varick Street, NYC 10013a support group of Gay
Men of African Descent dedicated to consciousnessraising and the development of the Lesbian and Gay
Community. GMAD is inclusive of African, AfricanAmerican, Carribean and Hispanic/latino men of
color. Meetings are held, weekly, on Fridays. For
more information, call 718·802·0162.
GAY MEN'S HEALTHCRISIS HOTLINE
FORINFORMATION ON SAFERSEXAND HIV-RELATED HEALTH SERVICES,AND FORINFORMATION ON
ONE-TIME, WALK-IN AIDS COUNSELING SERVICES
212-107-6655
212-645-747OTDD (For the Helring-Impaired)
Mon.-Fr!. 10:30a.m. to 9 p.m. Sat 12:00to 3:00
HEAL (Health Education AIDS Ulison)
Weekly info. and support group for treatments for
AIDS which do not compromise the immune system
lurther, including alternative and holistic approaches.
Wed 8pm. 208 W. 13th St (212)674-HOPE.
HETRICK-MARTIN INSmUTE
for lesbian and gay youth. Counseling, drop-in cen·
ter (M-F, 3-6pm), rap groups, Harvey Milk High
School, AIDS and safer sex information,
referrals, professional education.
(212) 633-892O(voice)
(212) 633-8926 TTY for deaf
HISPANIC UNITED GAYS& LESBIANS
Educational services, polilicalaclion, counseling and
IOcialaclivities in Spanish and English by and for the
Latino Lesbian and Gay Community.
General meetings 8:00 p.m. 4th Thursday of every
month at 208 West 13th Street
Call (212)691-4181
or write H.U.G.L, P.O.Box 226 Canll Str.et Station,
N.w York, NY 10019.
LAMBDA LEGALDEFENSE
AND EDUCATIONFUND
Preced.nt- •• tting litigation nationwide for
lesbians, gay men Ind p.opl. with AIDS, Member'hlp ($35 and up) Inc. nawsl.tter and Invitations to
.p.clalev.nta.
Volunt .. r night on Thur.dlya, Intake
calli: 2-4pm Mon thru Fri (212) 995-8585
LAVA (LESBIANS ABOUT VISUAL ARn
Call for .lid .. for Lublan ArtiN' Exhlblllon, Gay &
Lesbian Community C.nter, NYC,For more Informalion, lend SASE to :
Miriam Foug.re
118Fort Gr.. ne Place
Brooklyn, NY 11217,

1-';
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OUT TAKES from page 26

THE LESBIAN AND GAY BIG APPLE CORPS
Get your instrument out of the closet and come play
with us. Symphonic, Marching, Jazz, Dixieland, Rock,
Aute Ensembles and Woodwinds.
123West44th St Suite 12l New York, NY 10036
(212) 869-2922.
LESBIAN & GAY
COMMUNITY SERVICESCENTER
208 West 13th Street New York, NY 10011
(212)620-7310
9am-11 pm everyday.
A place for community organizing and networking,
social services, cultural programs, and social events
sponsored by the Center and more than 150community organizations.
LESBIAN AND GAY NETWORK
All organization of lesbians and Gays who are active
in their labor unions working on domestic partnership
benefits and AIDS issues. For more information call
(212)923-8690.
LESBIAN AND GAY RIGHTS PROJECT
of the Am.ric'IIn Civil Uberties Union
KNOWYOURRIGHTS/WE'RE EXPANDINGTHEM
(212) 944-9800, ext 545
LESBIANS ABOUT VISI,IAl ART (LAVA)
Call for slides for lesbian Artist's Exibition, Gay and
lesbian Community Center, NYC, for more information
send SASEto Miriam Fougere, 118Ft Greene Place,
Brooklyn, NY 1217.
LESBIANS AND GAYS OF FLATBUSH
Brooklyn's,social organization for both gay men and
lesbians.
P.O.Box 106, Midwood Station
Brooklyn, NY 11230. (718) 859·9437
lONG ISLAND ACT-UP
P.O.Box 291, New Hyde Park, NY 11040
Support us for change on long Island.
(516)338-4662(516) 997-5238 Nassau'
(516) 928-5530 Suffolk
MEN OFAll COlORSTOGEJHER NY_
~_
A multi·racial group of gay men against racism. Meet-"
ings every Friday night at 7:45 atthe lesbian and Gay
Community Services Center, 208 W. 13th Street fur m
re info. call: (212)245·6366or (212)222-9794.
METROPOlITAN TENNIS GROUP(MTG)
Our200 member lesbian and gay tennis club includes
players from beginning to toumamentlevel. Monthly
tennis parties. Winter indoor league. Come play with usl
fur information: MTG, POB2135,New '!brk, NY 10025.
'(212) 662-0695.
MOCl\
Men of Color·AIDS Prevention Program. Provides
safer sex and AIDS education information to gay and
bisexual Men of Color; coordinates a network of
health education providers and peer-supportgroups
for gay and bisexual Men of Color in ailS boroughs of
New York City. MOCA is located at 303 Ninth Ave,
New York, NY'I0001, or call (212) 239-1796,
NATIONAL GAYAND LESBIAN TASK FORCE
is the national grassroots political organization for
lesbians and gay men. Membership is $l0/year.
Issue-oriented projects address violence, sodomy
laws, AIDS, gay rights ordinances, families, media,
etc. through lobbying, education, organizing and
direct action.
NGLTF 1517U Street NW, Washington, DC 20009.
(202)332 ·6483.

NEW YORKADVERTISING
AND COMMUNICATIONS NETWORK
NYACNis the community's largeSt':gay:arid lesbian
professional group, welcomintt all in communications--advertising, PR, rriark8ting~media, graphic
design, illustration, photography, chpywriting, journalism, pU,blishin,g,radio; TV and film--and their
friends. Monthly meetings, 3rd Wed 6:30pm at the
Community Center. Members' newsletter, job hotline,
annual directorY: Phone (212)517·0380for more info.
Mention OutWeek for one free neWsletter.
NINTH STREETCENTER
Since 1973,a community dedicated·to demonstrating
thata homosex,uallifestyla is a rational,. desirable
choice for individuals dissatisfied with the rewards of
conventional living. Psychologically - focussed rap
groups, Tues., Sat, 8to .10pm. peer'cQunselling available. 319 E. 9 Street, New York, NY 11m3, for info call
(212) 228-5153.
'
NORTHAMERICAN MAN/BOY
lOVE ASSOCIATION (NAMBLA)
Dedicated to sexual freedom and especially intereted
in gay intergenerational relationships. Monthly Bulletin and regular chapter meetings on the first Saturday of each month. Yearly membership is $20; write
NAMBLA. POBox 174,Midtown Station, New York,
NY 10018or call (212)807-8578for information.
NORTHERNlIGIfTS ALTERNATIVES
Improving Quality of Life for People with AIDS/HIV.
THEAIDS MASTERYWORKSHOP: Exploring the possibilities of a powerful and creative life in the face of
AIDS. Call Jack Godby (212)337-8747
NYC GAY & LESBIAN
ANTI-VIOLENCE PROJECT
Counseling, a6vocacy, and information for survivors
of anti-gay and anti-lesbian violence, sexual assault,
domestic violence, and other types of victimization,
All services free and confidential.
24 hour hotline (212) 807-0197
PEOPLEWITH AIDS COALITION
(212)532·0290 / Hotline (212) 532·0568
Monday thru Friday 10am-6pm
Meal programs, support groups, educational and
referral services for PWA's and PWArc's.
PEOPLEWITH AIDS HEALTHGROUP
Underground buyer's club importing not·yet·approved
medications and nutritional supplements. 31 West 26th
St 4th Roor (212)532-0280
SAGE:(Senior Action in 8 Gay Environment)
Social Service Agency providing care, activities, and
educational services for gay & lesbian senior citizens. Also serving over 160 homebound seniors and
older PWA's. 208 West 13th St NYC 10011
(212) 741-2247'
THE OUTREACH
USING COMMUNAL HEALING (TOUCH)'
a program of Brooklyn community volunteers providing a weekly buffetsupper for the Brooklyn AIDS
community. Occasional programs of information, edu·
cation and entertainment TOUCHmeets Monday
eves, 5p,m, to 6:30p.m. at downtown Brooklyn Friends
Meeting House (110Schermerhorn St near Boerum
Place). Limited transportation may be arranged.
Info: (718)622-2756.TOUCHwelcomes contributions
of funds, food and volunteers ..
ULSTERCOUNTY GAYAND LESBIAN ALUANCE
Meets first and third Monday of each month
at 7:30 p.m. at the Unitarian Church on SawkilrRoad
in Kingston.
For information, call (914) 626·3203.

meeting. A two-thirds vote of approval
by schools represented at any meeting
is required to amend the bylaws. A
proposed affirmative action policy
would not,' however, extehd to the
hiring of.gay and lesbian professors.
A survey by the Association's Section on Gay and Lesbian Legal Issues
determined that several dozen schools,
including Harvard, Yale and Stanford,
have already adopted such policies, and
that many schoolss are located in dties
which bar employment discrimination
on the basis of sexual orientation.
The American Bar Association"
the largest legal organization in the
country, adopted a resolution last
February urging governmental bodies
at alllevels to adopt laws and policies
banning sexual orientation discrimination, and the Natjonal Association for
Law Placement adopted a statement
several years ago urging member law
schools to ban such discrimination in
their placement offices.
The AALS ExecuUve Committ~e
proposal recognizes an exemption
from the non-discrimination r~qJirement for ,school with a "religious-affiliation or purpose" for whom such a
policy would be inconsistent with
religious teaching. The committee has
also proposed an ambiguous regulation that would excuse schools from
complying with the sexual orientation
provision if such compliance would
"violate" any "state law." This regulation, proposed as part of a "compromise'" to secure passage in the
Executive Committee, is expected to
become the subject of considerable
debate at the meeting.
The AALS action may put additional pressure on the 'u.s. Defense
Department
to reconsider
its gay
exclusionary policy, since the non-discrimination, proposal would eXtend to
law school placement offices. Several
of the nation's leading law schools
already bar the Defense Department
from recruiting military lawyers at
their Placement Officers, including
Columbia, NYU and New York Law,
School. If the non-discrimination proposal passes, many more schools may
interpret it as requiring the exclusion
of military recruiters.
.
--Art Leonard
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ACCOUNTING
BUDDY DIKMAN, CPA
BARBARA LI, CPA
YEAR-ROUND TAX PLANNING AND
PREPARATION
PERSONAL FINANCIAL PLANNING
586-3000

PAPERWORK GOT YOU BOGGLED?
Alas ...a GREAT Bookkeeping Service for
small businessl Neat-Fast-Accuratel
Call Robert Seabury 718-499-7955
Mornings,

AIDS MINISTRY
IN THE SPIRIT OF
!FRANCIS OF ASSISI...serving
our brothers and sisters affected by
'AIDS
SL Francis AIDS Ministry
135 W. 31st Street Manhattan 10001
695-1500

APARTMENT CLEANING

ASTROLOGY

DUSTBUSTERS UNLIMITED

DONNA

We are women who take housework
seriously-Manhattan,
Jersey City,
Hoboken, Union City, Fees negotiable

E.S.P.PsychicoProfessor of Spiritualismo
Reader and AdvisoroPalm and Card
Readings

Ironing and laundry extra

Are you confused, unhappy, depressed,
understand yourself and those llround you?

I CAN AND WILL HELP YOU.
Reunite the SeparatedoRestore Lost
NatureoUnfold the Mystery of the Past,
Present and Future.
(212) 686-1992
Se Habla Espanol

Call (201) 659-5795 ,Now.

CASTLE CARE, IN C.
Apartment & Office Cleaning.
Gay Owned. Reliable,
We are available 7 days,
CALL (212) 475-2955,

ATTORNEYS

ABLE BODIED CLEANERS
Serving New York & New Jersey
quality cleaning by gay men.
"Let us clean up your
act for the holidays!"
Call (201) 355-3747,
positions available.

MICHAEL ALAN DYM, ESO.
Attorney At Law
Artists' Rights Issues.
Landlord/Tenant Disputes.
Real Estate Closings.
Business Partnerships &
Incorporations.
Wills & Estates.

APARTMENT RENTAL
LOVELY.QUEENS
APARTMENTS FOR RENT
Close to Manhattan
Far from Manhattan Prices,
Call Steven at (718) 204-5862.
Leave message.

212.932,2034

718.631,3008

I

CLUBS
FORESKIN LOVERS

APARTMENT SHARE
Copyright

C 1969 Holy Name Province

ANNOUNCEMENTS
Body POsitive 80at Ride on the Circle
Line. Sunday December 10. Board at
6:3, depart 7:00 pm, At Pier 83 (42nd
Street and 12 Ave) $15,00 min donation.
Space limited,
For info call 212-721-1446.

ANSWERING SERVICES
NYC'S FINEST
CALL FORWARD
ANSWERING SERVICE
I'S
GAY-OWNED

GWM, PWA 32, looking for someone
who has apt. to share. I am considerate,
turstworthy, reliable, non-smoker, can
afford current market rates. If you can
help pis call Jim at (212) 627-1457
GREENPOINT ROOMMATE
Greenpoint: Share bright, spacious,
renovated 2BR apartment-must
see-on beautiful tree-lined street.
GWM, artist, large terrace, parquet
floors, cat. Own room. Available immed.
$460/mo, tUtil.
(718) 389-5350

The New York City chapter of the
Uncircumcised Society of America
(NYC-USA) seeks new male members
(with or without foreskin) to join its
swelling ranks. Call for more club
infonnation or to make reservations for
the new members party. (212) 777-4208.

CHIROPRACTOR
DR, CHARLES FRANCHINO
30 Fifth Avenue,
New York, NY 10011,
call fqr info (212) 673-4331.

COMPUTER DATING
ART BUY/SELL
"ART SOURCE UNLIMITED"
We buy, sell, trade and locate artworks.

COMPUTERIZED 8Y MAIL DATING
SERVICE
Call for free information package.
U.B,J. Corp, (212) 685-7637.
After 5 p,m. call answering machine
and leave your name and address.

ARTISTS AVAILABLE: Keith Haring,
Robert Longo, Ross Bleckner, James
Rizzi, Andy Warhol, Martine, and many
more ... For information,
call Dan at 255-6680.
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CONTRACTORS

FOR SALE
CRYSTAL SALE

ACE Contractor"

Crew

_11 .r 1_..
c."••"
t • (.. trial. SII.etleck •
Ap __
." • LofIa • SID ...
All jo~••

Lowest Prices in New York City. Free
gift-free video of Peru, Aquas,
Tourmalines, Imperial Topaz, Minerals
from all oover the Americas. Serving
the healing commµnity for 3 years.
Call Jad (212')620-0234.

(Zt2jnl-JUZ

FITNESS

RETAIL-FULL OR PART TIME
Salesperson
Labels for less is one of NYC's leading
chain of ladies moderate-to-better
apparel, with a great opportunity for
someone who appreciates fashion and
enjoys selling as a profession.
We offer an excellent
salary and
outstanding
benefits,
Only top
producers need apply. Call us at (212)
957-9150. Labels For Less
Equal Opportunity Employer.

BODYWORKS
DENTISTS
QUALITY PERSONAL DENTISTRY
William De Bonis DDS.
Suite 704,
200 West 57 Street,
New York, NY 10019,
Office hours by appointment only call
212-333-2650.

Intuitive Healing Body Work For Men
By Adonis.
(212) 769-3797

FI T IN THE FIGHT
GAINST AID
,
I

ONE-ON-ONE TRAINER
Experienced professional woman
masters in movement science

0tMC

ShapingoStrengthoEndurance
Technique and Motivation

Gay Men's Health Crisis
the first AIDS
service organization
In the world seeks:

Enjoyment & Results Guaranteed
Call (212) 673-2314

ELECTROLYSIS
A. LAMBDA ELECTROLYSISA.
Pennanent Hair Removal
Men/Women·1V{TS's·
All Methods
Computer Aided. Sterile Conditions
By Physicians' Aid
14 Years Experience· Sliding Scale Fee
Licensed and Board Certified
(718)937-3389

FFORDABLE ElECTROLYSIS
Permanent Hair Removal New Airflow
Technique with LB. Probe
COMPLIMENTARY CONSULTATION
PROFESSIONALLYOPERATED
GREENWICH VILLAGE
QUIET. PRIVATE OFFICE.
Kenneth Hay
226 West 4th Street
New York, NY 10014
Lower Level, By Appointment Only.
(212) 727-1850
Certified Electrologist
Member I.G.P.E.

FILM
DIRECTOR SEEKS4 MALE ACTORS
(ages 25 - 45) for experimental film
project. Central theme of script is the
process of reaching genuine love in a
gay relationship. The rehearsal
experience will involve deep and
intense self explorat ion. No Pay. Copy
oftape instead. Send pix and resume to
Circle Productions Outweek Box 1717
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Coordinator,
Group Services

EATING AWARENESS TRAINING:
The answer to the puzzle about eating.
Eliminate your weight/eating problem
forever. (212) 929-0661.

The Coordinator of Group Services is
responsible for the supervision and
development of a large Group Therapy
Program. This is a managerial position
that involves' Program Planning, Staff
Supervision and Organizational Development. ,The successful candidate
must possess a M.S.W. or Ph.D and
extensive Group Therapy experience.

GROUP MASSAGE
MEN'S MASSAGE GROUP
Gettogetherwith a group of men to
give and receive massages. Taught by
Terry Weisser, Liscensed Masseur and
teacher atthe Swedish Institute. '
Sundays, 7-10pm, $15.00,
call (212) 463-9152.

Coordinator of training

GROUPS
MEETING, DATING, AND INTIMACY
A six week workshop lead by licensed
therapist call (212) 988-5034.

HELP WANTED
FT FILE CLERK/RECEPTIONIST
Small, fast-paced ente rtainment/labor
law firm located in Midtown. Typing a
pius. Interesting, friendly atmosphere.
Health
benefits
plan.
Salary
commensu'rate
with
experience.
Contact Lise Horton at (212) 944-1501 to
arrange an interview
or fax your
resumne to (212) 768-0785.

STORE HELP
$225 wk. start, $275 wit after 2 mos, 32
1/2 hrs, Blue Cross, 1wk. Pd Vac, 18yrs
age min, references
required, Gay
Treasures, 546 Hudson Street, (212) 2555756, ask for Don.

•

~

Reporting to the assistant director of
Client Services, the coordinator of
training is responsible for coordinating
GMHC's four day volunteer training
program in addition to the design and
implementation of all in-service training
programs for the client services department. The successful candidate must
possess a minimum of three to five
years experience in social work, public ~ealth education or training and
development. This poSition requires
excellent organizational and interpersonal skills, and the ability to interact
with staff and volunteers at all levels. A
Master's degree in social work, public
health, or education is required.

Excellent salaries and
comprehensive benefits,
Pleasesendresumewith cover-letterto:
Personnel Office

Gay Men's Health Crises, Inc.
129 West 20th Street
New '!brk, NY 10011-0022
Gay Men's Hea~h Crisis, Inc, is
an Equal Opportunity Employer M/F/HN

BOOMING PHYSICIAN'S
PRACTICE
Private physician serving st. Louis gay
community is seeking qualified partner
with HIV experience and interest. Very
high salary and fab benefits in very lowcost city. Call Bill Hart (314)776-4444.

I

GIVt.TWO
SUBSCRlPTIO~S
FOR THE PRICE OF ONE!
SAVE $78.001*
.,,;
..

_~

Gift 1

Name (Mr/Ms)

". r

4<"lI.

oSi

o Send a Season's

Greeting card also.

o Send a Season's

Greeting card also.

i~~~>~

Address

'

City, State Zip

Gift 2

*h .,

Name (Mr/Ms)

P'"

Address

_

City, State Zip

~-----

/

YOUR NAME AS YOU
WANT IT TO APPEAR

~~fIFT
~,

CARD: (Prlnt)

_

*Based on OutWeek's regular subscription

r.

Payment Infonnatlon:
Bill $78.00 to my:

Your name

Acct. #

0 VISA

DMC

o Check

0 Money Order

'.

_

o Bill

0.78.00

a

per year.

Exp. Date

me

• t-;<

Your address
City, State ~Ip
Signature: ~':~'.

' "
_
_

FOR FASTER SERVICE CALI4t.-BOO-OUT-WEEK

(ask for offer #101)

_

.".-.!;

HELP WANTED

I

MODELS/ESCORTS

FEATURES EDITOR
After a busy day of acting up, treat
Available in January 1990: solicit and
yourself to a rejuvenating massage,
edit articles covering cultural and 1 1/2 hour session/ $65 in my Manhattan
political issues for the features sectio,n,
office. ,
including monthly book supplements,
Ricj< (71B)782-0952.
Provide overall dircetion for features
page. Please send resume and cover
Legit non-sexoijl bodywork
letter to: GCN Job Search Committee, I
62 Berkley Street, Boston, MA 02116.
I

MARK
HOT SOUTHERN STUD-ATHLETIC,
SEXY,VERY HANDSOME.
VERSATILEW/BIG TOOL FR/GR,
F/FTOP, 6'2", 30 YEARS OLD.
VERY FRIENDLY.
(212) 721-3810
I
I

Z-IVI E. N

DO YOU WANT:
1) A house in the Pines or the country
2) An Armani wardrobe
3) Financial security
4) An elevated standard of living
5) Immediate gratification
If you have answered ·yes" to more
than 3 of these questions, you are
elgible to become part of an
International organization that will
enable you to achieve any or all of
these goals. Call B. Josephson at (800)
PRO-ATLAS.

HOLIDAY HELP
MAN FRIDAY
experienced, attractive Bartending
and Catering for holiday parties.
Cocktails and intimate dinners a
specialty.
Book now!
call David (212) 353-1136.

Jf.9l'lJE I'I MYfSSJUj'E'lJ
(212) 932-1496

MASSAGE. LICENSED
NYC'S BEST BODYWORKER
Experience a broad range of techniques
from the East & West to calm your body
and soothe your spiritTerry (212) 463-9152.

TEDDY BEARS
NEWYORK
from $150/90 minutes out only
Hot Lunch $95/60 min. out noon-4p.m.

of every kind
Bernard Granville (212) 580-9724

INVESTMENTS
Invest in a
NEW YORK TAX-EXEMPT
INCOME FUND
High Tax-Free Income
Safe and Affordable
Easy Access To Your Money
For more information about New York
Tax-Exempt Income Funds, call orwrite
Christopher Street Financial, Inc.
80 Wall Street, New York, NY 10005
(212) 269-0110 or 1-800-262-6644.
Member Securities Investor Protection
Corporation/ Member National
Association of Securities Dealers. ,
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& ESCORTS

213'856'8689
To receive our exclusive models' "Photo-Folio"
featuring all
of our irresistable "Z·MEN;· ple,se send 525 cash. check.
or money order to:

MODELS/ESCORTS
INSURANCE
INSURANCE ...

Los Angeles & New York's

FINEST MODELS

TEDDY BEARS
BROOKLYN
from $150/90 minutes out only
TEDDY BEARS
QUEENS
from $150/90 minutes out only
TEDDY BEARS
LONG ISLAND
from $200/90 minutes out only
Our escorts are clean cut. safe, hot and
dependable.
We will always give
accurate information and never send an
unauthorized substitute of your choice.
If you're tired of being taken or lied to
and tired of escorts with no personality
or enthusiasm, call us todayl
(71B) B5B-B113
Escorts wanted.
Students, athletes, bodybuilders
make more money
Ask for Ted

Z AGENCY
p, 0, Box 186, Hollywood, CA 90078
Allow t4 days for delivery or add $10 for Express Mail
(State that you are over 21)
(418 palm RH,)

EROTIC STROKES
CUTEATHLETIC LATIN BOY
5'10", 150, 22 YEARS OLD
AVAILABLE FOR SENSUAL MASSAGES
AND SAFE, RELIEVING ROMPS IN THE
HAY.VERY DISCREETAND STRAIGHT
ACTING.
TERRY (2121969-8730.

LOVE
CONNECTION
The best guys for the best times.
All types
We're here for you.
Safe, friendly and discreet

*

24 HOUR SERVICE
(2121768-0221

*

MOVERS, LICENSED
TIRED OF HOMOPHOBIC MOVERS?
Try Brownstone Brothers instead.
Professional and reliable,
Serving the Gay Community 15 years.
Sensitive. fun people who getthe job
done right with no bullshit
Licensed DOT 10166,lnsured,
Reasonable storage rates.
Pianos-Art -Antiques
Packing, Moving Supplies. 426 E91
Call 289-1511.
Mention OUTWEEKfor Special
Discount Free Estimates.

PHOTOGRAPHY

REAL ESTATE

RESUME/HEAD
Shots forthe Performing Artist by top
NY Photographer specialising in
Theatrical Portraiture72 shots wI proofs/2 8xl0's only $100.
Call LEEat 212-873-6141.

PALM BEACH FL Estates, Homes,
condominiums,
Richard Segrin Geordi Humphreys
(407) 832-8678
(407) 845-6272
Marion Jones Company
Residential & Commercial

IMMORTALIZE YOURSELF
Photographer specializing in male
portraiture:

publicity. glamour. body
Top Clientele. Extensive portfolio.
869-3050
Leave message for Jeff Hornstein

MUSIC INSTRUCTION
THINKING ABOUT PLAYING THE
PIANO?
All levels taught by patient, experienced
professional. Beginners welcome.
Convenient West End Avenue location.'
Reasonable rates.
(212) 799-3747.
(Message answered promptly)

PHYSICIANS
EXPANDING OFFICEHOURS
John Montana M.D.-Internal Medicine
Roman Ostrowski M.D.
Pulmonary Diseases
305 Avenue,
New York, NY 10011
for info call (212) 505-7730.
CHP - COMMUNITY HEALTH PROJECT
208 W. 13 Street, New York, NY 10011,
for info call (212) 675-3559.

PHONE SERVICES

ANAL WARTS. FISSURES,
HEMORRHOIDS
treated in minutes with lasers call for a
free consultation. Laser Medical
Assoc., Jeffrey Lavigne M.D.,
call1-800-MD-TUSCH.

PUBLICATIONS
Billed to your phone or credit card.
Talk to other men from NY. Why
pay more? FREE Information.

(212) 319-2270 Be 18

1 ••••••••••

--

....

I
FIND HOT ACTION
In YourArea Code!

540·4212
540·4718
Personals for People in 718!
540·4516
Personals for People in 516!
540·4914
Personals for People in 914!
Personals for People in 212!

(5Oe a mlnu1ll,

$1.50 the flrat)

BOUND & GAGGED
Bi-monthly magazine features true
accounts of male bondage plus hot
personals. Sampl,e $5.50. Subscription
$24.00. State you re over 21 and want
magazirie for personal use. Payments to
Outbound Press Suit 167 Dept. 0 496-A
I
Hudson Street NYC, NY 10014
12- DONKEY DICK
If you like em huge you'll love "Gary
Griffin's confid report on penis
enlargement methods." Discover 50
horse hung celebs (ch4),the world's 5
largest cocks (p27), how 3 doctors
enlarged their cocks (p71), the shocking
Tibetan Monk cock enlargement ritual
(p64), how Sudanese Arabs "grow" 10"
penises (p59), how you can gain 1" in 4
mo & much much more. Full of pix of
hugely hung men. Send 14.95 to "Added
Dimensions" 4216 Beverly Blvd. Suite
262, Los Angeles, CA 90004. 7 day
money back guarantee. Clip this ad
w/orderfor free photo of Mr. 12".

HATE BROKERS?
At last there's an understanding,
qualified real estate professional who
will help you buy or sell your Manhattan
co-op or condo. I have 1000's of
apartments and 1000's of customers.'
Please call Phillip (212) 308-0870.
Leave message.
DISTINCTIVE DECOAPARTMENTS
Fully renovated apartments in the art
deco district of Miami Beach. Perfect
full-time residences orthe best in
affordable second homes.
VINTAGE Properties.
1520 Euclid Avenue
Miami Beach, FL33139.
(305) 534-1424.
SERVING THE GAY COMMUNITY OF
MANHATTAN
Buying, Selling Real Estate.

Call Tony Czebatui.
(212) 460-9999
WALSCOTT CO,

SEXUAL HEALING
SEX, MEN AND INTIMACY ...
Terry Weisser and l.K. Aubrey are
offering a one day hands-on seminar
examining erotic connections and how
we experience intimacy and sex with
other men. Dec. 9. $75.00. For
information and registration call Terry
(212) 463-9152 or Aubrey (212) 475-1497.

SITUATIONS WANTED
TV STAGE MANAGER
DGA, lots of studio and remote
experience. Responsible, reliable
professional individual with the ability
to lead and take charge. Exceptional
resume. Wouldn't you rather let a
lesbian stage your show?
K. MILLER (718) 638-8202.
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THERAPY

TRAVEl

Friendship: an 8 week group for gay
men Exploring what we want/need from
friends, confusing friends and lovers,
staltin g friendships. Professional
leader (212) 866-2705.

COUNTRY COUSINS
BED & BREAKFAST

COMPASSIONATE, CARING THERAPIST
Supportive individual & couple therapy
by institute-trained licensed
psychotherapist
Help with relationships, gay identity,
dealing with yourtamily, and life in the
age of AIDS. Sliding fees.
ARI FRIDKIS, C.S.w.

1824 Greek Revival house, music nn,
w/Cathedral ceilings, Runford fire
place, outdoor hottub. A truly
traditional B&B. Weekly and wkday
specials. Contact Rt 1D Box 212
Shaftsbury, VT 05262
or call 802-375-6985.

MEMORABLE VACATIONS
Bookings at the best Gay (or non-Gay)
hotels & resorts! Call Robert Seabury,
travel agent 718-499-7955 Mornings.

(212) 749-8541

BOSTON
MILDRED KLINGMAN
PSYCHOTHERAPIST
New York State licensed
Experienced with Lesbian and Gay
Concerns
(212) 362-7664 79th & Broadway
PSYCHOTHERAPY
Individual, Couple and Group
Offered by
Institute Fellow and University Faculty
Memberwith 10 years of Experience
serving the Gay Community
John E, Ryan, M,A,

CHANDLER INN, Bed & Breakfast
Your are inn-vited to experience our
style. of small-hotel hospitality.
Where strangers become friends and
friends become closer.
Ask us for the Boston inn~sider rate of
$69/single--$79/double.
Advance reservations suggested,
call 1-800-842-3450.
Chandler Inn
26 Chandler at Berkeley
Boston, MA 02116
(617) 482-3450,

(212) 691-8243

-

TEXAS

~1r!J.,
~~

REWARD YOURSELF. ..
ESCAPE TO SOUTH PADRE ISLAND.
Th. World's Long.t Sand
Barrier Island
ENJOY Our Friendly Atmosph.,.,
Gourmet Restll"'''''', and a Day
01 Shopping in Old MmDco
Convenient Air ConfJ8Ctions via American
and Continental Airline6

KEY WEST
SUPPORTIVE GAY THERAPIST
Michael A, Pantaleo
CSW-CAC
Experienced-Licensed-Insurance
Reimbursible
Specializing in alcoholism/substance
abuse, A.C.O.A. and co-dependency
issues as well as gay male identity,
relationships, coming out, AIDS, anxiety
and depression.
Chelsea office
(212) 691-2312

THE CHELSEA HOUSE
A private guest house for women,
elegant accomodation including air
conditioning, private bath, and pool. 707
Truman Ave, Key West, FL,33040,
(800)526-3559.
REDISCOVERA MAN'S RESORT
Island House 1129 Fleming Street, Key
West, FL33040,
for info call 800-526-3559.

NEW YORK

IHI
INSTffUTE FOR HUMAN IDENTITY.
INC,
11aW, 72nd Strll" Suit. 1
N.w York, NY 10023
(21217!8-9432
Non-Profit Lesbian/Gay
Psychotherapy Center
Sliding Scale Fees

COLONIAL HOUSE INN
CHELSEA
Channing, Newly Renovated
Brownstone Conveniently Located in
Chelsea. All Rooms have washing
facilities. Share bath. Continental
Breakfast Included. Single $50, Double
$ 65, Suite $80. Weekly Rates Upon
Request. Advance Reservations
Suggested.
Colonial House Inn Chelsea
318 West 22nd Street
New York, NY 10011
(212)243-9669

PALM BEACH, FL
Estates, Homes, condominiums,
Richard Segrin Geordi Humphreys
(407) 832-8678
(407) 845-6272
Marion Jones Company
Residential & Commercial

o
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South Padre
,

laland, TX 78597
512-76HyiE

~

WANTED
EROTIC STORIES WANTED Collecting
true stories for two books about Gay
erotic adventures: 1) Gay Sex Outdoor
Stories, particularly Fire Island Pines
and other famous outdoor sexual
haunts. 2) T-Room & Glory Hole Stories
$$ paid for photos. Anonymous OK, free
copy of b k to contributors. Send top:
Erotic Stories, 496A Hudosn Street,
Suite 469, New York. NY 10014.

WOMEN'S SEXUALITY

f

Celebrate your sexuality.

Proudly. Joyously. At Eve's
Garden, an elegant sexuality
Qoutique,created by
women for women,
We grow pleasurable things
for your mind, body and spirit.
OPEN: Moo lhru Sat Noon· 6

EVES GARDEN'
119W, 571hSl. aJIe 1«l6. M' 10019 212·757-&151
croerdSltor<:AI~

~OIN.THE
CLUB:
HARDCORE
FANTASIES LIKE
NEVER
BEFORE...
THEN CALL
RIGHT BACK
FOR OUR
EXCLUSIVE
BULLETIN
BOARD
SERVICE ...
'~MEN WHO WANT
IT JUST LIKE
YOU DO!!'
DISCOVER THE
REAL WORLD.

adults
only

$3.50
per call

MIDHUD$ON VALLEY
Newbrg h/Pokee psle
area, GWM, 41, 5'9', attractive, beard, stocky
build, drk blnd/bl gry,
sense 01 humor, creative,
Intelligent, spir~ual, cultured"warm. ISO, nonsmoking, area lover/companion/friend,
30-50,
similar qualities & sense
of values. Any rece o~,
but prefer dark, hairy,
stocky/muscular/wiry.
Discretion & your place
needed. Photo (retumed)
& phone, please. Boxholder, PO Box 52, Glenham, NY 12527.

phone a must to Brian,
P.O. Box 219, SUNY,
Blnphamton, NY, 13901.
COMPLEX AND CUTE
I'm a dark-haired, lean
and handsome GWM,
40, 5'9', 150 Ibs" Into
movies, pOlitics, theatre
and friends. I'd like to
meet a smart, cute and
sensitive. guy (probably
younger) to enjoy life
with. Photo (il possible)
POB 1123, NYC,I00".

TEACHER. 45
Oh, by the way, I forgot
to tell you that I'm an intelligent, sensitive man,
who seeks a man who Is
willing to WORK on a relationship, Perhaps we
are those two men,
• PJease write to David,
Box 20089, NYC, 10017.
DOMINATE ME
Talented, loyal man with
good accounting skills
seeks fairminded em-

to Richard, POB 2153,
Cliffside Park, Nj 07010,
CUTE. I'M TOLD. 35
year old pre-op TS, returning to NYC soon,
seeks friend/lover, and
possible roomate situtation. I am tall (6') slender
(155Ibs) with smooth
hairless body. Can be into most scenes as long
as they involve me as
passive bonom. Honesty
a must. If you've consid-

STUD SEEKS SEX
IlUDDY
Nice-guy stud with lover
seeks safe sex buddy on
the side. I am GWA, 35,
6'1', 190, Brd, shldrs,
masc, muscular, athletiuc, smooth BB, GO
type w/out allitude. Am
not seeking lover, just
lean, masc, musc, sex
buddy. Friendly hard-bodied non-kinky guy for uncomplicated sex needed,
22-42 yrs. Race unimportant. Photo pis, will rtn.
Outweek Box 1767
HANDSOME NYU
STUDENT
Jock, 25, Italian, slim,
athletic, clean,cut, gentle
yet strong, fun, seeks attractive,
submissive,
femme-'TV-TS to service
me off. Campus after
workouts/classes
PO
Bo~ 20015, NYC, 10028.
GUARD ON DUTY
GWM, 21, 5'9', 140 Ibs.,
very cute college'lifeguard, new to scene and
shy when meeting men
seeks other allractive
GWM to 28. Photo/

ACTIVIST
ployer (M) who believes
Politically progressive
in old-fashioned disciGM in 40's, attractive,
pHne. ood salary expectseeking male 40 to 50.
ed. Relocationllravel O.k.
Any race to date. InBJ, PO Box 382, Bayvolved in HIV-related
side, NY 11364.
work professionally. Also
volunteer. Love music
FUN GUY FROM NJ
Classical, R&B, Jazz,
GWM, 38, 6', 200 Ibs.,
film. Am a publi had writIrishlltalian.
I enjoy
er and poet. No drugs/almovies, theatre, music
cohol. Write Outweek
, and sometime couch
Box17n
potato. I'm looking for
friendship/safe sex buddy who is healthy. write

ered a relationship with a
sincere she-male, don't
pess up this opportunityl
I am a quality person and
need a qual~y man in my
life. Photo appreciated
but not necessary. PO
Box 1659, Greensboro,
NC 27402.
.R UTlIE ONE
GF, Hispanic, 31, 5'2',
seeks attractive, funminded feminine GWF or
Latin 25+ for friendship

•

OutWeek Box #__
~
77 Lexington Avenue, Suite 200
New York NY 10010
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and hopefully more. Pis
send photo/phonellJr to
Outweek Box 1782
BALLS
Give yours to me to
workover for our mutual
pleasure. I am a 6'4', 40
year old w~h a great feel
for testicles. Young and
curious to experiencedall comers. Robert, P.O,
Box 10 NYC, 10014.
KOSHERGWM
INTOSIM
Allr, intel GJM seeks
similar sgls or cpls for
talk, Shabbat, movies
and maybe more. Me:
5'11', 190, br/hz, 36. Interests include existentialism, masochism, soci" service, cocksucking,
thealre. You: slrong but
not selfish. Ltr and phone
(foto a +) to PO Box
2520 Times Square Station, NYC, 101OB.
IT TAKES TWO:
GWF, 21, 5'6' femme,
black spikey hair, (Joan
Jett lover), into wearing
black, rock and metal
music, concerts, gay
clubs. Learning gulJar.
Seeking a hot· blooded
caring GWF, 19-25+,
very pretty butcMemmE!
into same, wilh dark hair
pre!. (black and spikey).
Looking for special
friendship and hopefully
an intimate, monogamous
relationship.
Smoker preferred. No
drugs. Please send a de·
tailed letter, phone and
photo if possible to P.O.• '
Box 645 Peck Slip Sta·
tion, New York, NY
10272.
BIWM, 21, 6', TAN
and blond seeking other
BiWM who knows Ihe
meaning of relationships
and is not into bars. I'm
Romantic, arts student,
involved in NYC arl
world, into outdoors,
monogamy. Drop me a
line SQOnif you're under
30, with a photo. Box
402 SUNY, Purchase,
NY 105n-1400.
WAY FUNI!!
GWM, 27, wriler, very
funny, very bright, very
hairy. Loves: The B-52's,
Douglas Sirk movies,
British magazines, polka
dots, hot hors d'oeLNres, ,.
'Munsters' reruns, ice
cream in pinls, tall men
who look good in baggy
grey sweatpanls, french
doors, Wamol's Tunafish
Disaster, and the tasle of
coffee first thing in the

morning. Hates: Sade,
Stephen King novels.
dinner partners who
stack plates. low-vamp
shoes, small dreams,
Greek food, a lack of disco appreciation, impersonal apartments, and
anyone who watches
"t~lrtysomethlng'
because it.,remlnds him so
much of.his own life.
Would like to meet a
bright, funny sensitive
man, 24-35, with a
10veJhatelist of his own.
Send ~ and a picture (it
doesn't have to be of
you) to Outweek Box
1787

•
ALL-MALE

MINI THEATER

(Lower Level)
Mon.-Sat.: 11am-11pm / Sun.: 10am-7pm

Ann Street

Adult Entertainment Center
21 Ann Street (btwn. Broadway & Nassau St.)
New York City / (212) 267-9760
Mon.-Fri.: 7am-11pm / Sat.: 10am-11pm
Sun.: 10am-7pm

ELVIS LIVESI
Wild and crazy, yet serious and sensitive hip
professional GWM (29,
br, bl, 150,5'11") Lower
East Sider who enjoys
films, books, live music
and theatre seeks smart
and cute potential partner 25-35 to create the
quintessential NYC life
together. (Exene fans a
plus) Write and send
photo today I P.O. Box 5
NY, NY 101S5.
4 STAR OR PIZZ~A,
Irving or Guisewite,
Pachelbel or House, di-

verse 28 year old handsome GWM seeks mate.
Me: 5'S', 155' Ibs.,
Gm/Bm, gym body bulh
for hugs, mind geared for
laughter and soul made
to share. Photo and letter- Ou\Week Box 1789

(30Ish). Danca a I~tle &
have a lot of fun. Send
photo & requirements to
PO Box 5725, Woolsey
Station, LlC, NY 11105,
Good dancer preferred.
Cute, hot, boyish body
required.

KINKY NEOPHYTE
GWM, Upper West Side,
wants 10 learn kinky safe
sex. 31, 5'10", 1501bs,
BriGr, pretty face, mase.
You: clean-cut, filthy
mind, creative, 28-40.
Experienced mentor or
another novice ok. I'm
HIV-; so must you be.
PO Box 0734, Planetarium Station, NYC, 100240734.

400 POUNDS PLUS
GWM, 37, 2101bs, seeks
very fat man for good
times, dinner, movies,
safe sex, possible relationship, for the guy who
steals my heart. Replys
with explicit photo, lener,
tel no., get answer. Write
BML, 20053, LTS, NYC,
10011.

DADDY'S BOY
GWM, 37, 2101bs, hry
chest, seeks son for dinner, movies, sex, role
play (Daddy's pleasure &
possibly yours) Poss rela
t. Prefer smooth & large
pistol but wil I consider
others. Replys w~h photo, letter, tel no., get Ans
too: Dad, LTS, 20276,
NYC, 10011.
TAKE ITOFFI
Take ~ all 0111And strut
your stuff for admiring
group of 6-10 friends

I WOULD LIKE TO
MEET
A well Duil! BI or Gay
m,sc guy for friendship
andlor rel!nshp. Me:
GWM, 39, 5'10", 170Ibs,
Masc, Gdlkg, clean-cut,
discreet. I have a l:ar Surburbs ok. Box 1534,
Madison Square 51n, NY
10159.
AlliLETES ONLY
Handsome, well defined,
jock, 29, 5'6", 1401bs,
BI/Gr, Hung-Uncut/S'.
Seeks other athletes only, 18-35, for erotic workouts. Hard Bodies a

EN TU
VIERNES
SOCIAL ...
'~

~,

iCUIDATE!
LARGE SELECTION
OF ALL-MALE
VIDEOS / MAGAZINES
/ SCREENING
BOOTHS
NOVELTIES
VIDEO

• • •
• • •

/ PERIODICALS

RENTALS

/ MEMBERSHIP

TOW~~IDto Sours
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ETC.
PLANS

Cuando tengas relaciones sexuales con mujeres u otros hombres,
usa siempre condones de latex,
iPorque basta s610 una vel para transmitir el virus del SIOAI
As; que protegete ...y protege a tu pareja.
Para informaci6n sabre

el SIDA, llama al: 118 485-8111.

OPEN 24 HOURSEVERYDAY LOW
VIDEO SALE &
RENTAL PRICES

I

.,....~~Mt""'*.

:0IIII1

and everything else
you would expect from
a Quality Male
Book Shop!
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must. Send Photo/
Phonelletter to Outweek
Box 1760
DREAMY CRUISY
QUEER
Young
hunk wants
whoppee with blooming
earth bo<tt bver. Flllky vir·
ileseX/;kin~, cock Mefatigable,CUT1 home Rock·
~y, blow rrry rrird, arm in
arm tongue on tongue,
ablaze astride inside each
«her's fucklorever tnJe gay
wowl Photo/Phone gets
mile. Davkl, clo Boxholder,
PO Box 1251, New York,
NY 10013.
MIDDLE AGED
COSMOPOLITAN MAN;
seeks similar person;
Conservative lesryte, 50- 50,
companionship, friend·
ship and travel. Write
Outweek Box 1762.

~~~~}~:;
~,-:lt"!.. ,;a...
• Video Rentals
• 'State-Of-The-Art' Screening
Booths
• Video Screening Room
• Periodicals, Magazines
• Novelties, Toys, Etc.

"THE"
ALL-MALE
UPTOWN BOOKSTORE
217 West 80th Street
(btwn, 8'way & Amsterdam)
New York, NY 10024

HAIRY, MUSCULAR
CHEST
Desperately looking to
be stroked. I'm 33, 5'8",
1651bs, bearded with
black curly hair. I like
travel, books, polilics,
dining out, theatre,
movies, music, camping,
hiking, and candlelight
dinners, If you're 35 or
younger and have a

smooth chest, drop me a
line. GL #15F, 496 Hud·
son, New York, NY
10014. Let's spend a
weekend in bedl

LOVE IS
Being close 2 each other,
a moon lit beach, being
snowed in, Mon Night Ft·
Ball, hot sex, pass/love,
sharing & caring. Me:
GM, 27, 6" & 210. Y:GM,
24-44, tall,dark. We:bothProf, and MN based on
1st date. We want 2 get
to know each other and
have lasting relationships. Lets travel new
roads to enrich our love
4 each other. Love is al·
so roses on Sunday, Clin·
ner 4 2, a romantic hide·
away, finding that special
love & celebrating each
day together. Outweek
Box 1514

NEED A SPANKING?
Attr guy 43, 6', 1601bs,
will put you across his
knee and pull down your
underpants & spank you
till you promise to behave. Am into fantasy not pain. Beginners welcome. Box 1316, FDR
STN, NYC, 10150. Sincere replies only.
INEXPERIENCED?
New to the scene? Very
hot BM, 6', 180lbs, 30's,
wants to be your sexual
mentor. Don't be shy.
Let's share long, caring,
erotic times at my place.
Take a chance. Write:
PO Box 786, New York,
NY 10026.
FALL ROMANCE
GWM, 32, 6'3", hndsm,
prof and athl swimmer's
build seeks similar
GWM, cleancut for fall
Romance, fun and explo·
. ration ofthe physical and
spiritual. Hot times are
waiting, so send r ph/ph
ASAP. Outweek Box
1301

HAD TO BE YOU?
GWM,<!8 5'6" 145 Ibs.
brOWn/moustacheCuban
film buff seeks GM 25·35
to share popcorn and
other good things. Pho·
to/phone/letter
POB
2522 West NY, NJ
07093. No drugS/smok·
ing or bull"ANOREXOPHILE"
GWM, 35, 6'·1",165 sol·
id Ibs., masculine, safe,
secure, often sane, Ivy
grad, homeowner; likes
skiing, cycling, arts, mechanics;seeks honest

,!

MALE
500 HUDSON STREET
(at Christopher St.)
New York, NY 10014
24 HRS.
• MAGAZINES,
• PERIODICALS,
SCREENING

BOOTHS

NOVELTIES
TOYS,

ETC,

• 'STATE·OF-THE·ART'
SHOWING THE NEWEST RELEASES

NEW YORK'S LARGEST
SELECTION
OF ALL-MALE
VIDEO TAPES FOR SALE OR
RENT AT THE LOWEST
PRICES IN TOWN!
MORE THAN A BOOKSTORE
...
A LANDMARK,
SERVING NEW YORK'S GAY COMMUNITY
FOR OVER
20 YEARS!
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If you have sex with other men, no maner how infrequentl~

always use latex condoms,
8ecause once is all it takes to transmit the AIDS virus,
So protectyourself..,and your partner, For more information,call:

AIDS Hotline 718 485-8111.

.Ctr"'_.,......~I.KOCfI.

......
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..........

MO....

'H. ec.-.-
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PERSONAL SERVICES

When you finally get serious...
~

?lanMallJ
The ini roductory serviG~ for professionally oriented gay men
Call for a free brochure Mon ...Fri. 7 pm-ll pm
In NY (212) 580-9595 • Out of State (800) 622-MATE
GM, 24 to 36, with innate, truly toothpick-thin
build and no chemical
dependencies, for perm.
relationship. Please reply
(include intemts, height,
weight) to P.O. Box
9252, Morristown, NJ
07963.
LOOKING FOR YOU
GWM, Jewish, 40's, 5'7",
1951bs, easy going, fun
loving, prof guy looking
for Masculine man to
share good times with
photo/phone PO Box 31
Jackson HIs NY 11372 .

CHUBBY TOP SEEKS
BOTTOM
GWF, chubby top seeks
slim submissive GF for
fun & maybe more.
Metro area, phone a
must, photo pis. Write
Outweek Box 1651
NEED QUICK FIX
You combine looks and
haMs of Nick Cave with
Ian Curtis anguish. I will
supply the boredom. I
Uke pallor and earrings,
dislike pets and muscles.
Skinny literates ,a +.
Write and send four photobooth snaps. Age 2535. Outweek Box 1653

SWEET JEWISH MAN
Looking for winter sweetheart to share passion
for Shicoff & Schubert,
Ofra Haza & the Hambo.
33, Br/Hzl 5'10', 1601bs,
bearded, musician seeks
warm, hairy Jewish man
for shabes mitsva dance.
Oh, and I can cook, too!
Letter, PH/PH to: Outweek Box 1663
HEALTHY WASPY
HANDSOME
40's, 5'7', 1251bs,BrlBr,
seeks similarforsafe sex &
close friendship. No hard
drugs or obese please.
WriteOutweekBox 1670

ABSOLUT BOTTOM
SEEKS
ABSOLUTTOP
FOR
ABSOLUT 100% PLEASURE.
(STRAIGHT UP)
MIKE 212-969-8769
(24 hr voice mail)
SALUTEI
JIOBUDDIES
GWM, 40, 5'11',165 #,
looking for men who love
hot J/O sessions. Exhib.lvoy. videos. Extra
hung and or hairy a +. '
Photo/Phone to Box 126,
70A Greenwich Avenue ,
New York, NY 10011.

HUNGRY FOR LOVE
GWM, Hispanic, 35,
5'10', 165#, hairy chest,
moustache, attractive,
sincere, educated, witty,
smart, myriad interests.
Seeks sparkling friendship with goodloo king,
neat, bright, romantic,
sensitive Asian 18-29,
smooth body, thick, slra
ight hair, nice smile. Both
of us are affectionate,
caring and love to learn,
laugh, kiss and enjoy life.
Send detailed letter/foto
in confidence. Let's meet
and get started. Outweek
Box 16n
COLLEGE GUY
I'm an adventurou~, attractive, tall, blonde, nice
guy looking for fun. I'm
21, 6'1", an artist with a
good trim body, 160 lb.,
top, who seeks a new
dating, sexual, or relationship adventure (while
playing safe) with a fun
guy who is in shape, un'
der 30, and has a good
sense of humor. A recent
photo a must. Outweek
Box 1678
DOMINANT
Intelligent highly egocentered MASTER looking to own, control, hu-

miliate and abuse willing
slave who will-Qive himself over and follow MY
directions. Stats unimportant. ATIITUDE isl
Submit application and
phone number to P.O.
Box 292, NY 10024.
RUMAN ENUF?
Musc handsome GWM,
BrlBr 5'10' 175, 34, wks
out, has rei, seeks welldef very musc. guy for
hot wkday SS, FR AiP
chest hair a must. YR pic
gets mine, Box 306,
Bklyn, NY 11217.
GLORY HOLE SERVICE
Hot, no nonsense cocksucker, 34, really gets
down for major dudes
hunt! bigger than me
(10:!) Looks, age, race
unimportant, cock size is.
Just be hot and ready for
a rootmilkin you won't
soon forget. DT assured.
Serious calls only. No
J/O no fats, Duke (212)
691-3601.
GAY ASIAN
Gay male couple midtwenties likes music, horror movies, and creative
projects.Seeks
Asian
male 20-30 for friendship. A good sense of

lESBJIAN
GAY
CONNECTION
540·3800
CONNECTION

To Find a
Date or Just
Meet aNew
Friend

New York's
Latest
and
Hottest
Gay
Connection

~&H:ltei

Free
Private
Message
Boxes
Available

Live
Talking
Personal
Ads
(212) • (718) • (914) • (516)
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$1.50 1st min, .50/ea. addL

Datclre ecnrrorn
live Talking PrnrrnlAds
Free private
message boxes available
(212) • (718) , (914) • (516)
$1.50 1st min, .•50/ea. addL

======---

Safer Sex Guidelines
1
1.

%.

USE A COIiDOIiWllUf ~I.
Avoid
oil-baseel lubricanfJ auch -babV oil, Vaaeline,
Crisco etc" as they c:an:.... ~
to
break.llIIt..t UI8 wat .. ..tIased ... lie rt,
The older a condom, thelaa reliabli,m fird
aincbna Whoaelll8lUclI'era' dates .. leas
than tine months old.

..

f,;

AVOID POPrEIII,

7.

AVOID ExCESSIVE ALCHOHOLOR DRill
USE, Many people are IIl8bIe to maintain
sater aex practices after gettil'G hVI.

..

DON'T HEIITATE TO: Fuck with a concbn,
with a concbn, PIa'f with. but
don't ahare, clean .. top, yilntorl and dildoes. Enjov mauage, hugging, rnaatwbation
lalone, with a partrier 01' in a group), and ....
pl8¥ing.
,

in:Ioo..

IEVERIIWIE WOIIII. TIia
needla, ayrirQa, ctoppIrI, apOOns, cottonI or
aIObra; If you nut .... works, clean them
aft .. udI UIII with bluch. or in an emergent'( with nib~ eIcohol orvodka, bv ctawing

have ORII ..

the ml~ion into the needle tine times end
than drawil'G clean water into the needle
thrMtimM.

USE A CONDOMDURINI OIW.IEX.1f you
don't, avoid pJacil'G the head of YOU' partner'a
cocIc in YOU' mouth. HIV-infec:teel QIII 01' precum can enter yotI' bloodstream through cuta,
t88f1 01' ulcera in your mouth.

USE DEmL DAMS DUllIiII OIW.-VA.IlALIEX. HIV is present in tome IIII1OII1tS in
Vlginal'lCretiona,
urine, nMIIIItrUIl blood. and
irildion-nllteel vaginal cfJldwge.

I.

AVOIDRmNl, _MlNa,
UNCLEANEDlEX TOYS.

ORlIWIlNa

(212)(

Leave Your
FREEAD at

Remember, aex is .QOOd, and gay lex i. great. Don't
Mid sex, just avoid the ViM. Lan to eIOticize
.. .. sex end you can protec:t others, remain ...
and have fun.

-."
,'-'.~..

(718)
_ (914)

(212~ 308-2525

.

(516),

~

•.

970~~.

~~
95¢ for the first minute, 50¢ for each additional minute .

~

THE DNLY PLACE
TD·MEET
SEPARATE CONFERENCE

CONNECTIONS

IN YOUR AREA

OUTRAGEOUS BULLETIN BOARDLeave a message or listen to one left by other men

CONFERENCE - With up to 8 hot guys
MANSCAN - Exclusive one o~,one rematch feature
THE BACK ROOM - Privately coded connections
SSCI:PER MINUTE/

YOU MUST'BE

18

~
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humor a must. Write Box
697 Midwood New York
11230.
YOUR NAME IS ..,
Jack. You· are a GWM,
28, gym body, dark hair,
IQ 138, HIV neg, an Actor, recently moved here
from LA, attend Unity,
drink Ricard, do some
writing, believe in "Do It
Nowl' I'm like you, handsome, warm, pining,
. 'seek love and support.
Let's meett PIVPh to Box
7493, NYC, 10163.

Ways
to

INSATIABLE FRiA
Attr 40 yr bind, very oral
and HIV neg. sks wellhung FRiP for hot times.
I'm talented, Ou.-educated, affectionate. Age and
race' not as important as
dick & attitude. Photo a
plus. Write Fox, P.O. Box
20161, Midtown Station,
New York Cily 10129.

Choose
the

LOVING TOP
52, 5'6', 135, HIV-, 8',
gentle but masterful
seeks 18-35, slim, passionate, devoted boy
who's eager to serve and
please. Write phone #
and t911me why we together could have the
world. Outweek Box 1708

~ht
•
C.1W
SI~I..I~C~'I'IC)NS
™

1-900-999- 3700
"'illl/lly 1i.;I<'1I or I,'UI',' 'VoiU'/'<'I:;Ollllr
"'/;. 011(1'89' /'<.,. 111111111<:

C.1W
(~C»~~T)~(~'''I
C»N

!!!!

™

1-900-999-3333
IlrivuI<'

Oll"'(l/Hl/I"

lII1/17,·/:,ulio/l.,.

Ilrohul>ilty ollllul< IIIII~' \7unl~.
Ollly 89' /I<'r 1I1I11I1f,',

Must be 18 years or older.
'c Jartel, Inc" .1989
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GAY AND
INTERRACIAL
GJM, 40, 5'10', 155 Ibs.,
cute, blue eyes and wise
desires masculine black
top man, 30 and older.
Sensitive and mature to
explore who we are, Foto/phone if possible. P.O.
Box 20, 'NYC, NY
loot2.
GUYS IN SUITS
Professional, GWM, 31,
with eclectic tastes looking for Wall Street type
Who know how to leave
the office behind. Am
br/br, 145, clean shaven,
work out, look good.
Photo/phone to Outweek
Box 1712
SPIRITUALLY
, DEVOTED
(not religious) Passionately feeling,GF,musician
with Day Gig seeking
emotionally supportive,
artistically romantic nonsmok GF who is emotionally spiritually physically attuned. Write Outweek Box 1713
WHO READS ADS?
I don't eRher,but thought
I'd try something different. GWM, successful,
seeking best friend and

SOMEONE LIKE ME
A Man's man who knowingly has nothing to hide
and doesn't need to tell
lhe world of his sexual
preference simply because it's not necessary.
Someone who's watched
guys give his handsome
masc/musc apprrance
the once-over: guys who
never imagined that he,
too, was a GWM, We
alike so far? Read on.
Someone
who now
HERE IAMI
needs a significant
Dashing GWM, BrlBl, 6',
friend/buddy/lover: age
160lbs, 44yrs, Funloving,
30+ , height comparabl~
Ivy-ed, Manhattan, prof.
to weight, a solid, wellHIV-neg, seeks trim,
defined body and mind is
handsome, healthy, hapmost important; clean
py, guy, 25-45 (hairy a
shaven and smooth a -.
big +) for dates, safe
Let's be two hot guys
sex, eventual relationwho
alen1 bothered by
ship. Enjoy NYC, arts &
society's stupidity and igculture, weekends away,
norance and who'Nsleep
travel. Send letter, phone
in each other's arms af#, photo to: Box 2278,
ter a hot sweaty session
New Yorl<,NY 100OS.
of love-making. Pass this
by and you'll regret it.
ROMANTIC ARTIST
Only serious bottoms
Loving
passionate
Photol
artisVdesigner, 37yr, Wm' ' need reply.
PhonBl Letter. Wrtte Outlooking to meet a similar
Week Box 1722.
guy who is sensitive, caring, loving, intutitive, creLATIN BUTCH SEEKS
'alive, witty, healthy, lovLATIN FEMME
ing guy for relationship.
GWF, 29, 5'2', honest
Please write with photo.
and educated. Likes all
PO Box 843, New York.
sports & music, seeks a
NY 10163.
lover. Financial
Executive with diverse interests: Gay Men's Chorus, counseling,
CoChairman of my church's
Gay Fellowship. Looking
for someone who responds to the person I
am: good sense of humor, romantic, interests
outside 01 self, tall and
attrac tve. Write Outweek
Box 1714

HO
HO

HOT

HOT
HOT
HOT
HO

H
HO

HOT
OT

SIZZLING

ONE-ON-ONE

GAY'

ACTION

.40 first minute, .15 each additional minute. Must be 18 or older

Latin lady, 20-35 Lesbian, who likes to share
special
moments &
maybe a serious relationship. I speak Spanish.
Please no drugs &
Butches. Outweek Box
1723

YES DADDY SIRf
Bold Blond-bearded,
hairy and very wel~huQg
WGM, (HfV-neg), 33,
looking for boyman who
loves to give elccellent
oral service & respect.
Learner welcome. You
should be romantic, intelligent, GWM, with facial
hair, s'lim or muscular or
BB, 5'8", or shorter, 1830, & in need of a romantic & secure topman
to lovingly show you how
to do it. Photo/Phone
ans. Outweek Box 175t'

BE MY GUEST
European show biz Executive WM, 45, 6'1",
180lb,
in
good
health/shape, will host
you at good restaurants
theater, movies, travel
and nights of intellectual
and sexual (flap-safe)
SUBMISSIVE WM, 40
stimulation. Be WM, 255'9", 1451bs, Dancer's
30, gd Ik, cln shvn, good
body, will 'II ear panties,
body/mind, Grad student
nylons, high heels, etc,
of employed professional, ready/able to relate . fo, masc hung men. Discreet, Kniky dates aat
personaly/sexualy to a
you'r place, NYC only.
person older than you.
Lee, POB 146; Prince
No games (sex is part of
Street Stn, NYC, 10012.
the "deal") no hustlers,
drugs, or excessive alcoLOVE ON THE SIDE
hoL Write PWPh, POBox
I have a lover but feel
8324, New York, NY
hemmed
in, Are you in
10150-1918.
sim situtation? I seek discrete GD-Iking slim funny
GBF 40 LOOKING
smart kind man in 30's
Seeks GF 35-50 who apfor occas roll in the hay. I
preciates a loving womam handsome, bearded,
an-loves dancing, does
38, 5'10", 1651b,literate,
not smoke, rarely drinks,
successful, horny man.
works hard, loves our
Fantyasies run a little
gay community, is honest
rough - boxing a turn-on,
& aggressive-let's talk.
jockstraps & sweat. But
Write PO Box 437 Prince
don't let that scare you,
Street Stn, New York, NY
This is new for me too.
10012.
Discretion, affection &
hot wkday mo rnings HOT BOrrOM
that's aUI'm alter. Take a
SPANKING
chance. Outweek Box
Very goodlooking Gd
1753
Build GWM 34, 6'2",
1901b,Hot Bottom wants
MID-30'S
Hot Top for safe
GOODLOOKING
GR/SpankingfToysiENM
In-shape, creative, lovers
etc. Espceially like big
open to meeting similar
guys my age or older, or
types, singles/duos for
hung, or muscular, but
sensual safe sex. Into
like all top guys into lits
music, art, movies & othand my great bun. Write
er turn-ons. We're friendBox 1602 Old Chelsea
ly, hot & secure.
Stn, New York, NY
Letter/Photo/Phoneto JR
l001!.
Box 29, 201 Washington
Street, Hoboken, NJ
LIFE IS
07030,
So much better when
shared with someone
KINKY NEOPHYTE
special. I could be that
GWM, Upper West Side,
someone. Goodlooking,
wants to learn kinky safe
GBM,
30yrs;'
5'9",
sex. 31, 5'10", 15011is,
150lbs, desires to reloBr/Gr, pretty face, masc.
cate and start a new,
You: clean-CUI, filthy
with you. A mature, sinmind, creative, 28-40.
cere, affluent, and indulExperienced mentor or
gent kind of guy who
another nO,vice ok. I'm
would enjoy my compaHIV-; so must you be.
ny, for dining, movies,
PO Box 0734, Planetariwalks, quiet evenings at
um Station, NYC, 10024home, and travel. (race,
0734.
age unimportant), I firmly
believe that fantasy can
DADDY'S BOY
become a reality. Write
GWM, 37, 2101bs, hry
W/Ph, will gladly reply to
chest, seeks son for dinall. DSP, PO Box 4132,
ner, movies, sex', role
Oak Park, II 60303,
play (Daddy's pleasure &
Chowl

.'
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, TALK LIVE WITH
HOT LEATHER MEN
24 HOURS DAIL V!

( You must be 18 or older )

An""",

1-900-999-6576
1-900-999-0K-SM

Un" lop.

possibly yours) Poss rela
t. Prefer smooth & large
pistol but wil I consider
others. Replys with photcr,letter, tel no,; get Ans
too: Dad, LTS, 20276,
NYC, 10011.

Q:confused
~bout
partyllnes?
s5f!1'1'1'

TAKE ITOFFI
Take ~ all offl And strut
your stuff for admiring
group of 6-10 friends
(30ish). Dance a linIe &
have a lot of fun. Send
photo & requirements to
PO Box 5725, Woolsey
Station, LlC, NY 11105.
Good aancer preferred.
Cute, hot, boyish body
required.
1
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400 POUNDS PLUS
.GWM, 37, 2101bs,seeks
very fat man for good
times, dinner, movies,
safe sex, possible relationship, for the guy who
steals my heart. Replys
with explicit photo, lener,
tel no., get answer. Write
BML, 20053, LTS, NYC,
, 10011.
I WOULD LIKE TO
MEET
A well built BI or Gay
masc guy for friendship
and/or reltnshp. Me:
GWM, 39, 5'10", 1701bs,
Masc, Gdlkg, clean-cut,
discreet. I have a car Surburbs ok. Box 1534,
Madison Square SIn, NY
10159.
ATHLETES ONLY
Handsome,
well defined, jock, 29, 5'6",
1401bs, BI/Gr, HungUncuIf8". Seeks other
athletes only, 18-35,
for erotic workouts.
Hard Bodies a must.
Send Photo/Phone/Letter to Outweek Box
1760
DREAMY CRUISY
QUEER
Young hunk w!lnts
whoppee with blooming

,

earth body lover. Funky
virile sexskinlicious, cock
indefatigable, cum home
Rockaway, blow my
mind, arm in arm tongue
on tongue, ablaze astride
inside each other's fuckforever true gay wowl
Photo/Phone gets mine.
David, clo Boxholder, PO
Box 1251, New York, NY
10013.
MIDDLE AGED
COSMOPOLITAN MAN;
seeks similar person;
ConseIvaWe 1Iestyte,50-60,
companionship, friendship and travel. Write
Outweek Box 1762.
HAIRY, MUSCULAR

CHEST
De!jperately looking to
be ~troked. I'm 33, 5'8",
1651bs, bearded with
black curly hair. I like
travel, books, politics,
dining out, theatre,
movies, music, camping,
hiking, and candlelight
dinners. II you're 35 or
younger and have a
smooth chest, drop me a
line. GL #15F, 496 Hudson, New York, NY
10014. Let's spend a
weekend in bed!
NEED A SPANKING?
Allr guy 43, 6', 1601bs.
will put you across his
knee and pull down your
underpants & spank you
till you promise to behave. Am into fantasy not pain. Beginners welcome. Box 1316, FDR
STN. NYC, 10150. Sincere repfies only.
INEXPERIENCED?
New to the scene? Very
hot BM, 6', 180lbs, 30's,
wants to be your sexual
mentor. Don't be shy.
Let's share long, caring,
erotic limes at my place.
Take a chance. Write:
PO Box 786, NIIW York,
NY 10026.
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OutWeek Crossword
by Phil Greco
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7.
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9.
10.
11.
12.
15.
18.
23.
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40.
43.
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Edited by Gabriel Rotello

SOLUTION IN NEXT WEEK'S OUTWEEK ON SALE MONDAY
ACROSS
1.

5.
9.
13.
14.
16.
17.
19.
20.
21.
22.

24.
26.
29.
31.
33.
35.
37.
38.
39.
41.
42.
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Make Love
Is The Wind
Tarnished
Fever
Detestation
Idea: comb. form
1964's best film
Girl's About
Fitting
Word with track or swim
Used a chair
Ivan or Peter, e.g.
French city
Ruby or Sandra
With 39 Across, a 1933 classic
Dist. Svc. Ord.
__
and polish
Sexist slang for vulvae
.Berg opera
See 31 Across
Munson, et al
Meccans, e.g.
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44.
45.
46.
48.
50.
51.
54.
55.
58.
60.
63.

66.
67.
68.
69.
70.
71.

Layer
Material (abbr.)
Ingrid's 1944 Oscar film
__
de France
Pays reluctantly, with 'out'
Loop
Toilet
Wearing topsiders
Letter enders
Actress Garr
Tracy-Hepburn film
Innocent
The Philadelphia __
Defunct disco
Word with inner or test
Pinnacle
__
Yesterday

DOWN
1.
2.
3.
4.

Panchen
Handel's Israel In
Actor Sonny
Black or Red

60.
61.
62.
64.
65.

Sported
Monty Python's Eric
Lt. Cable's lover
Legs Diamond, i.e.
1933 film
Fuss
Morning moisture
Over there
Edward, __
1906 gay novel
Travels With My __
Colman's 1947 Oscar film
Give a tenth of
Praying woman,
Of birth
.
Compass dir.
Finger
Twin-screw steamer (abbr.)
Writer Marguerite
Rend
Cores
Jet __
Prefix: three
Farm structure
Heaps on condiments
Alan or Diane
__
Agnew
Inquiring mind
__
In The Name Of Love
Jackrabbit
Jet black
__
O'Casey
Cable sta.
__
de cologne
Adam's
Phillipine native
.Queen of the fairies

SOLUTION TO LAST WEEK'S PUZZLE
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Hot Shot

byErlchConrad

Photo by Lizzerd Souffle/In the Dark Studios

LEIGH BOWERY,designer, performer, artist and pop Icon, Is probably the most visually shocking
character since Oscar Wilde.
A native Australian who once envisioned a career in archaeology, Leigh is currently starring in John
Mayberry's latest film. Other film credits include Cerlth Wyn Evans' Degrees of Blindness, which swept
awards in Holland and Switzerland, and a New Year's Day premier of Charles Atlas' Because We Must.
Famous for being famous, Leigh's self-invention Is a creation almost as genius as his art. An avid
fan of travelling, he's in high demand among the outrageous Jet set and can be frequently seen terrorizing some of the world's best parties as simply an "object d'art." Color being one of his most important tools, Bowery explains, "I've never understood this black thing. I love colors and I don't think
that I've ever owned a piece of black clothing except possibly I once had a black pair of shoes."
Whether it's hot colored wax dripping off his head or a hot pink satin bondage suit, Bowery will
always reign as La Reina Hysterical of ,the avant garde. Leigh, press onl
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